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Dedication 

This paper is dedicated to torture survivors around the world and to those 

involved in eradicating torture and the healing of torture trauma. Two short vignettes 

epitomize for me the faith and resilience of siu^ivors of organized violence. 

A 52-year old Ugandan man described how he had suffered greatly in prison. He 

told us about the solidarity felt among the prisoners. Even though they were packed into a 

small cell so that they could barely breathe and were unable to lie down, he told us that 

there was no fighting amongst them, that they shared food and looked after one another. 

He reported that every day all prisoners would pray together. The Muslims learnt the 

Christian prayers and the Christians leamt the Muslim prayers so that they could worship 

together. He remarked that it was such things that saved him from despair (Bracken et al. 

1995; 1078). 

A torture survivor described the members of a torture survivor self-help group in 

this way: 

This is a chain, one link and then another. It will be a great chain. When we 

eventually shake this chain it will be like thunder. You will hear thunder. The 

world will stop to listen, humanity will come to its senses and there will be no 

more torture (Schlaporbersky and Bamber 1988, cited in Turner and Gorst-

Unsworth 1993: 708). 
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ABSTRACT 

Trauma resulting from torture and other forms of organized violence has been 

recognized as a growing international public health problem. International NGOs have 

responded to this problem by initiating anti-torture information campaigns and by 

establishing collaborative torture rehabilitation and community mental health in more 

than 120 communities in refugee resettlement countries as well as in countries recovering 

from war-related organized violence and gross human rights violations. These programs 

have faced the challenge of recognizing and integrating the non-Western ethnomedical 

and ethnopsychiatric beliefs of the populations being served into programs founded on 

Western medical epistemology. The appropriateness of applying in such settings Western 

diagnostic criteria such as post-traumatic stress disorder has been called into question. 

Buddhist beliefs further problematize the idea of culturally sensitive treatment. This paper 

examines torture rehabilitation programs working with Khmer and Tibetan populations 

with particular attention to the potential contribution of indigenous healing modalities 

and religious beliefs and practices. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recent decades have seen torture come out of the dungeon, transformed for 

citizens of developed countries from an archaic gruesome curiosity into an enthralling 

horrific TV image of inhumane action carried out on a massive scale by "others" in 

isolated barbaric ethnic conflicts based on ancient blood feuds. The available data on 

torture unfortunately belies such a stereotype. While the desire of most groups that carry 

out wholesale torture to shield such practice from the global public eye and thus avoid 

censure precludes the unrestricted collection of data, the information gathered over time 

by Amnesty International (AI) provides perhaps the clearest picture of the changing scope 

of the problem. In 1995, AI requested Urgent Action appeals for 441 new cases including 

141 cases of torture and 60 cases of "disappearances" (Amnesty International 1996: 

appendix VIII). Ba o lu has noted that because information on the practice of torture is so 

guarded, AI's figures probably only "reflect a fraction of the true magnitude of human 

rights violations and torture throughout the world " (Ba o lu 1992: 2). 

While defining torture may seem a self-evident exercise, a number of greatly 

varying definitions have emerged over the centuries as torture was integrated into ancient 

Roman and Greek legal procedures, spread through Europe in the Middle Ages, was 

eventually officially abolished in many European coimtries by the early 19"* century, 

made a comeback to serve the needs of European colonial administrations of the 19"* and 

20"" centuries, and finally settled down in the late 20"" century as a pervasive semi-secret 
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extra-legal practice used for political purposes (Peters 1996: 4-5). A n"* century gloss 

offered by a Roman lawyer defines torture as "the inquiry after the truth by means of 

torment." A second from a IT** century European lawyer declares that "torture is the 

interrogation by torment of the body, concerning a crime known to have occurred, 

legitimately ordered by a judge for the purpose of eliciting the truth about said crime 

(Peters 1996: 1). More contemporary definitions include that of the World Medical 

Association which in 1975 defined torture as "the deliberate, systematic or wanton 

infliction of physical or mental suffering by one or more persons acting alone or on the 

orders of any authority to force another person to yield information, to make a confession 

or any other purposes (italics in original; Turner and Gorst-Unsworth 1993: 703). The 

United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel. Inhuman or Degrading 

Treatment or Punishment defines torture widely as "any act by which severe pain or 

suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such 

purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing 

him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or 

intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination 

of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the 

consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an ofticial capacity 

(United Nations 1984: article 2, paragraph 1). 

Torture is intimately interwoven into the fabric of war and civil strife and thus 

ultimately as well into the lives of refugees. AI has reported on a global trend in the 
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growth of human rights violations associated with such conflicts during which practices 

such as torture become normalized as a political or military tactic (Amnesty International 

1995: 2). Such an understanding of the widespread use of torture requires us to rethink 

our conceptualization and response to torture trauma, to regard it as a serious and widely 

prevalent public health problem. The Transcultural Psychosocial Organization (TPO), an 

NGO based in Amsterdam providing counseling assistance to traumatized refugees and 

training to mental health workers in a number of coimtries around the world, reports that 

the global population of refugees has increased from 1.4 million in 1960 to over 20 

million in 1997 with this figure being further augmented by an additional 24 million if 

people who are internally displaced by war or civil strife are included (TPO 1999: 1). 

Baker in reviewing data from 12 torture trauma centers in 12 Westem countries estimates 

that from 5-35% of the refugee populations that had resettled in those countries had been 

tortured in their native lands (Baker 1992: 85). Even using the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) figure of 14 million "official" refugees for 1995 

and the conservative end of Baker's estimate (5%) we still come up with 700,000 refugees 

who are also torture survivors. While our television screens may lull us into a feeling of 

safety and distance from the places where such horrible events occur, this sense of 

separation is a false one. The survivors of torture are not just "over there," they are all 

around us. One estimate puts the number of torture victims living in the United States at 

between 200,000 and 400,000 (Maran 1998: 227). 
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Public awareness of and concern about the prevalence of human rights abuse and 

torture have catalyzed action both at the global institutional level and within the 

healthcare professions of various countries. Such attention is built on a history of 

international agreements that have defined the "laws of humanity" in times of conflict and 

have been designed to protect the lives of civilians in war situations and the right of 

individuals in general (e.g. the 1815 Declaration on the Abolition of Slave Trade, the 

1899 Hague Declaration outlawing the deadly dum-dum bullet, the Geneva Conventions 

concerning the treatment of prisoners and civilians). Jaranson adds what he considers to 

be four other important historical events that set the stage for the torture rehabilitation 

movement to take root in Europe. These are: 1) France's precedent-setting adoption in 

1789 of a declaration of human rights that included a condemnation of torture; 2) the Red 

Cross's policy (begun in the mid-nineteenth century) to help those injured in the course of 

warfare; 3) growing public awareness after WW2 of the horrors of torture that grew out 

of revelations about German and Japanese treatment of prisoners in concentration and 

prisoner-of-war camps; and 4) Amnesty International's 1973 program focus on the global 

practice of torture (Jaranson 195: 261). 

This ongoing and growing concern with human rights eventually led to the 

adoption in 1948 by the United Nations General Assembly of a Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights (UDHR) followed by the adoption in 1966 of The Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights (CCPR), the Declaration on the Protection of all Persons from being 

subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 
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and finally in 1984 by the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or 

Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT). In seeming mockery of the evidence 

contained in the published reports of groups such as Amnesty International, as of 

December 1996 one hundred countries had signed on to CATs provisions (Kellberg 

1998: 6-18). 

Amnesty International has played a prominent role in raising the level of 

international awareness regarding the prevalence of torture to a level that demanded 

institutional action such as the international adoption on some of the agreements 

mentioned above. Other advocacy groups for torture survivors have also been formed 

around the world and include World Organization Against Torture/SOS Torture in 

Geneva, Action of Christians for the Abolition of Torture (ACAT) in Paris, and Human 

Rights Watch in New York (Maran 1998: 236-41). However, at least in the case of AI, 

while it is true that it does provide financial assistance and medical treatment to released 

torture survivors as well as other individuals who have been subjected to other forms of 

serious human rights abuses, as an organization it has concentrated its efforts more in the 

political arena than in treatment efforts (Amnesty International 1996: 360). Thus, 

paralleling Al's political efforts other NGOs and private organizations around the world 

have been established to meet the health needs of torture survivors, these organizations 

making up what is collectively known as the torture rehabilitation movement. 

Although the first center for the rehabilitation of torture survivors was opened in 

Denmark in 1982, much of the impetus for its establishment as well as the source of some 
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of its early treatment methodology have their roots in Latin America. Following the 1973 

military coup in Chile religious leaders there organized two committees - the Comite 

National de Refugiados (National Committee for Refugees) and the Comite Por La Paz 

(Committee for Peace) to offer legal, financial, and personal counseling assistance to 

those oppressed by the new totalitarian regime. Soon an underground referral system 

organically grew by means of which the committees secretly referred to sympathetic 

private practitioners first the families of "disappeared" people and later traumatized 

released prisoners. In 1976, the Fundacion de Ayuda Social de las Iglesias Christianas 

(FASC) (the Social Aid Foundation of Christian Churches) organized a mental health 

team to aid both torture survivors and the relatives of those killed or disappeared, with 

this team developing the first modem psychotherapeutic theoretical models and 

methodology (in particular the giving of testimony as form of therapy) for treating 

victims of political repression and state violence (Agger and Jenson 1996: 48-54). 

While mental health workers in Chile and later other countries in Latin America 

such as Argentina were initiating their ground-breaking work with survivors of torture 

under difficult conditions (i.e. in the a country where they and their patients continued to 

be subject top the political violence), the oppression in Chile and elsewhere was 

beginning to prompt health professionals in Europe as well to take concerted action 

towards aiding torture survivors. In December 1972, AI began its first anti-torture 

campaign and a year later sponsored a Paris conference on the combating of torture 

(Burgers and Danelius 1988; 13). Through the mid-1970s a group of Al-associated 
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Danish doctors attempted to determine whether torture could be verified in particular 

cases, examining Chilean refugees in Denmark and Greek and Irish victims of political 

oppression (Van Willigan 1992:278; Ortmann et al. 1987; 161). Those same AI-

associated medical professionals who had already begim documenting the torture 

experiences of European torture survivors began to do the same with the growing number 

of Latin American refugees, eventually establishing their own organization - the 

Rehabilitation and Research Center for Torture Victims (RCT) based in Copenhagen. A 

sister organization, the International Rehabilitation Council for Torture Victims, was later 

founded by the Danish government, the European Community, and the United Nations 

Voluntary Fund for Victims of Torture (UNVFVT) as a more advocacy and education-

oriented rather than treatment-oriented organization. Other prominent torture victim 

rehabilitation centers include the Center for Victims of Torture in Miimeapolis (the first 

one in the United States), the Association for the Victims of Repression (AVRE) in Paris, 

and the Center for the Investigation and Prevention of Torture in Toronto (Suedfeld 1990: 

167). Collaborating with local organizations is a core principle of the torture 

rehabilitation movement. UNFVT, RCT/IRCT, and TPO provide funding and training to 

torture survivor treatment programs around the world. As of 1998, RCT/IRCT was a 

partner in 123 established programs in 58 countries and was in the process of helping to 

create similar programs in 18 additional ones (Duner 1998: 233). 

Earlier I presented global refugee and displaced person figures that in total (more 

than 44 million) paint a stark picture of just how many people may have experienced 
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physical or mental trauma. Using a low-end estimate of what percentage of refugees have 

been tortured and that total figure still gave us more than 2 million torture survivors in the 

world. The high end of such estimates would give us 14 million. I went on to describe a 

variety of ongoing international efforts to fight torture £md rehabilitate the victims of 

torture. It would appear based on these data that both torture and torture rehabilitation are 

"growth industries." Despite the fact that the practice of tortiu-e goes back in recorded 

history to ancient Egypt and Persia, a review of the literature reveals that the medical 

subfield dedicated to healing the trauma of torture is a relatively new one. It is only 

roughly 30 years old if we trace it back to the first efforts by Chilean and European 

doctors to heal the Chilean, Greek and Irish victims of torture or at the outside about 50 

years old if one prefers to place its beginning at the end of WW II with the study of and 

attempts to help the victims of Nazi concentration camps (Peters 1996: 5). Jaranson notes 

a number of reasons (in addition to the newness of the field) why scientific knowledge 

about torture has been slow to accumulate. They include the limitation of small sample 

sizes (which is ironic given the large number of torture survivors globally), difficulty in 

gathering data without risking further traumatization of survivors, the (understandable) 

hesitancy for various emotional reasons of torture survivors to publicly acknowledge their 

torture experiences, the inevitable need for caregivers to prioritize treatment over 

research, and the often unavoidable separation in time between the torture experience and 

the observation/treatment of sequelae by medical professionals (Jaranson 1995: 254). It is 

clear, however, that despite such limitations the number of programs established and 
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torture victims being treated have increased dramatically in the last two decades. This 

begs several questions; What kind of treatment have torture rehabilitation programs been 

providing to torture victims? What is the epistemology of such treatment? A review of 

the literature surrounding torture in particular (with a focus on articles on posttraumatic 

stress disorder [PTSD]) and cross-cultural psychology in general finds that this is indeed 

contested territory with critics of "one size fits all" mental health treatment asserting that 

the wholesale application of Western models of illness classification and treatment to 

patients of other cultures is both ethnocentric and inappropriate (Obeyesekere 1985; Lock 

1987; Eisenbruch 1994; Bracken et al. 1995; Summerfield 1995). Particularly cogent is 

Kleinman's observation of the marginality of anthropological input into cross-cultural 

psychiatric studies. He writes: "Psychiatry proceeds, even or especially in centres that are 

non-Westem or ethnic, as if anthropology did not exist, or was irrelevant to illness and 

care" (Kleinman 1987: 447). 

Such debate highlights the problematic nature of the task health professionals 

around the world face in attempting to treat survivors of what might not unreasonably be 

termed a "torture pandemic." This paper will examine just a small piece of this cross-

cultural mosaic of rehabilitation work. Specifically, I am interested in looking at how 

both health professionals and lay people help in healing the trauma of torture survivors 

from Buddhist societies. Medical anthropologists and psychiatrists interested in 

transcultural psychiatry have amply documented how people of different cultures often 

express their illness through local idioms of distress (Nichter 1981; Kleiimian and 
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Kleinman 1985; Kirmayer 1987). The challenge for health professionals has been the 

need to deal with the pressing needs of torture survivors having different cultural 

conceptions of self, ethnophysiology, and health and illness, conceptions often in 

contradiction with Western biomedical models or philosophies. In a sense, each 

practitioner who finds herself in such a situation must at the same time become an 

anthropologist - she must conduct a "rapid assessment" of her patient's belief system and 

explanatory models and try to incorporate the information garnered into an effective 

treatment strategy. Failure to do so will likely be mirrored by failure in treatment. 

Hopefully, this problem will be considered serious enough that the necessary resources 

will be devoted to long-term research (or in anthropological terms "ethnography") to 

replace stop-gap rapid assessment and thus build a body of knowledge that will facilitate 

effective treatment. After all, torture survivors have already suffered more than enough -

must they suffer more while health professionals stumble through developing culturally 

appropriate treatment for want of vital data? 

While there certainly exists a growing body of work in transcultural psychiatry, 

its application in torture rehabilitation work is still at its infancy level. When one attempts 

to further refine one's area of study down to the rehabilitation of torture survivors of a 

particular ethnic group or society, there is a dearth of appropriate literature. Therefore, 

this paper will draw on a broad range of resources for its synthesis. Work in medical 

anthropology and transcultural psychiatry (or ethnopsychiatry as it-is -sometimes termed) 

will provide a solid theoretical foundation. Refugee studies will provide a major source of 
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data. Mental health literature dealing with posttraumatic stress disorder, torture 

rehabilitation, and depression will offer still ftirther insights. Often the lines between such 

fields blur as in transcultural studies of depression. Because the healing of torture trauma 

that 1 am focusing on occurs in Buddhist societies, I will also draw from material 

concerning Buddhist philosophy; writings dealing with the Buddhist principle of karma 

are particularly salient. I will utilize literature examining particular Buddhist settings 

(Cambodian and Tibetan) where torture rehabilitation programs are in operation. The data 

from such torture rehabilitation literature will be supplemented where appropriate by 

more general ethnographic data concerning those cultures. Finally, I will, provide data 

from interviews with Tibetan torture survivors I conducted in the summer of 1999 for the 

Tibetan Torture Survivor Program of the Department of Health of the Central Tibetan 

Administration. 
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UNIVERSAL VS. CULTURE-SPECIFIC; HEALING WHAT KIND OF MIND 

AND BODY? 

Because healing the trauma of torture involves treating both the physical and 

mental elements of illness and because such healing occurs amongst people who have 

dramatically varied health and ethnophysiological belief systems, the universal 

application by health professionals of Western biomedical models of health, illness, and 

mind/body functional duality in torture trauma treatment settings is problematic. While it 

is beyond the scope of this paper to fiilly examine the scope of such differences in belief, 

some consideration is necessary to "set the stage" for my later discussion of the 

rehabilitation of victims of torture in Buddhist settings. Indeed, Scheper-Hughes and 

Lock in there influential paper The Mindful Body: A Prolegomenon to Future Work in 

Medical Anthropology express the hope that the issues they raise will be considered 

beyond the walls of academia by health care professionals who regularly deal with 

"mindful bodies" (Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987: 6). Scheper-Hughes and Lock 

propose three ways of looking at the human body. The first may be termed the individual 

body, the one that phenomenologically experiences itself as a distinct entity. A second 

body is the social body, the way in which we use body imagery to metaphorically 

describe and interpret the physical and social worlds around us. The third body is the 

body politic, which refers to the manner in which the state exerts regulation and control at 

the site of the body (Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987: 7-8). Scheper-Hughes and Lock use 
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this framework to illustrate the broad diversity of conceptions regarding the body and the 

self to be found around the globe. A number of themes they raise bear relevance to the 

treatment of torture in non-Western settings such as the Buddhist ones I am concerned 

with. First, they show how despite earnest attempts by medical and psychiatric 

professionals to jettison the influence of the Cartesian conception of mind/body 

separation, there is still a lack of "new" language to adequately describe a different 

mind/body relationship (Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987: 10). Second, they examine 

some non-Westem traditions of thought (e.g. Chinese, Islamic, Buddhist), painting a 

picture of widely divergent conceptions of the self and the self s relation to a universal 

whole. In particular, they present a spectrum of images of the individual self far different 

from Western models. These run the gamut from societies that lack a concept of an 

individual identity to sociocentric ones in which an individual's identity is defined by her 

position in a web of social relations to societies that believe a person has many selves 

(Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987: 13-4). Third, Scheper-Hughes and Lock provide 

numerous examples of diverse views to be found concerning body imagery an 

additionally point out how specific organs of the body or bodily functions may be 

emphasized in some ethnophysiological models (Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987: 17-8). 

Finally, of particular salience to anyone attempting to heal torture trauma in a 

cross-cultural setting, Scheper-Hughes and Lock write: " Insofar as emotions entail both 

feelings and cognitive orientation, public morality, and cultural ideology, we suggest that 
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they provide an important "missing link" capable of bridging mind and body, individual, 

society, and body politic" (Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987: 28-9). 

For the purposes of this paper it will be useful to expand on Scheper-Hughes and 

Lock's presentation of a "mindful body" and culturally varied conceptions of self by 

briefly examining views of self fi-om several different Asian religious and cultural 

perspectives. One version of self particularly different from the Western individual-

centered model is the one proposed in classic Buddhist texts. Buddhism teaches that the 

sense of an independent self is the result of ignorance and illusion, of the failure to truly 

grasp the nature of reality. Under such a scheme, each thing in the universe comes into 

existence as the result of another; without the existence of one the other would not come 

into being. According to such a belief, what is often considered the self is merely a 

collection of transient bodily and mental processes, not an independent and unchanging 

entity that "owns" such processes. Living as if a self exists inevitably generates 

attachments and negative emotions leading to suffering and the creation of the conditions 

for rebirth and more suffering. It is only by seeing the true nature of reality, through 

cessation of desire and attachment and realization of "non-self," that nirvana may be 

reached and the endless chain of dependent origination be broken (Koller 1985; 155-63; 

Allen 1997: 11). In a somewhat different interpretation of the Buddhist self, Adams 

proposes that based on their belief in karma Tibetans experience a form of collective 

subjectivity - one's present physical incarnation is the cumulative karmic expression of 

all the beings (both human and nonhuman) one has been in all one's lives up to that point 
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in time. The sentient mind of the present incarnation expresses such a collective 

origination (Adams 1998: 90). 

In contrast to Buddhist notions of self, those contained in ancient Indian texts 

such as the Upanishads and Bhagavad-Gita envision a multi-layered self. Beneath the 

empirically sensing and thinking layers of self may be found the ultimate self of complete 

consciousness, the Atman. In contrast to the impermanent nature of the universe and the 

non-self of Buddhism, the Bhagavad-Gita conceptualizes a both a permanent universe 

and self. According to this notion, people in their ignorance often mistake the psycho

physical self of everyday life for that of the ultimate spiritual self. Obstacles to 

perceiving and liberating the ultimate self may be overcome by following one of three 

paths of discipline (yogas) (knowledge, work, or devotion) chosen based on the 

characteristics one's innate personality type (Koller 1985: 30-41). Thus, the Indian 

tradition views the self as a transcendent force, only temporarily exiting in association 

with a mind and body. The result of such a conceptualization is that "whereas modem 

Western philosophy faces a serious philosophical problem in trying to relate body and 

mind to each other, in the Indian tradition a similar problem appears in efforts to relate 

the Self and body-mind to each other (Koller 1993: 47). 

It is not clear to what degree classical religious conceptions of self inform those 

held in modem times and, moreover, if they do whether such conceptions have influenced 

the torture experiences and torture rehabilitation experiences of torture survivors. Some 

social scientists have suggested the differences in perceptions of self in Westem and non-
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Western contexts may not be as great as previously proposed. McHugh description of the 

Nepali Garung conception of self shows that it contains elements both of individuality 

(i.e. the Western model) as well as culturally situated relatedness (i.e. the sociocentric 

Asian model). Geirung society highly values cooperation while acknowledging that it's 

demands may at times be in conflict with individual needs. She suggests that such a 

balance is reflected in the Garung model of the person, a model containing the important 

elements of plah and sae. Plah are the set of "souls" that along with earth, water, fire, 

and air sustain life in a human. Since the plah may be easily lost through negative 

experiences such as illness or even stumbling on a path, Garung customs require that in 

such circumstances community members take proscribed ameliorating actions. In the case 

of death as well, elaborate fimerary rites require the participation of the whole village to 

insure that the plah will be successfully sent off to the afterworld. McHugh glosses sae as 

roughly the Western equivalent of personality; it is shaped by experience and according 

to Garung conceptions has a cumulative nature that may be diminished by negative 

experiences and actions and grown by positive ones. Thus, the state of one's sae contains 

a strong element of individual agency. The point of interest to this paper is that cultural 

valorization of relatedness in conceptions of self does not necessarily preclude the 

inclusion of an equally important individual-centered element (McHugh 1990: 75-83). 

Ewing also takes a more universalist approach to self, one that challenges the 

commonly held belief that "the experience of wholeness, continuity, and autonomy that 

we normally associate with the 'self is a culture-bound. Western notion that is not 
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applicable to most non-Western cultures, where the self is experienced contextually and 

relationally." Working in Pakistan, Ewing observed that the self presented by her 

informants flexibly varied with context and that no single model of how a Pakistani 

experienced or represented self would adequately describe that spectrum. A person might 

at different times experience and represent herself as a good Muslim, an obedient 

daughter, or an autonomous and independent-thinking woman. She suggests that while an 

individual may experience self as constant over time, in actuality that person draws on a 

library of selective memories to form and project different versions of self depending on 

the particular needs and motivations of an interactional situation. Moreover, such a 

process is seen as taking place in both Western and non-Western settings. (Ewing 1989: 

251-7). Roland believes that Ewing's focus on universals obscures the fact that Pakistani 

representations of self more commonly integrate aspects of relatedness (i.e. family and 

community) than may be found in Western representations. Moreover, he contends that 

even if one accepts the concept of variability of self, the pallete from which such selves 

are "created" is a culturally conditioned one designed to allow an individual to function in 

a particular cultural setting (Roland 1997; 31). 

Doi's examination of Japanese conceptions of self also rejects the dominant 

individualistic/sociocentric dichotomy as inappropriate, viewing its definition of 

individualism as Western-centric and seeing it as failing to take into consideration 

Japanese ways of perceiving self' others. Doi offers the Japanese concept of omotelura as 

an example of a distinctly Japanese way of experiencing self. Omote is the public 
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projection of self suitable for maintaining social harmony and fulfilling required roles. On 

the other hand, ura is the private self that harbors thoughts and feelings often of an 

unsettling nature. Doi contends that such an experience of self is radically different from 

that of the Western psychoanalytic tradition (Roland 1997:32). 

The challenges inherent in such diverse cultural conceptions of body, mind and 

self have been addressed by medical anthropologists and transcultural psychiatrists who 

echo many of the above themes and concerns while providing clues as to what directions 

might prove fruitful in effectively assisting non-Western torture victims in their healing 

process. Gaines asserts that even within the realm of Western psychology one paradigm 

has achieved hegemony and in doing so has concealed the actual diversity of Western 

ethnopsychologies. He writes: "It is the Northern European Germanic Protestant 

conceptions of self and person that are vividly, albeit implicitly, embodied in the U.S. 

psychiatric voice (Gaines 1992: 12). In the introduction to a volume on ethnopsychiatry 

that he edited, Gaines proceeds to advocate a "new ethnopsychiatry," one that recognizes 

the value of both formal and folk ethnopsychiatries. He advocates a cultural constructivist 

approach to ethnopsychiatries, one that involves analysis of the historical, interactionist, 

and semantic elements of such systems of belief (Gaines 1992: 5, 16). In regards to 

treating torture survivors from non-Western cultures, Gaines' ideas again point both to the 

need to be cognizant of the dominant Western conceptual underpinnings of the treatment 

methodologies that may be employed by Western or Western-trained mental health 
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workers as well as to the importance of such caregivers understanding, incorporating, and 

valuing the alternative ethnopsychiatries which may be subscribed to by their patients. 

Kleinman's ideas concerning the potential of anthropology to significantly 

contribute to cross-cultural psychiatric research also question Western psychiatry's lack of 

reflexivity and offer additional directions for practitioners involved in torture 

rehabilitation centers to explore. He is critical of what he perceives as the tendency of 

psychiatric researchers to search for cross-cultural conmionality in mental disorders, 

contending that such implicit motives often lead researchers to adopt a methodology and 

form of data analysis that obscures provocative differences. Kleinman's interpretive 

"meta-analysis" of a wide range of psychiatric studies finds that in general there are both 

major similarities and major differences in the ways the studied mental disorders 

manifested in different societies (Kleinman 1987: 448-9) This point will be relevant in 

my discussion of the controversy surrounding the cross-cultural applicability of post

traumatic stress disorder diagnosis. 

A second critique by Kleinman of cross-cultural psychiatric research is that it 

overemphasizes the importance of the biological aspects of disease while undervaluing its 

cultural side. Whereas Kleinman directs his critique at "psychiatric research," for the 

purposes of this paper I think it would not be not unfair to substitute for those words 

"psychiatric practice" as both realms equally draw on a Western epistemology of health 

and illness and the self. Kleinman points out that such attitudes are particularly evident 

when Western psychiatrists examine somatization - in such cases "real" biological causes 



are considered to be behind culturally speciHc disease manifestations (i.e. culture-bound 

syndromes). Kleinman also problematizes the translation of psychological instruments 

generally from English into other languages for use in non-Western settings. His concems 

include whether all terms (especially vernacular) can be easily translated or even if 

faithfully translated whether such terms have the same cultural connotations, whether the 

very use of a written instrument in illiterate or pre-literate settings can gamer accurate 

data, and whether intracultural variability in the meaning of vernacular terms may be 

unintentionally missed in the translation process. Finally, Kleinman warns of the 

potential of "category fallacy," the attempt to apply a disease category used by one 

society to another one where it may neither be understood nor accepted. He recounts 

Obeyesekere's humorous pondering of what reaction a psychiatrist from S. Asia might 

encounter when attempting to question N. Americans about the prevalence of semen-loss 

syndrome (Kleinman 1987: 450-2). 

Kleinman and Csordas' examination of theories concerning the therapeutic 

process offer further cautionary reminders to those (especially Westem) health 

practitioners involved in helping torture siuvivors. They call our attention to the fact that 

many concepts implicit in Westem understanding of the therapeutic process are not to be 

found in non-Westem therapeutic settings. These include the distinction commonly made 

in cosmopolitan medicine between diagnosis and treatment, between "scientific" healing 

and "non-scientific" non-medical healing. Such distinctions may become Hn issue when in 

refugee settings foreign health workers must decide whether to enlist the help of 



traditional healers (and if so which kind of healer) in treating torture survivors (World 

Health Organization 1996: 84-98). Kleinman and Csordas also problematize a number of 

commonly used terms including medical system, professional, and religious healing, 

illustrating the ungeneralizability of any assumptions regarding their applicability in 

different settings and reminding us that non-Western treatment may indeed be considered 

medical and professional and that religion may or may not be an element of such 

treatment. In fact, they assert that it is analytically incorrect to separate the different 

strands of the healing encounter and in so doing emphasize the importance of only one 

part (Kleinman and Csordas 1990: 14). 

A final theme addressed by Kleinman and Csordas of relevance to this paper 

concerns the different ways the therapeutic process has been addressed by 

anthropologists. Some anthropologists have focused more on the phenomenological 

healing experience of the patient rather than looking at it as a procedural interaction 

between a patient and her doctor. Others such as Janzen envision a more inclusive 

therapeutic process that encompasses a dynamic unfolding decision-making process that 

includes a patient, the patient's "advisors" (relatives and fiiends), and her doctor 

(Kleinman and Csordas 1990: 17). 

The fact that all of the medical anthropologists mentioned above address the 

various ways people in different societies perceive and express illness serves as a sign 

post pointing us towards two other medical anthropological concepts that may be relevant 

to helping health workers provide culturally sensitive treatment to survivors of torture -
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idioms of distress and somatization. Nichter (1981) describes how women in a S. Asian 

setting experiencing certain kinds of psychological distress have a variety of culturally 

specific ways available to communicate that distress to their families and the community-

at-Iarge, many of those ways involving forms of somatic illness expression. In 

commenting on the findings of other anthropologists who have proposed that the options 

offered by medical pluralism make such pluralism adaptive to a social system, Nichter 

suggests that analogously multiple idioms of distress may serve an equally adaptive 

feature for individuals and that therefore the use of such idioms should not be 

pathologized. Such a caution is relevant to the rehabilitation of torture survivors because 

it is common for trauma from torture to be expressed in a somatic manner. 
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SOMATIZATION 

Lipowski defines somatization as "a tendency to experience and communicate 

distress and symptoms unaccounted for by pathological findings, to attribute them to 

physical illness, and to seek medical help for them" (Lipowski 1988: 1359). Such a 

definition is clearly problematic given Nichter's caution as well as that implicit in the 

work of other medical anthropologists cited above that suggests that true understanding 

of the illness experience of a person from a non-Western society as well as the probability 

of helping such a person will be greatly diminished if a Western epistemology and the 

assumptions it engenders in reference to the self, the body, health and illness is used. 

Phenomenology offers some alternative ways of viewing somatization. Ots suggests 

that beyond eliciting a patient's symptoms when dealing with psychosomatic disorders, 

the clinician should pay equal attention to the patient's illness "story," give validating 

attention to all complaints (regardless of biomedical "proof), and utilize a non-rigid 

disease classification system (one that allows interpretation beyond biomedical 

nosology). Ots' ideal classification system "would try to define the interface between 

body and mind as an organismic relation between emotional and bodily changes and 

would use an emotional disease classification" (Ots 1991: 51). Cassey's 

phenomenological approach to the body, one that posits the existence of body memory, 

may also be a useful construct for explicating the process of somatization, particularly in 

case of torture survivors. Cassey describes a process in which the body as a whole (or at 
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times individual body parts) is conditioned by experience (pleasant or painful) in a 

manner such that without the mediation of any conscious cognitive process the body, 

when confronted by a similar stimulus at a later time, "remembers" with affect and 

physically reacts in a similar way to how it did at the time of the original conditioning 

experience. Indeed, according to Cassey such body memories from the past are far from 

passive and may be more accurately envisioned as being primed to influence experiences 

in the present. While skill-oriented or pleasant experiential body memories may be 

adaptive in that they help us easily move through our daily lives without having to devote 

much mental or emotional energy to "figuring out" how to use our bodies in new 

enactment of old situations, in contrast negative body memories may have just the 

opposite effect, emotionalizing and disrupting the body's functioning in seemingly 

innocuous activities (Cassey 1987: 147-51). Cassey labels one major category- of body 

memories as "traumatic" and it is this one that is of most relevance to torture 

rehabilitation. Cassey recalls how the shrill sound of a power tool evoked in his body a 

feeling similar to that which he had experienced at the time of undergoing some dental 

work several weeks earlier. He further notes that traimiatic body memory is often 

concentrated in a particular body part and often carries an affect of such force that it 

disrupts the smooth fimctioning of the body as a whole (Casey 1987: 155). Given that 

certain forms of torture are directed at a specific part of the body (e.g.falanga at the soles 

of the feet) and are often associated with physical stimuli (e.g. sounds, smells, etc.). 
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Cassey's construct of body memory may be a useful one to keep in mind when designing 

treatment for torture survivors. 

Kleinman and Kleinman's data from their study of somatization in the context of 

depressive disorders in China further support the position that health care providers in 

cross-cultural situations need access to data explicating the interactive nature of culture 

and illness in specific cultural settings and as well as highlight the problematic nature of 

fitting illness manifestation having a particular meaning in another society into a Western 

nosology. In their review of the evolution of the concept of somatization in Western 

psychiatry and Chinese medicine, the Kleinmans show how any professional psychiatry's 

established attitude towards somatization mirrors changes in the way that respective 

society defines the appropriate way to express emotional psychological states. In the past 

it was common in the West to express such emotional states semantically while such a 

manner of expression remains the norm in China today (though it is changing with 

modernization). Moreover, Chinese doctors for the most part sanction such somatic 

idioms of distress, thus acting as a contributing factor to their continued manifestation 

and cultural acceptability (Kleinman and Kleinman 1985: 435,439). 

The Kleinmans assert that their data has in the past been interpreted by others 

according to the preferences of their respective disciplines, with psychologist gleefully 

seeing the data as proving that the Chinese are ignoring the "true" psychological nature of 

neurasthenia while medical anthropologists prefer to ignore any possible 

neurophysiological etiology, instead emphasizing the issue of cultural interpretation 
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(Kleinman and FCleinman 1985: 438). In contrast to Lipowski, the Kleinmans adopt a far 

more parsimonious, culturally oriented, and less biomedically privileging definition of 

somatization as "the expression of personal and social distress in an idiom of bodily 

complaints and medical help seeking" (Kleinman and Kleinman 1985: 430). While 

acknowledging that psychobiology, genetics, and a lack of social support may be major 

contributing factors to depression, they emphasize that macro-level forces may constitute 

a "social production of depression." They ^\Tite: "The social sources of human distress 

are local human contexts of power that distributes resources unequally, and that transmits 

the effects of large-scale sociopolitical, economic, and ecological forces unjustly" 

(Kleinman and Kleirunan 1985: 467). Such findings suggest that when treating the 

depression of torture survivors in cross-cultural settings, attention must be paid not only 

to situating the causes of such depression in past torture experiences, but as well 

understanding such expression of affect within the social and economic realities of the 

torture survivors' present situation - one that often finds them as refugees. 

Kirmayer, while acknowledging the importance of Arthur Kleinman's ongoing 

work on cultural differences in the somatic expression of distress, proposes that other 

areas of difference equally warrant study. First, he suggests the need for exploring 

cultural differences in what Westerners may take for granted as basic emotions (e.g. 

happiness, anger, fear, etc.). The emotional palletes of non-Western societies may include 

emotions that don't easily translate into one distinct emotion in the English language or 

may appear to be composites of a number of our "primary colors." Thus, psychological 
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distress may present to a Western health provider in a very unfamiliar manner. Second, 

Kirmayer notes that in many societies emotional distress and its somatization are seen as 

being manifestations of disorder in the social and/or moral order (Kirmayer 1989: 330-1). 

Taken together, Kirmayer's observations point to the need for thorough ethnography prior 

to developing treatment methodology for torture trauma survivors. Western mental health 

workers cannot assimie that it is "human nature" to be able "read" the emotional 

expression of a patient from another society. 

A third medical anthropological concept addressed by Kirmayer in his discussion 

of cultural variation in the response to psychological disorders and emotional distress that 

is applicable to the focus of this paper is that of labeling theory, how a society 

distinguishes behavioral deviation (in this case illness behavior) from the norm and what 

effect such identification may have on the outcome of such an expression. Kirmayer notes 

varying degrees of tolerance of behavior associated with various psychiatric disorders 

with "such cultural acceptance or rejection of symptomology ... influenc[ing] its clinical 

recognition and management as well as its natural history" (Kirmayer 1989: 332). 

Clearly, for a torture rehabilitation program operating in a particular community to be 

effective it must be sensitive to the needs and risks of its patients vis-a-vis social labeling. 

Ohnuki-Tiemey's discussion of the concept of somatization in relation to 

Japanese explanatory models raises further questions about the concept of somatization. 

Her description of Japanese etiology describes how the Japanese believe in several kinds 

of etiological factors including atmospheric conditions (and as will be found with 
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Tibetans, wind is an important one), physiological influences such as an individual's 

innate constitution or folk classification of blood type, and the psychophysiological 

influence of aborted fetuses. According to Japanese understanding, the manifestation of 

psychobehavioral abnormalities by an individual result directly from an imbalance caused 

by one or more of these factors — emotions are not seen to be involved. Ohnuki-Tiemey 

eschews the term somatization in favor of physiomorphism to avoid the biomedical 

epistemological message implicit in usage of the latter term - that the Japanese are 

avoiding the "real" psychological basis of bodily disorders. She also wishes to valorize a 

more emic perspective, the Japanese belief in a spectrum of intemal and external causes 

for illness (Ohnuki-Tiemey 1986: 75-6). Ohnuki-Tiemey's analysis of Japanese etiology 

may offer important lessons for torture rehabilitation. Given what the Japanese accept as 

the cause of illness, it is no surprise that in Japan most illness of any kind (including what 

Western ethnopsychiatry might consider a "psychological disorder") is given a physical 

or physiological treatment. Even some of Japan's most famous indigenous 

"psychotherapeutic" treatments (Morita Therapy, Naikan therapy, and Shinry Naika) 

avoid emphasizing psychological etiology. In various non-Westem societies where 

torture rehabilitation work is being conducted there may be a similar reluctance to 

characterize either etiology or treatment as being "psychological." Moreover, Ohnuki-

Tiemey's analysis of the Japanese case proposes that the physiomorphism must be 

viewed through the taskonomic lens of social relations and agency - it prevents the 

conflict associated with assigning illness blame to another and offers a suffering person a 
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less threatening and more readily conceptualized illness and treatment. For the Japanese 

and for non-Western torture survivors around the world, the treatment of such health 

problems according to indigenous etiologies may be more pragmatic than attempting to 

impose Western psychological models. Finally, Ohnuki-Tiemey suggests that the 

metonymic and metaphorical symbology present in Japanese in etiology (nerves, blood, 

aborted fetuses) show a cultural logic that cannot be dismissed out of hand as "non-

empirical" based on scientific standards. Understanding metonym and metaphor may be 

vital to effectively treating torture survivors from non-Western societies. 

The work of the medical anthropologists cited above all points to the need for a 

different approach to understanding the illness experiences and symptoms of patients in 

non-Western settings. Good and Good are concerned with operationalizing just such an 

approach in the clinical setting. They assume that even in Western settings there exist a 

plethora of medical subcultures and varied explanatory models. Moreover, while 

acknowledging the body of data that testifies to a broad diversity in the manner in which 

members of different cultural groups give meaning to and express their illness 

experience. Good and Good believe that to insure each person gets the care she deserves 

requires going beyond generalizations about particular groups by developing an 

interpretive framework of illness that articulates at the level of the individual (Good and 

Good 1981; 172-4). They propose a meaning-centered approach to clinical practice, one 

that accepts as a given the fact that individual meanings of illness are formed within a 

cultural semantic network, that such public discussion transforms it into an experience 
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interaction between clinician and patient is a joint interpretive project (Good and Good 

1981: 172-5). Using such a methodology the clinician must not only objectively measure 

symptoms and signs, but must more deeply investigate the interrelated web of cultural 

and personal meanings associated with the patient's illness (Good and Good 1981: 178-9). 

Applying the Goods' ideas to the torture rehabilitation setting would therefore involve not 

only eliciting general cultural explanatory models of health and illness, but taking the 

time to understand the potentially complicated web of meanings a survivor's trauma has 

to that individual and "customizing" treatment accordingly. 

The selected medical anthropological ideas I have presented will serve both as 

instruments to evaluate present torture rehabilitation efforts as well as in the role of 

signposts pointing towards more effective directions that may be taken by clinicians 

involved in that movement. Another important body of work central to reaching an 

understanding of what may be considered effective treatment of torture trauma in cross-

cultural settings is that which address the psychosocial disorder known as post-traumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD). Controversies swirl around the applicability of diagnosing PTSD 

in survivors of torture from non-Western societies. The appropriateness of PTSD for such 

settings will be examined in the next section. 
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PTSD - A CULTURE-BOUND SYNDROME? 

The fourth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 

(DSM IV) describes post-traumatic stress disorder as the manifestation of certain 

psychological symptoms by an individual who has "experienced, witnessed, or was 

confronted with an event or events that involved actual or threatened death or serious 

injury, or a threat to the physical integrity of self or others ... in which the person's 

response involved intense fear, hopelessness or horror." The four criteria for PTSD 

(including the type of experience described above) are; 1) distressing recollection of the 

traumatizing event in any one of a number of forms including dreams, flashbacks, etc.; 2) 

a spectrum of symptoms that indicate an avoidance of trauma-associated stimuli, feelings 

of social disconnectedness, lack of expectation of a "normal" happy life, or emotional 

numbing; 3) some form of hyper-arousal (e.g. sleep problems, hypervigilance, etc.; and 4) 

the symptoms mentioned in numbers 1-3 lasting for more than one month (American 

Psychiatric Association 1984: 224-7). PTSD only made its way into the DSM in 1980, its 

legitimization via inclusion in the prestigious manual allowing it to supercede previous 

attempts to name and describe the symptoms of a psychological syndrome of distress 

resulting from severe trauma - e.g. concentration camp syndrome, post-Vietnam 

syndrome, rape trauma syndrome (McNally 1992: 229). 

Researchers have hypothesized various neurophysiological explanations for the 

symptoms of PTSD. One theory holds that depletion of the neurochemical norepinephrine 
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(known to be responsible for promoting feelings of well being and emotional balance) 

may bring on a reoccurrence of as traumatic memory. Another theory posits an imbalance 

of two neurochemicals (catecholamine and adrenergine) to be the trigger for PTSD-

associated symptoms of depression and emotional separation. A third theory proposes 

that a depletion of a member of the same family of neurochemicals as norepinephrine, the 

more widely known seretonin, may bring on PTSD symptoms. A last theory posits that a 

similar decrease in endogenous opoid production as being the cause (Wilson 1987: 27-8). 

While one of the hypotheses proposing a neurophysiological basis for PTSD may 

in the future gain more widespread acceptance, the lack of a precise biological 

explanation for its symptoms does not preclude present support of its validity. The use of 

PTSD as a reliable cross-cultural diagnostic and treatment model has many supporters in 

the psychiatric community, although such support is often tempered by suggestions of 

modifications aimed at improving its cross-culturally viability. Marsella et al. assert that 

PTSD has in numerous case studies been diagnosed in people of non-Western societies 

while maintaining clinical meaningfulness in such settings. However, they do include the 

caveat that situating PTSD symptoms within a patient's cultural context is vital for 

effective treatment. Marsella and his colleagues note that while non-Western trauma 

survivors may not fulfill one key criterion for diagnosis of PTSD - avoidant and numbing 

symptoms - growing evidence suggests that other symptoms such as hyperarousal have a 

universal biological origin (Marsella et al. 196: 530-4). McNally cites numerous 

statistical data supporting the proposition that PTSD is a coherent syndrome (McNally 
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1992: 232). Silove also supports the overall validity of PTSD, citing the work of Mollica 

and Caspi-Yavin as having unified various theoretical approaches to trauma. At the same 

time he suggests that researchers and professional healthcare providers of the torture 

rehabilitation movement shift their framework for understanding and treating trauma 

from one of PTSD symptomology to one that views the traumatic experience of war and 

human rights violations as impacting five adaptive systems having fimctional importance 

in maintaining psychosocial well-being at both the individual and community levels. 

These vital fuctionally adaptive systems are personal safety, attachment and bond 

maintenance, identity and role frmctioning, justice, and existential meaning. Using an 

analytic framework such as this, which may identify disruption of several different 

adaptive systems, pushes those who seek to aid torture survivors to work on healing the 

social body in addition to the physical one. More importantly, it offers a way to 

understand how sociocultural factors mediate between traumatic experiences and negative 

psychological consequences, helping to illuminate why some people exposed to a 

traumatic experience develop ongoing serious psychological problems while others 

exposed to the same or a similar experience do no (Silove 1999: 203-5). 

Friedman and Jaranson believe the use of the PTSD diagnosis is valid in non-

Westem settings, but acknowledge that in such settings some manifestations may be 

different. They observe that in such settings some symptoms may correspond to PTSD 

while others may be culture-specific. Based on those observations they propose that a 

framework of post-traumatic stress syndrome may be more appropriate in non-Western 
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settings. Friedman and Jaranson also provide a number of other arguments offered by 

other health professionals in support of the validity of using PTSD diagnosis in refugee 

settings: I) Given that PTSD has already been validated in varied settings, 

psychotherapeutic "tools" for dealing with its manifestation have already been 

developed); 2) data from research involving the treatment of other groups of PTSD 

patients may also be useful for helping refugees; and 3) it allows researchers to study 

refugees in addition to other groups already being studied in the search for universal 

physiological factors. Also pertinent to this discussion, Friedman and Jaranson note an 

important difference between the DSM IIIR's diagnostic criteria for PTSD and those of 

the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-

10) of the World Health Organization, the latter being the one more conunonly used by 

those treating refugee trauma. Friedman and Jaranson believe the somewhat less 

resirictive criteria of the ICD-IO creates a situation of trauma survivors being treated for 

PTSD who would not necessarily be so diagnosed under the more comprehensive criteria 

of the DSM (Friedman and Jaranson: 1994: 212-5). They reject the notion that PTSD is a 

culture-bound syndrome with the implicit connotation that therefore non-Western trauma 

survivors caimot benefit from treatment developed in the West. They also reject 

suggestions that PTSD ignores the realities of political and social repression, realities, 

which instigate the psychological coping strategies labeled pathological under PTSD. 

Rather, they assert that the psychotherapeutic process itself involves the creation of a 

shared understanding by the therapist and the patient of the trauma experience and the 
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patient's reactions to it, one that is open to the inclusion of elements from the cultural and 

political spheres. Finally, they reject Eisenbruch's cultural bereavement explanation of 

symptoms commonly associated with PTSD (more on this below), one that situates PTSD 

symptoms within an overall cultural picture of loss and forced acculturation and therefore 

as with the previous example proposes such reactions to be non-pathological. Friedman 

and Jaranson contend that while the theory of cultural bereavement is useful in 

understanding some symptoms, PTSD remains a viable separately identifiable 

manifestation of distress (Friedman and Jaranson 1994: 220-1). 

In addition to Friedman and Jaranson's concern that the present conception of 

post -traumatic stress disorder be changed in name to post-traumatic stress syndrome and 

broadened in definition to include cultural variation in the expression of symptoms, other 

mental health professionals have suggested their own nomenclature. Some including 

Goldfield et al. (1988) and various Danish doctors proposed through the 1980s that there 

might exist a torture syndrome distinct from PTSD, but medical research failed to 

confirm this and instead corroborated symptomology consistent with that described in 

DSM IIIR (Mollica and Caspi-Yavin 1994: 262; van Willigen 1994: 291). Turner and 

Gorst-Unsworth object to such a categorization on other grounds - that both individual 

variables are so complex as to make the resulting manifestations too diverse to fit under a 

heading having standardized symptoms. While not directly criticizing PTSD as a 

category, they believe that the sequelae of torture trauma may be construed as a unique 

constellation of symptoms that would more constructively looked at as falling within four 
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diagnostic areas; incomplete emotional and cognitive processing, depressive reactions 

(PTSD is listed with anxiety disorders in DSM IV), somatization, and existential dilemma 

(Turner and Gorst-Unsworth 1993: 704-5; Elsass 1997: 36). Herman proposed his 

complex PTSD as a diagnostic framework more suitable for non-Western trauma 

survivors. Complex PTSD differs from PTSD in that it attempts to include the symptoms 

most common to repetitive traimia (particularly sexual and political torture) while giving 

more importance to dissociation and somatization. Overall, the complex PTSD category 

was designed to better explain the enduring changes in personality and important 

elements of worldview (trust, hope, meaning, etc.) that had been observed in torture 

survivors, changes not included in the PTSD diagnosis (Jaranson 1995: 270; Elsass 1997: 

35). However, Marsella et al. assert such a categorization both lacks cross-cultural 

verification (it was developed by doctors treating Western survivors of sexual abuse) as 

well as proven distinctiveness from PTSD (Marsella et al. 1996: 532, 535). Others have 

suggested diagnostic categories of partial PTSD and Disorders of Extreme Stress Not 

Otherwise Specified (DESNOS) (Simpson 1995: 192). 

Others involved in the torture rehabilitation movement take their criticism of 

PTSD far beyond the level of disagreement over terminology. Bracken et al. cogently lay 

out many of the criticisms of PTSD relevant to this examination of how non-Western 

torture survivors might be better served in torture rehabilitation programs. To some 

degree their concerns parallel the criticisms previously delineated concerning the 

hegemony of Western conceptions of the self and mind/body duality and an emphasis on 
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the individual in psychiatric treatment settings around the world. They are also critical of 

the assumption by Western mental health workers that when symptoms are observed in a 

non-Western setting, those symptoms may be ascribed similar meanings to those of the 

same symptoms found in a Western one (the previously mentioned category fallacy) 

(Bracken et al. 1995: 1073-4). Bracken and colleagues also dispute the appropriateness of 

Western models of psychotherapy for non-Western situations. Again, they assert such an 

approach is inherently ethnocentric in that it assumes that sharing one's deepest emotional 

concerns within the context of a one-to-one relationship with a professional healer is the 

norm for healing psychological trauma. They point out that in non-Westem settings 

healing often occurs in a broader sociocultural sphere involving a number of family and 

community members and that therefore any effective psychotherapeutic interventions 

must be sensitive to popular health beliefs. Applying this more general critique to PTSD, 

Bracken et al. assert that the treatment of PTSD separates out cultural, social and political 

factors to concentrate on a universal self having globally recognizable symptoms. An 

example of the fallacy in such a conception is that the DSM III section on PTSD made no 

reference to somatization (Bracken et al. 1995: 1075-6). 

Bracken and his colleagues offer an alternative model for assisting victims of 

trauma that rejects universalism and its concomitant medicalization of the trauma 

experience and instead seek to situate a patient's experience within their subjective social, 

cultural and political realities. Their proposed methodology bears some resemblance to 

the Goods' meaning-centered approach to clinical practice presented above. Bracken et al. 
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believe that these three realms of relating to the world (social, cultural, and political) act 

as determinants in a number of ways of how a person experiences potentially 

traumatizing violence that must be understood and considered first and foremost when 

providing treatment. First, they emphasize the need to reject universalist assumptions 

about what kind of events cause trauma and how the distress of trauma is expressed. A 

number of case studies they present starkly illustrate how in particular cases what was or 

was not traumatizing was purely subjective and not understandable without a reasonable 

degree of understanding of their informant's culture. Second, they propose that trauma 

rehabilitation professionals must be cognizant that trauma patients from other societies 

may experience their trauma distress in ways that vary greatly from the DSM's PTSD 

criteria, requiring flexible and culturally sensitive treatment methods. For example, 

women who had been raped in war-ravaged Uganda experienced their distress in a 

somatic manner as concerns about reproductive functions (although their answers to 

health professionals' questions identified them according to Western standards to be 

suffering from PTSD). Treatment for such women initially involved physical therapy and 

investigation of their experiences, a treatment methodology which slowly helped them 

overcome the silent shame which had grown from their society's social stigmatization of 

rape victims. Third, awareness of the impact of social, cultural and political factors is 

vital for discriminating the degree to which social support is available to trauma 

survivors, that support and reintegration into the conununity in many cases apparently 

being of major importance in the healing of such trauma or indeed in determining 



whether distress ever even builds up to the degree of PTSD-Iike symptoms. A final area 

that social, cultural, and political realities help shape is the choice of the healing therapy 

itself (Bracken et al 1995: 1076-9). Bracken et al. describe diverse modes of traditional 

healing already used or potentially adaptable for use in trauma rehabilitation situations. 

These will be elucidated in a later section of this paper. 

Kirmayer's concerns with the diagnostic use of PTSD are of a different nature. He 

proposes that PTSD is not a distinctive enough constellation of symptoms to warrant a 

separate diagnostic category. Rather, he believes it is difficult to tease out the impact of 

the stressors associated with PTSD from their interaction with more common stressors. 

Thus, he asserts it is more productive to situate all forms of stress on a common 

continuum. Using such a framework opens up the possibilities of applying data from the 

study of the impact of culture on more common psychological disorders to that of PTSD 

(Kirmayer 1996: 131-2). It is worth noting that Marsella et al. in their defense of PTSD 

anticipate such a critique, admitting that despite the fact that comorbidity may vary 

according to its cultural setting, PTSD symptoms constitute a distinct diagnosis (Marsella 

etal. 1994:216). 

The final critique of PTSD I will present is Eisenbruch's influential alternative 

interpretation of PTSD symptomology that he terms cultural bereavement. He defines 

this condition as "the experience of the uprooted person - or group - resulting from loss of 

social structures, cultural values and self-identity [with manifestations including] visits 

from spirits of the homeland,...feelings of guilt over abandoning culture and 
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homeland,....traumatic images intruding into daily life, yeam[ing] to complete obligations 

to the dead, ...and anxieties, morbid thoughts, and anger that mar the ability to get on with 

daily life" (Eisenbruch 1991: 674). Eisenbruch points out that some of the manifestations 

of cultiual bereavement may be incorrectly pathologized as symptoms of PTSD rather 

than as natural emotional reactions to extremely stressful events, reactions that may be 

dealt with more effectively via traditional cultural means. He shows how cultural 

bereavement serves as a more useful construct for understanding the subjective meanings 

of trauma to the trauma survivor (Eisenbruch's work was with the survivors of the Pol Pot 

years in Cambodia) and using such understanding to choose culturally appropriate (and 

effective) interventions, often of a non-psychotherapeutic nature. Such methodology will 

be fiirther illustrated in a later section. Some of Eisenbruch's words are especially helpful 

in pointing us towards ways to effectively assist torture survivors in non-Western 

settings. Recalling the case of a patient of his who was experiencing cultural bereavement 

but was misdiagnosed with PTSD, he writes: "The most culturally sensitive clinical 

diagnostician, saddled with the PTSD taxonomy, cannot avoid making a category fallacy" 

(Eisenbruch 1991: 675-6). 
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TOWARDS CULTURE-SPECIFIC EXPLANATORY MODELS AND 

DIAGNOSIS 

Mental health professionals in a number of non-Western settings have attempted 

to develop "indigenous" models of mental health by studying local idioms of distress and 

explanatory models. I will examine several studies in which researchers developed 

instruments designed to reveal local explanatory models of illness (including the trauma 

resulting from torture) as well as other more general studies involving mental health in 

non-Western settings which illuminate the potential of the knowledge gathered through 

such work to contribute to torture rehabilitation efforts. 

De Jong conducted the anthropological portion of the formative research utilized 

by the government of Guinea-Bissau to integrate a mental health component into its 

overall primary health care program over an 11-year period beginning in 1983. The initial 

stages of implementation of this plan combined epidemiological and anthropological 

methodology, utilizing a sample of patients at representative community health centers as 

well as conducting key informant interviews, home visits, and focus groups to establish 

baseline data of community mental health status (using a Western mental health 

taxonomy). Of relevance to this study, they foimd that clinic workers had little knowledge 

(from a Western nosological perspective) of mental disorders and as well accepted local 

explanatory models for such disorders, the result being that those suffering from various 

forms of mental illness received no treatment. De Jong emphasizes the need for health 
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workers to be able to "translate" somatic problems and investigate such problems deeply 

enough to discover potential psychosocial origins. He notes that his search found no 

stigmas or taboos concerning mental disturbances that would interfere with acceptance of 

a mental health program. Rather, he found the people of Guinea-Bissau welcoming the 

introduction of another medical option, one potentially capable of solving problems that 

sometimes had a serious impact on a household's needed workforce. Another important 

factor in acceptance was the fact that Guinea-Bissau culture does not place responsibility 

for a mental disorder on the sufferer herself but rather on some external force. While local 

explanatory models were elicited and de Jong claims there is some complementarity 

between the primary health and local traditional healing systems (e.g. nurses still refer 

dissatisfies patients to the latter), it appears that in general Guinea-Bissau adopted a 

Western mental disorder nosology and drug pharmacopoeia while failing to incorporate 

anthropological data on indigenous explanatory models (including the important aspect of 

somatization) into their mental health program. In fact, in regards to somatic presentation 

health care workers were taught to respectfully examine patients, tell them that they could 

find nothing physically wrong, and send them on their way! (de Jong 1996: 97-106). 

Ebigbo's work in Nigeria addresses as least one of the lacunae I have identified in 

the Guinea-Bissau program - the failure to adequately address the issue of somatization as 

a local idiom of distress. Ebigbo's study of the diagnosis of patients who had been 

admitted to a Nigerian hospital found that the majority had received no diagnosis at all 

while the remainder suffered meaningless categorization according to Western nosology. 
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Ebigbo believes that since almost all psychiatric patients in Nigeria present with 

paraestetic (involving heat at a particular body site) or psychosomatic symptoms, such 

symptoms would better serve as the basis for psychological diagnosis. Ebigbo 

constructed an instrument consisting of 65 common somatic complaints expressed by 

psychiatric patients (framing them in statements requiring agreement or disagreement as 

to whether they were being experienced by each person) and proceeded to administer this 

instrument to 179 other psychiatric patients and 349 college students with the goal of 

discriminating between "normal" complaints and those indicative of some psychiatric 

disorder (Ebigbo 1982: 30-33). While high levels of somatic complaints amongst the 

student groups (indeed, Kirmayer [1996] notes that 25% of N. American primary care 

patients present somatically), Ebigbo did find significant differences between the answers 

of the female groups on 17 statements dealing with the body and 13 involving the head. 

Males differed in 16 statements regarding the head and 30 concerning the body. No 

attempt was made to disaggregate somatic symptoms by particular psychiatric disorders 

(Ebigbo 1982: 41-2). Ebigbo's work with somatization suggests applications to 

rehabilitation work with torture survivors. It offers the potential for both legitimizing 

somatic complaints and easing the translational problem of such complaints for the two 

major parties of the therapeutic interaction - the patient and the medical professional. 

Beiser et al. conducted research of a similar vein with the Serer people of Senegal. 

Beiser and his colleagues criticize current popular methods of measuring psychiatric 

disorder in non-Westem societies as being in "danger of forcing data into categories or 
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scales which exist in the mind of the investigator, or which are useful in the cultures in 

which he is used to working, but which may not be the most appropriate for a new culture 

... [and do] not reflect the realities of the respondents' lives" (Beiser et al. 1976:11). 

Beiser et al. compared psychoneurotic behavior in a sample of adults living in isolated 

rural villages with that of a sample of Serer adults who had migrated to the capital of 

Dakar. This study, which drew on the extensive ethnographic and life experience of 

members of the research team in Senegal, was supplemented by key informant interviews 

that generated local terms for various psychological problems. Eventually a survey 

focusing on "illness of the spirit" was constructed and refined through pre-testing with 

people identified as suffering from such illnesses. After administering the survey, using 

factor analysis Beiser and his colleagues were able to identify four factors indicating 

elements of psychoneurotic behavior - physiological anxiety, topical depression, health 

preoccupation, and episodic anxiety - each factor containing 7-16 items (symptoms). 

They caution, however, that their four scales are only useable with the Serer people and 

additionally assert the superiority of their four separate scales to others used in cross-

cultural studies that utilize a single scztle measuring a general neurotic disorder (Beiser et 

al. 1976: 12-22). 

Other researchers working in cross-cultural settings have also confronted the need 

to acknowledge that psychological disorder is often expressed in such settings through a 

somatic mode. For their Bradford Somatic Inventory (BSI), Mumford and his colleagues 

compiled a list of somatic symptoms from the case notes of psychiatric patients of Great 
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Britain, Pakistan, Nepal, S. India (Tamil Nadu), and N. India (Uttar Pradesh). Weeding 

out repeat responses, Mumford et al. eventually narrowed down their index to 46 somatic 

descriptions. The researchers then administered their instrument to two samples of 

patients (in Great Britain and Pakistan) who had come to clinics with physical complaints 

that could not be verified by examination (Mumford et al. 1991: 380-2). Mumford et al. 

acknowledge various limitations to their methodology. First, their list of symptoms was 

in each case supplied by doctors trained in Western medicine rather than through focus 

groups or interviews with traditional healers. Second, in the case of some symptoms there 

was difficulty in establishing pure equivalence in the two final linguistic versions (Urdu 

and English) of the index in regards to several body sensations and body parts (i.e. 

tingling, tightness/tension, and stomach vs. abdomen). However, in both countries the 

researchers were able by means of principle component analysis to identify four major 

clusters of symptoms falling under the categories of head, chest, abdomen, and fatigue 

(although the composition of these categories did vary by culture). Mumford et al. 

propose that their findings prove that certain core somatic symptoms are universal, but 

that culture is an important factor in determining which symptoms will be associated with 

a particular cluster. They caution that their work may only be used as a research inventory 

and that before their instrument may be used in a specific cultural setting additional 

ethnopsychiatric research would be required in that society and as well as further research 

is needed to verify its applicability in non-literate settings (Mumford et al 1991: 382-4). 

Mumford et al's findings bear some implications for the treatment of torture survivors in 
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non-Westem settings. The BSI constitutes another step towards understanding cross-

cultural similarities and differences in somatization and may prove adaptable for 

comparative research in numerous cultural settings. In modified form it may provide a 

reasonable approach to more effectively understanding the symptoms presented by 

survivors of torture. 

The final instruments I would like to examine are two that bear most directly on 

the "final destination" of this paper - describing the healing of torture trauma in Buddhist 

settings. Eisenbruch worked with Cambodian refugees in the United States and Australia 

and as well aided the Harvard University/Khmer team of health professionals who created 

the Harvard Guide to Khmer Mental Health. Eisenbruch utilized the theoretical 

anthropological approaches to explanatory model taxonomy of Foster, Landy, Young, 

and Murdoch as a foundation for his Cambodian Explanatory Model Schedule. 

Eisenbruch utilized only portions of each anthropologist's approach in an attempt to avoid 

aspects of categorization that had already been criticized as lacking analytical robustness 

(not to mention as exhibiting ethnocentricity) by setting up artificial divisions between 

categories - e.g. natural vs. supernatural (Murdoch) and personalistic vs. naturalistic 

(Foster). While Murdoch and colleagues' survey of the World Ethnographic Atlas defined 

two main categories (natural and supernatural) of disease etiology, they nevertheless 

further disaggregated etiologies into the minor categories of stress, overt human 

aggression, organic deterioration, accident, infection, ominous sensations, mystical 

contagion, mystical retribution, soul loss, spirit aggression, spirit possession, sorcery, and 
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witchcraft (Eisenbruch and Handelman 1989: 246; Eisenbruch 1990: 713-4). Using key 

informant interviews with Cambodian healers and patients, Eisenbruch and Handelman 

were able to identify a number of popular medical beliefs that would not fit neatly into 

Murdoch's categories. These included beliefs involving humoral conceptions of health 

and illness as well as some derived from Chinese medicine's concept of "disruption of 

vital organs." Adding these additional categories to Murdoch's, Eisenbruch and 

Handelman pre-tested their instrument (while including some open-ended questions to 

elicit any additions) finding it still had problems for the Khmer setting. Some very 

specific Khmer disease categories appeared and as well some of Murdoch categories 

proved ridiculous to the Khmer worldview. Of particular interest to the issue of torture 

trauma, patients who had lived through the Killing Fields years often did not distinguish 

between stress and human aggression as the cause of their health problems. The 

researchers accordingly modified their instrument. Of interest to those wishing to develop 

similar instruments in other settings is Eisenbruch and Handelman's attention to insuring 

that answering their instrument's questions was both comfortable for the patient and 

effective for eliciting information for the researcher or clinician. Towards such an end, 

they found it optimal to adjust the order of the elements of their questionnaire to one in 

which less threatening explanations of illness causation (i.e. those using Western and 

Khmer popular conceptions) came first, with the instrument building up to more 

fear-inducing causation of a supernatural nature. The bottom line for Eisenbruch and 

Handelman is that given that "Cambodian refugees have endured severe physical and 
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emotional illness, [in] order to help [them] as effectively as possible health practitioners 

and social service providers need to understand how patients perceive their emotional and 

physical problems" (Eisenbruch and Handelman 1989: 246-8). 

Eisenbruch, identifying a need by clinicians working with people from widely 

varied cultural backgrounds to be able to quickly understand potentially unique 

explanatory models, modified and expanded his Cambodian Explanatory Model Schedule 

into what he calls the Mental Distress Explanatory Model Questionnaire (MDEMQ). 

Although Eisenbruch designed this instrument for use in Westem settings (e.g. as in the 

case of refugees resettled in Westem countries) and tested it on a group of multiethnic 

Australian university students, the "explanatory map" he generated using 

multidimensional scaling analysis offers a number of interesting insights into the 

relationships between various individual etiological factors (see Appendix A). He finds 

constellations of some of the factors one would expect based on his formative use of 

Murdoch's categories. For example, there are groupings of Westem physiological illness 

explanations, non-Westem physiological explanations, mystical explanations, and stress-

related explanations. But in additions to those larger map groupings, we also find 

subgroup clusters of causal factors and in some cases causes isolated from the rest and 

close in position (and implicitly, cognitive relatedness) to the border of another region of 

mental distress explanations. Eisenbruch finds that a number of mental distress 

explanations, although located in the Western physiological explanations region, are very 

close to the non-Western physiological explanations region; explanations found in such 
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locations may be acceptable to people favoring either model. Another perhaps unusual 

location of a cause on Eisenbruch's map finds bad luck situated close to genetic defects, 

brain damage, and abnormal brain chemistry along one of the dimensions. Eisenbruch 

also notes that various violations of cultural taboos group together in the mystical causes 

of distress region rather than in psychological causes and that it appears migration is 

often regarded as a stress factor very distinct from all others. Of particular relevance in 

effectively assisting refugees suffering from trauma associated with torture or other 

human rights violations is Eisenbruch's observation that his findings "suggest that people 

hold multiple beliefs which span 'irrational' nonwestem (sic) causes as well as western 

physiological and psychological ones" (Eisenbruch 1990: 714-18). 

Having illustrated in this section and several preceding ones both the theoretical 

and practical difficulties facing Western or non-Westem clinicians attempting to help 

patients from non-Westem societies suffering from psychological distress (most 

dramatically torture survivors) and some of the efforts which have been made to address 

the lacunae in standard treatment practices, 1 will next examine specific indigenous 

treatment methodologies for healing trauma resulting from torture and other gross human 

rights violations. I will then move on to torture rehabilitation in Buddhist settings. 

Unfortunately, there remains a dearth of literature concerning torture rehabilitation and in 

particular indigenous treatment methods. Much of the information gathered in torture 

rehabilitation remains unpublished, only shared professionally between clinicians 

involved in the movement (Jaranson 1995: 255). Wilson also notes the absence of 
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cross-cultural comparative studies of healing ceremonies designed to help patients 

recover from stressful life events (Wilson 1989: 11). 
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INDIGENOUS TREATMENT OF THE TRAUMA OF TORTURE AND OTHER 

GROSS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS 

In the war-ravaged Lowero triangle of Uganda, Bracken had the opportunity to 

study the activities of traditional healers working with a traumatized population. While 

those traditional healers had observed a general increase in all diseases (including several 

which many be reasonably be categorized as psychological or behavioral disorders), 

interestingly many saw such diseases as being manifestations of a bodily imbalance 

caused by the unavoidable drinking of dirty water during war times. In contrast to 

Westem perspectives, these healers saw no specific constellation of symptoms 

constituting a war-induced PTSD. Bracken notes that traditional healers in the Lowero 

triangle may actually be serving as a "link to the past ... contribut[ing] to a sense of 

continuity in the community" and that it appears traditional ceremonies formerly on the 

decline were experiencing a resurgence in response to community (and ultimately, 

individual) needs. In other words, in addition to healing the physical body, these 

traditional healers were helping to heal the social body. 

Beyond his interviews with traditional healers. Bracken had the opportunity to 

observe specific traditional healing sessions for trauma victims. Some involved spirit 

mediums who upon possession by ancient tribal spirits were able to diagnose and 

prescribe treatment for patients. In one instance, the patient was a young man who as a 

16-year old had enlisted in the army; while serving he had participated in bloody combat 
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in which he nearly died on several occasions. Although his physical war wounds had 

healed, he continued to have uneasy feelings and intrusive nightmares. In this case, the 

traditional healer identified evil spirits as the cause of the problems, with the cure being a 

ceremony involving the patient and his family (Bracken 1995; 1079-80). Again we see 

the importance of acknowledging that healing occurs within a social context and the need 

for healing not only the physical but the social body as well. 

Nordstrom spent time in a war zone in Mozambique and there had the opportunity 

to observe traditional healers (Curandeiros and Curandeiras) whose work involved 

"treating the war" (Nordstrom 1998: 113). This treatment required the development of 

new healing techniques. One healer put it this way: "We literally take the violence out of 

people, we teach them how to releam healthy ways of thinking and acting ... Violence is a 

dangerous illness.... [I]t tears them up inside, it destroys the world they care about" 

(Nordstrom 1998: 113, 116). But such healing is not the province of healing specialists 

alone - it involves the whole community healing its social body as it heals individual 

physical ones. Committees of community healers were formed to help the war-traumatize 

reintegrate into daily village life. These community healers helped the traumatized releam 

forgotten subsistence skills while at the same time teaching them how to rechannel (and 

thus, transform) destructive feelings and behavior into productive (both in emotional and 

subsistence terms) output. The slow project of reintegration through sociocultural 

mentoring gradually reexposed war trauma survivors to the enduring and spiritually 

sustaining religious and cultural traditions of the village (Nordstrom 1998: 117). One 
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particularly striking community healing ceremony that Nordstrom observed involving a 

woman who was physically and emotionally sick as a result of being kidnapped and 

abused by soldiers. Over a period of several days, members of the conmiunity brought 

food, medicine, and new clothes to the woman, consoling and supporting her while 

sharing some of their own horrifying experiences. These activities culminated in an 

all-night community celebration of "rebirth" of the trauma survivor - she was bathed by 

the village women (symbolically purifying her spirit as well) while healing songs were 

sung, dressed in her new clothes, and served a healthy meal. Next, to a background of 

healing music, the village women carried the "patient" into a hut where they gently 

massaged and rocked her in a loving manner, eventually lifting her high in the air and 

carrying her outside again to rejoin the community as a healed person. The ceremony 

ended with people joyously dancing in honor of the patient, the atmosphere slowly 

melting into the natural village pattems of a new day (Nordstrom 1998: 114-5). 

The ritual Nordstrom observed in Mozambique that I have just described 

highlights the potential application of traditional healing rituals to torture trauma. 

Unfortunately, Nordstrom's paper does not provide further data about the ceremony she 

witnessed. Was that ceremony previously used for healing other illnesses and, if so, 

which ones? How open are members of the community to using ceremonies traditionally 

performed in the context of other types of healing to using those same ceremonies for 

healing the trauma of torture or other serious human rights violations? Can cultural 

metaphors used in other healing ceremonies be effectively utilized in healing torture 
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trauma? What is its effectiveness over time - did the woman remain healed and 

reintegrated into the social life of the community? Was additional treatment necessary? 

Do community mentors maintain such a supportive therapeutic environment even for 

difficult cases that persist over time? Ethnography designed to uncover the answers to 

such questions is vital for integrating traditional healing into Western torture 

rehabilitation programs. 

Some researchers interested in the healing of mental trauma in non-Western 

settings have focused their study on the physiological mechanisms and the possible 

neurophysiological basis of altered states of consciousness (ASC) achieved in 

shamanistic healing rituals. Interest in the healing potential of ASCs was further piqued 

by discovery in the 1970s of endogenous opoid peptides (endorphins), neurochemicals 

produced by the brain that instill a psychological feeling of well-being and relaxation. 

Lex (1979) in his detailed study of the neurobiology of ritual trance proposed that ritual 

trance involves a shift in neural resulting in a concomitant shift in the brain to right 

hemisphere dominance. These changes produce a state of consciousness in which a 

person may strongly experience a discharge of strong emotions while at a cognitive level 

the mind is opened to new patterns of thinking. Based on the cumulative data from such 

studies, researchers have suggested that some indigenous healing rituals may prove useful 

for treating emotional distress such as that associated with PTSD (Wilson 1989; 63). 

Wilson has proposed that the sweat lodge ceremony of many Native American 

groups is just such a ritual capable of helping an individual decondition the way they 
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experience and acts out their trauma distress, having been utilized even in this century to 

help reintegrate returned war veterans into community life. He illustrates how different 

aspects of the ceremony address specific characteristics of PTSD. First, the setting of a 

dark, cramped, and extremely hot enclosed space forces a sweat lodge participant to 

concentrate on both his (most if not all Native American combat veterans are male) own 

thoughts and feelings and those of the other ritual participants. Second, both the intimate 

physical surroundings of the sweat lodge and the communal discourse of the ceremony 

counteract feelings of stigmatization, alienation, and isolation. Open sharing of deep 

affect is a feature of such discourse, facilitated by the utter darkness inside the lodge. 

Third, the discourse of the spiritual leader of the ceremony emphasizes the continuing 

value of cultural traditions as well as the continuity of the community while balancing 

such emphasis with acknowledgement of the individual warrior's traumatic experiences 

and personal need to transform his war-like emotions into constructive ones again in 

harmony with the community and the earth. All aspects of the sweat lodge ceremony, 

from the extreme heat and darkness to the spiritual support of the other participants, help 

break down the warrior's cumulative anger and as well act on the PTSD-associated 

symptom of hyperarousal. When the "patient" crawls out into the light after 1-3 hours in a 

dark, hot sweat lodge and then plunges into cold water, he has many reasons to feel 

rebom. Wilson suggests that the sweat lodge experience may produce an ASC based on 

neurochemical changes in the brain (Wilson 1989: 50-62). Belief in the effectiveness of 

such traditional ceremonies led Wilson and his colleagues to integrate a number of Native 
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American healing ceremonies (including a modified sweat lodge ceremony) into an 

experimental treatment program in Washington State for Viemam veterans (only two of 

whom were Native Americans) suffering from PTSD (Wilson 1989: 160-4). 

Wilson's work raises a number of intriguing points for the torture rehabilitation 

movement. First, it is interesting to note that some important elements of the sweat lodge 

ceremony as described by Wilson bear a striking resemblance the trauma healing 

ceremony witnessed by Nordstrom in Mozambique - the use of a dark location as a 

liming space, supportive reintegrative discourse offered by ceremonial leaders and 

participants, and the use of sound to create a special transformational atmosphere. 

Second, it documents the power of indigenous healing of severe mental distress. Third, it 

hints at the power of cross-cultural application of non-Western therapeutic techniques. 

Fourth, even within a Western context of healing torture trauma, it suggests that 

alternative non-psychotherapeutically oriented treatments may be developed building on 

our knowledge of the dynamics of altered states of consciousness. Fourth, for the more 

empirically biologically inclined, it offers "reasons" why indigenous methods for healing 

severe psychological distress may work. 

Having briefly explored the healing of severe psychological trauma in some non-

Westem settings, in the following sections I will examine the healing of such trauma in 

Buddhist settings. In particular I will look at the healing of trauma associated with torture 

and gross human rights abuse in Cambodian populations (both refugees and those still 

living in post-Khmer Rouge Cambodia) and Tibetan refugees living in India. The 
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Buddhist beliefs of these populations present a special challenge to those involved in 

torture rehabilitation. To better understand these two case studies it is therefore useful to 

first consider several aspects of Buddhist philosophy having particular implications for 

the design of effective treatment of torture survivors. The most important of these 

Buddhist concepts is that of karma. 
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BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPTS HAVING IMPLICATIONS FOR 

TRAUMA TREATMENT 

Karma refers to the Buddhist law of cause and effect - all of an individual's 

thoughts, emotions, and actions create consequences experienced later in the same life or 

in future incarnations (Clifford 1984: 8). Karma places responsibility for suffering 

(hypothetically, even the suffering of torture) on the shoulders of the sufferer. In sharp 

contradiction is the philosophy and psychotherapeutic treatment methodology of the 

torture rehabilitation movement, which holds that no individual bears responsibility for 

their torture and that in its treatment seeks to help a torture survivor shed any feelings of 

self-reproach regarding their torture experience. Mollica and Son's work with Cambodian 

refugee torture survivors confirms that belief in karma may have just the opposite effect 

(Mollica and Son 1988 cited in van der Veer 1995: 156). Western or Western-trained 

mental health professionals dealing with torture survivors may feel that to help their 

patients they must first challenge their patients' belief in the power of karma. 

The World Health Organization has published Mental Health of Refugees as a 

guide for a wide variety of professionals working in refugee settings (e.g. relief worker, 

primary health care workers, teachers). The guide suggests cooperation whenever 

possible with traditional healers and in general shows sensitivity to the traumatic nature 

of refugee life and the special treatment needs of torture survivors. In regards to what 

kind of advice is appropriate to give to torture survivors who believe in karma, however. 
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the guide appears to view karma as an obstacle to healing. The guide suggests counselors 

distribute to their patients who are survivors of torture or other forms of gross human 

rights violations a text designed to help them find ways to look at their traumatic 

experience and its aftermath in a manner that depressurizes extremely emotional states 

and allows healing to begin. However, for torture survivors who believe in karma some of 

the ideas expressed in the text may conflict with deeply held cultural beliefs. The 

recommended text includes the following; "The torture was not your fault. You do not 

have any responsibility for what happened during the torture...Some people explain their 

hardship with ideas from their local culture [such as] that they are being punished for 

something they did either in this life or in a previous one. This way of looking at your 

problem will not help you" (WHO 1996: 115). The WHO text highlights the need for 

Western or Western-trained mental health professionals working with a Buddhist refugee 

population to have a comprehensive understanding of that group's interpretation of karma 

and to seek to incorporate local practices designed to improve an individual's karma 

rather than attempting to have a patient abandon her beliefs as "unproductive." 

Relevant to understanding the subjective meanings of torture, it is worth noting 

that karma itself often does not suffice when an individual or a population attempts to 

explain extreme misfortune. Nichter's work in South Kamataka, India, although with a 

non-Buddhist population, clearly illustrates the importance of understanding the 

processual and flexible nature of attempts to identify over time the cause of an ongoing 

tragedy. In Nichter's case study, the people of South Kanara District were trying to 
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explain an ongoing epidemic of Kyasanur Forest Disease (KFD), a disease that was 

ravaging the local population with great physical suffering and a high death toll. Karma 

was neither the first nor the only explanation proposed for KFD. South Kanarese villagers 

first saw KFD as being a manifestation of a disruption of relations between local royalty 

and the area's spirits, with a subtext being disrupted social relations due to land reform. 

When rituals to propitiate the angry deities of the area failed to halt the spread of KFD, 

astrologers began to support people's speculation that the force causing KFD was not the 

previously thought patron deities of the local royalty but rather family spirits. As the 

epidemic spread to new villages, people began to link KFD with the smallpox goddess 

M riamman. As Nichter relates, it was only when people began to run out of potential 

deities to propitiate that karma began to be more commonly suggested as the epidemic's 

cause, when people began to "[see] the illness in terms that reflected a general sense of 

both powerlessness and meaninglessness" (Nichter 1987: 406-14). Throughout this 

process one can see that causality of misfortune is intimately tied up with issues of moral 

identity (i.e. which person or family was responsible for the transgression that brought 

down the wrath of deities on the whole population) and agency. When other explanations 

had run out, it was still possible to assign responsibility at least in some general way and 

separate oneself from another's misfortune by ascribing their illness or death to karma 

(Nichter 1987: 406-14). Such meanings attached to and ways of using karma for 

motivated explanations of misfortune will be useful for understanding and contrasting the 
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karmic beliefs of Khmer and Tibetan populations to be presented in later sections of this 

paper. 

It is not just the Buddhist concept of karma that problematizes using Western 

mental health concepts in Buddhist treatment settings such as those involving torture 

survivors. Obeyesekere's analysis of the inappropriateness of using the Western diagnosis 

of depression in non-Western societies (and of particular interest to this paper, largely 

Buddhist Sri Lanka) reveals other shortcomings of indiscriminately applying Western 

psychiatric models cross-culturally. Obeyesekere proposes that what is called depression 

in the West is a "painfiil series of affects pertaining to sorrow and is caused by a variety 

of antecedent conditions - genetic, sociocultural, and psychological [which are] not 

anchored to an ideology and therefore identifiable and conducive to labeling as illness." 

In contrast, affects such as sorrow and suffering are in Buddhism considered the normal 

state of affairs of human existence and furthermore such a hopeless condition is only 

escapable through prescribed Buddhist practices capable eventually (potentially after 

uncountable lifetimes) of leading to liberation from further reincarnated manifestations-

i.e. nirvana (Obeyesekere 1985: 134-5). 

In the case of treatment of torture survivors, such views of depression and karma 

make it imperative to culturally contextualize what might according to a Western 

ethnopsychiatry's standards be considered manifestations of pathophysiology, such an 

approach optimally leading to the design of culturally sensitive psychotherapeutic 

interventions. However, given that each society has in its own ways elaborated on or 
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modified such concepts, effective interventions must also take into consideration the local 

"flavor" of Buddhism. Careful examination of local perceptions of the factors responsible 

for an individual's present life situation finds a belief in a broader multicausality (similar 

to what was observed by Nichter in S. India) beyond the image of a set-in-stone 

predeterministic karma. The next section of this paper will look at the first of my case 

studies involving Buddhist populations dealing with healing the trauma of torture and 

other gross human rights violations - Cambodians both inside Cambodia and as refugees 

in other countries. 
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TORTURE REHABILITATION WITH KHMER BUDDHIST POPULATIONS 

The brutal conditions experienced by the Cambodian people under the Khmer 

Rouge regime from 1975-1979 are familiar to people around the world. Cambodia's cities 

were emptied, with the urban population being sent to the countryside to work on 

communes according to a policy designed to turn Cambodia into a "pure" peasant state. 

Over the course of the Khmer Rouge's roughly four-year rule approximately 1.5 million 

people died from execution or starvation. Khmer society was torn asunder and it would 

be fair to say that probably no Cambodian who lived through that period emerged 

unaffected (Ledgerwood et al 1994: 12-3). The Transcultural Psychosocial Organization 

(TPO) (as previously mentioned this organization is involved in mental health programs 

for refugees and traumatized survivors of human rights abuse in more than 50 countries) 

first explored establishing a program in Cambodia in 1991, with a community mental 

health program finally being inaugurated in June 1995. TPO's work in Cambodia 

epitomizes both the culturally sensitive manner in which a Western mental health 

organization may go about developing an effective mental health program in a war-

traumatized non-Western society as well as the serious challenges facing the 

implementation of such programs. Additionally, it reveals the unique character of torture 

rehabilitation in a Buddhist setting. 

TPO's methodology holds to several major propositions. First is the importance of 

understanding local idioms of distress and explanatory models before program design 
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begins. Second, and not without some relation to the first, is the proposition that while 

some manifestations of trauma categorized according to Western psychiatric such as 

PTSD are universal, equally important are other forms of traumatic expression mediated 

by local historic experience and culture. A third guiding principle is the importance of 

local resources (traditional healers, village headmen, etc.) as potential partners in 

community mental health efforts. Thus, TPO's methodology incorporates formative 

research. Western and non-Western epistemologies and healing techniques, and in 

general a flexible and evolving approach to program elements. The ultimate TPO goal is 

the creation of a culturally appropriate community mental health program staffed by 

trained members of the local population (TPO Cambodia 1999: 1-3). 

In Cambodia, the TPO expatriate staff initially included psychiatrists, 

psychologists, and anthropologists - a mix of disciplines consistent with the need to both 

supply psychosocial and mental health training as well as to gather qualitative and 

quantitative anthropological data. Such data included Cambodians' war experiences, 

health and illness beliefs, and social relations. The first step taken by TPO was to provide 

basic mental health training to a core group of 12 Cambodians. The core group then 

proceeded to train 460 community workers throughout the country, this group including 

health staff, teachers, monks, midwives, and village chiefs. Core group members were 

assigned to teams with expatriate staff and sent to several different regions of the country. 

It was at this point that baseline data of all kinds was gathered - coping strategies, life 

histories, what community structures still survived, health seeking behavior, etc. - all on a 
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village-by-village basis. Core group members were assigned the task of investigating 

local healing networks by "going with village members when they seek traditional help, 

documenting how this help varies from the Western counseling or self-help methods, and 

progressively building these observations into a better tuned profile for promoting 

autonomy among the local conununity without violating the local solutions and replacing 

them with Western ones" (TPO Cambodia 1999: 4-7). TPO has characterized this 

research as action research. In a sense it is a combination of formative research, 

anthropological practice, and conununity mental health education. The data thus gathered 

was fed back to program designers for tailoring services to be offered in a locality to its 

particular needs. As well, such data contributed to ongoing revisions in the core worker 

training program. 

In the practical training side of the training program, trainees had the opportunity 

for extensive practice in culturally sensitive clinical interviewing techniques with both 

patients and traditional healers while sitting in on actual treatment sessions at a wide 

variety of locations including hospitals, traditional healers' homes, and even Buddhist 

pagodas. The teams also maintained an open door policy towards treating patients 

referred from other healers or village leaders as well as those who approached the team 

on their own. In accordance with the TPO belief in the persistent nature of the 

psychological and psychosocial effects of trauma, when evaluating patients TPO staff 

accept a broad definition of potential stressors (e.g. chronic serious illness, abandonment, 

danger of land mines) and more importantly accepts that traumatic stress may be a 
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culmination of multiple experiences occurring over time. Therefore, those potentially in 

need are not defined merely in terms of experiences under the Khmer Rouge but may 

range from those who had traumatizing experiences during pre-Khmer Rouge Viemam 

War bombings to others still living in great fear of death fi-om land mines today (TPO 

Cambodia 1999: 10-12). For the purposes of this paper, while it is acknowledged that not 

all of the people being served by the TPO program may be strictly compared to torture 

survivors whose torture occurred during the course of extended imprisonment, a majority 

of the Cambodian people who lived through the Khmer Rouge period would appear to 

qualify under modem accepted definitions of torture presented earlier in this paper. 

The above is a very broad sketch of TPO's program in Cambodia. I will now 

elaborate on aspects of the Cambodian sociocultural setting relevant to TPO's war trauma 

rehabilitation efforts with special attention to how this mental health organization was 

able to effectively incorporate Khmer beliefs and social relations into its program. 
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INCORPORATING TRADITIONAL KHMER HEALING INTO A COMMUNITY 

MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM 

I have previously related how both in principle and operationalization TPO holds 

to the importance of incorporating members the traditional sector (in particular, healers) 

as program allies. In a Cambodian village this sector may include Buddhist monks, 

aacaa (generally older men who assist the monks), kruu chool rub (mediums), doon cii 

(Buddhist nuns), kruu khmers (healers specializing in specific ailments), cmap (traditional 

midwives), and village headmen. The research of the joint Cambodian trainee-expatriate 

mental health worker and social scientist teams was designed to ascertain which 

psychosocial and emotional healing traditions were still being used, what particular 

problems they could effectively treat, and how they could be effectively incorporated into 

TPO's community health framework. In essence, with the cooperation of traditional 

healers and village ofBcials TPO wanted to create a workable referral system, one that 

continued to acknowledge the skillful healing of traditional modalities while educating 

people to the availability of Western treatment that might be helpful for people suffering 

from particular kinds of mental health problems. Such a recommendation could include a 

referral to a traditional healer to deal with one part of a problem and a community mental 

health clinic for another. Of particular relevance to this paper, the TPO teams found that 

the wats (Buddhist temple/monastery complexes) that were already serving as religious 

and general community gathering places were in many cases also fiilfllling the fimction 
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of community health centers. The type of "services" the wats offered varied greatly 

depending on the interests and skills of the resident monks and nuns as well as the 

expressed needs of the local population. Wats with community-minded abbots tended to 

offer more secular activities and services (although it is noted that even at regular bi

monthly Buddhist ceremonies older people gather to talk). Wats often serve as a 

sanctuary for women experiencing emotional duress who have no other place to go. In 

such situations, resident nuns and monks act as coimselors during the women's extended 

stays. In addition, based on their more advanced age and respected position as helpers to 

the monks aacaas are also called upon for advice. Monks may also offer a variety of 

health-related services. Like the nuns, they may have regular "clients" and in fact some 

wats are known for their mental health expertise. TPO teams observed monks who had 

10-15 resident patients (including some who were mentally ill) and more than 100 

"outpatients." Indeed, some monks specialize in treating particular types of illness or 

selective populations (e.g. women and children) and may be well known for their 

pharmacological abilities (van de Puut et al 1997a: 2; van de Puut et al 1997b: 8). 

However, while van de Puut et al note that most monk healers regardless of their 

specialties are willing to treat health problems known as ckuet (a category which includes 

many emotional and psychological disorders), another member of the TPO-Cambodia 

team, Maurice Eisenbruch, observes that at least some monks offer only stereotypical 

Buddhist religious explanation for suffering - i.e. "Your present suffering is a result of 

your karma." He further notes that some monks are swamped by demand (perhaps ones 
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known for their expertise) and given that cases and healing skills levels seem to greatly 

vary, it would not be responsible to assimie that a sufficient mental health care system is 

already in place (van de Puut et al 1997a: 2-4). 

The kruu chool ruub (medium) is a second type of traditional healer the TPO 

teams found to be effective in healing mental trauma and potentially useful as another 

component of the conununity mental health system they were trying to build. Mediums 

are important because they often constitute the second line (after self-medication) of 

health care, acting as triage for helping the patient decide where to seek further help. Van 

de Puut et al propose various features of the medium that make her both extremely 

popular and effective - her services are often inexpensive, the setting is relaxed, and the 

kruu can offer information about the cause of a person's illness with the authority of the 

spirit speaking through her. In Cambodia, such mediums are often women who have 

previously been helped by spirits through difficult times with the understanding that they 

would then be required in the future to serve as a vehicle for the spirit to help others. Due 

to the fact that mediums accept only non-local clients and in addition that the spirit has 

the authority to speak freely without fear of social repercussions, patients are able to 

discuss relational problems in a frank manner not possible in other healing settings. More 

authoritative healers such as monks or kruu khmers generally speak rather than listen (van 

de Puut et al 1997a: 2; van de Puut 1997b: 9-10). 

The traditional village healers, the kruus, were also observed in action and found 

to be able to successfully treat mental trauma and therefore be useful additions to a 
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community mental health network. There are many types of kruu "specialists" with the 

kruu khmer (also known as kruu boron) being the common "general practitioner." Van de 

Puut et al note that kruus depend on contact with the realms of the spirits and the 

deceased for help in identifying the causes of a wide variety of problems (ranging from 

what from a Western standpoint may be classified as mental illness all the way to 

everyday misfortune) and prescribing suitable treatments for them. However, rather than 

identifying problems as existing at a mental or emotional level, kruus treat their patients 

in ways culturally understandable and acceptable to their patients. In most cases this 

involves treating somatic illness manifestations or counteracting the malevolent influence 

of supernatural forces. Van de Puut et al write: "The kruu asks few questions, identifies 

causes of misfortune, and acts. The patient trusts that the outcome of this will make her or 

him feel better - the feelings themselves are not verbalized items for interaction" (van de 

Puut 1997b: 8-9). 

The data presented above concerning traditional Khmer healing in village settings 

again points to the importance of understanding illness causality in indigenous terms, in 

Cambodia this being the territory where Buddhist karma is contiguous with the influence 

of the spirit world. In this data we see that while in Khmer society a monk healer may 

ascribe an illness's cause to the patient's karma, kruus on the other hand utilize advice 

from the spirit world or the deceased on how to restore good relations with the beings 

from those worlds causing who are causing the patient's problem. Such distinctions in the 

causality of a person's problems (including physical and/or mental illness) are verified by 
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the previously referred to work of Eisenbruch and Handelman with Cambodian 

immigrants' explanatory models. Eisenbruch and Handelman found that while some 

health problems may be explained by one's karma, others may have astrological roots (i.e. 

fate) or just bad luck having supernatural influence (Eisenbruch and Handelman 1989: 

247). Therefore, Western medical professionals working in mental health and torture 

rehabilitation in Buddhist settings must be aware that local explanatory models may 

include a number of potential "outside" influences on health rather than assuming all fall 

under the umbrella of karma. 

Beyond illustrating such distinctions in etiology, the observations of van de Puut 

and his colleagues reveal other obstacles TPO faced when attempting to bring Western 

psychotherapeutic techniques to the table of Khmer healing traditions. Even the core 

group of Cambodian trainees questioned the value of the form of counseling taught and 

practiced by TPO, one that involves non-directive, auditive, and verbal interaction (TPO 

Cambodia 1999: 13). However, despite such reservations by the core trainees and the 

observation by van de Puut et al that in most situations it is uncharacteristic of Khmer 

people to openly speak about their feelings and problems, TPO has managed to establish 

women's self-help groups at the village level. TPO traces the tradition of not discussing 

one's problems with others to the hierarchal nature of Khmer society - it is not appropriate 

to discuss such matters with those of higher or lower social positions. Nor is it expected 

that people of the same social positions will have any insights to offer. Additionally, 

people believe that continuing to dredge up problems rooted in the past in a society where 
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most have suffered great loss only makes the individual and others feel worse (TPO 

Cambodia 1999: 15). 

Beyond sociocultural prescriptions, translating psychiatric terminology into 

Khmer also proved to be a major problem. The problem of translating psychiatric 

instruments from one language (and one ethnomedical culture) into another was 

extensively discussed in an earlier section. Solving this problem required flexibility and 

creativity - new terms were coined (even for important concepts such as "somatization" 

and "trauma") and at times Khmer idioms or proverbs rather than literal translations 

proved more useful. Much of this work went into the major modifications needed to 

transform the previously mentioned Mental Health of Refugees published by WHO into a 

culturally appropriate and valuable training manual for community health workers. Major 

emphasis was shifted to the psychosocial problems most likely to be faced and most 

effectively dealt with by such workers. The booklet was able to incorporate examples of 

some of the common types of cases the core workers were faced with during the 

formative participatory action research phase, with additional Khmer flavor coming from 

illustrations of familiar Khmer settings. Of particular relevance to this paper, the text of 

the original manual covering relaxation techniques was replaced with culturally 

appropriate recommendations of Buddhist mindful breathing {Ana Pana Sati), meditation 

practice, and Khmer massage. Given TPO's commitment to the use of culturally sensitive 

instruments, no doubt the Harvard Trauma Questionnaire and Hopkins Symptoms Check 
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List used in the core worker training program also went through careful linguistic 

scrutiny (TPO Cambodia 1999: 8, 15-16). 

While TPO's work with Cambodians began in the postwar "reconstruction" period 

and from the outset was carried out inside Cambodia, the work of the Harvard Program in 

Refugee Trauma (HPRT) has its roots in the Khmer refugee camps that were established 

along the Thai-Cambodian border for Cambodians fleeing first the Khmer Rouge and 

later fighting between the Khmer Rouge and the Vietnam-backed government that ousted 

it. HPRT, in partnership with the Indochinese Psychiatry Clinic (a clinic in 

Massachusetts, U.S.A. which had many Khmer refugee patients) conducted an extensive 

study in those camps from 1988-1991 culminating in the training by HPRT of 57 Khmer 

community health workers who were to serve the camp communities and later the general 

population in Cambodia after repatriation. The HPRT went on to provide community 

mental health training and services in the Siem Riep area of Cambodia. Out of this later 

work grew the awareness that the mental health framework previously developed for a 

refugee setting needed serious revision for use inside Cambodia. Such a realization led to 

the production of the Harvard Guide to Mental Health, a manual whose purpose in many 

ways mirrors the mental health guide produced by TPO - to make culturally appropriate 

mental health information available to Khmers involved in community mental health 

work. The Harvard guide warns of the poor fit of Western diagnostic models such as 

DSM-IV with Khmer historical and sociocultural realities. The authors write: "So many 

Khmer people, who have developed emotional stress and can benefit from mental health 
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care, are having normal responses to their past trauma and their problems including 

poverty. All practitioners must guard against using Western labels to set these people 

apart from their fellow citizens who have been more fortunate than themselves" (HPRT 

1996: introduction iv-vi). 

The Harvard Guide to Khmer Mental Health is comprehensive in its breadth with 

chapter topics including alcohol and substance abuse, AIDS, sexual violence, depression, 

children and the family, and domestic violence. Others dealing with Khmer traditional 

healing, healing practices of Buddhism, and trauma-related illness are especially salient 

to the focus of this paper. The guide offers a model for community mental health care in 

Cambodia, one known by its acronym KCBM {Kruu Khmer, Counseling, Buddhism, 

Meditation). It is a composite model that accepts the healing work of kruu khmer 

traditional healers as well as the long-standing Buddhist practice of giving aid to those in 

emotional distress (including the mentally ill) as vital components of a community mental 

health system. Such elements are to be complemented where appropriate by Western 

counseling and/or medication. Even the word order of the model's name has some 

symbolic significance - Western psychotherepeutic medication is regarded as a treatment 

to be resorted to only when others have not been effective. Svand Tor, the author of the 

chapter on KCBM, emphasizes such priorities; "Our project seeks to use both Khmer and 

Western treatments, but insists they be described in the constructs of Khmer culture and 

thought." An example of the application of this precept is that the guide envisions a 

suitable counselor as being a monk, an elder, or even a friend, as long as there exists a 
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relationship of trust and respect between patient and counselor. However, despite the fact 

that the guide exhibits an appreciation of traditional Khmer cultural practices, at the same 

time it acknowledges that when it comes to treating mental problems Cambodian families 

often prefer to focus on the patient's accompanying physical symptoms for fear of 

stigmatization of the whole family (Tor 1996: 8-12). 

The Harvard guide distinguishes between three categories of mental problems: 1) 

worries, unhappiness, pain, distress; 2) confused minds, loss of memory, assorted 

emotional problems; and 3) specific disorders. While such categories include a wide 

range of illness manifestations not specific to torture trauma, many are quite relevant -

e.g. feeling suicidal, feeling lost or lonely, not feeling like doing much, extreme fright, 

having a feeling of bad luck. Three categories of depression distinguished by Khmer 

people may also be of interest to this study. I have previously illustrated how in the case 

of Sri Lankan Buddhists, the idea of depression as abnormality is problematized by the 

Buddhist beliefs of karma and the commonness of suffering associated with human 

existence. In the Cambodian Buddhist setting this is the case as well, although the 

Harvard guide finds there to be three main Khmer classifications of depression. All three 

types are pertinent when considering the Khmer traumatic historical experience of gross 

human rights violations, including torture. Pruoy City is associated with cultural 

expression of worry and anxiety while Pibaak Cut has roots in a tragic life event and 

often lacks an obvious manifestation. However, Khmer people consider Srangoot Srangat 

with its unmistakable display of deep despair to be the most serious form of depression. 
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Patients suffering from any of the three types have been observed to display symptoms 

characteristic of Western definitions of depression and even PTSD. These include a 

feeling of hopelessness, constant worry, poor concentration, anxiety and tenseness, 

disinterest in sex or daily activities, low energy, etc. (Chan and Mollica 1996: 50-51). 

Throughout the guide's coverage of such mental and emotional conditions we find 

that at least part of the treatment and often the complete treatment involves some form of 

Buddhist practice. This ranges from the previously described counseling sessions with 

monks or nuns that may in cases of emotional distress elicit recommendations to meditate 

to ceremonies conducted by monks and their helpers to exorcise evil spirits causing 

patients' bad luck. Moreover, the Harvard guide devotes a specific chapter as well as 

portions of several others to Buddhist philosophical concepts and parables potentially 

useful in enabling patients to see their problems in a more adaptive and healing Khmer 

Buddhist framework. The chapter on Buddhist healing practices was actually written by a 

Buddhist monk. The Venerable Hok Savann's words show how the concept of 

somatization, so problematic from a Western biomedical perspective, is understandable 

from a Buddhist one that sees mind and body as intimately connected - physical 

manifestations of illness such as headaches or fainting spells may have their roots in 

feelings of grief or sadness. According to him, Buddhist meditation and relaxation 

technique may be used to release physical manifestations of dis-ease in the mind, 

although he cautions against emotional extremes of any kind (even those which would 

considered positive in Western epistemology). In fact, he suggests that particular 
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Buddhist meditations may be "prescribed" for specific physical or emotional illness. 

Venerable Hok Savann repeatedly refers to the teachings of the Buddha for advice to 

those suffering from mental trauma: "Buddha taught that if you have a problem you 

should solve it [and] [i]f you are not able to solve, you should forget it... People should 

not blame themselves...[because] many things are inevitable as a result of the past. 

Buddha taught that it is a waste of the mind to cloud the mind with regret and suffering 

(Savann 196: 34). In the monk's words we begin to see a different spin on karma, 

reinforced by Buddhist parables chosen for inclusion in the guide. It is important not to 

forget that these stories have been collected so that they may be retold by community 

mental health workers to their patients across Cambodia. One such story is of Bonda Cha, 

a young woman who flees her wealthy household to marry one of her servants. Her 

initially happy married life soon faces tragedy after tragedy - her husband dies from the 

poisonous bite of a snake followed by one of her children being snatched away by a huge 

bird and a second child drowning. Grief stricken and no longer wishing to live, she 

eventually stumbles upon a gathering of the Buddha and his disciples. The Buddha listens 

to her story and advises her to stop blaming herself for her loved ones' deaths. She must 

accept that they are responsible for their own karma and equally honor and accept her 

own by going forward with her life. Realizing the truth of the Buddha's words, she is 

"cured." This parable and others included in the guide emphasize the need to accept 

death, the impermanence of happiness (and sadness), and the reality that no person knows 

their karmic past or how their karma will manifest in the fiiture (Savann 1996: 35-6). The 
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thrust of such stories is not merely that one must accept whatever occurs in the present as 

the inevitable fruit of the past. Rather, as another section of the guide advises mental 

health workers to counsel their patients, "a person can become master of his fate by 

taking action." In other words, if an individual has bad karma now is the time to deal with 

changing it for the future (Mam 1996: 28). 

The mental health approaches of both the Harvard Program in Refugee Trauma 

and TPO-Cambodia are an explicit acknowledgement of how integral Buddhist healing 

practices are to the indigenous healing network already in place in Cambodia, a network 

that appears to be so embedded in Khmer culture that it smvived decades of war violence 

and years of Khmer Rouge cultural genocide aimed at eradicating all traditional 

institutions. One must remember that from 1970-1979 the Khmer Rouge destroyed 90 

percent of Cambodia's monasteries (Canda and Phaobtong 1992: 62). The 

operationalization of the two organizations' programs also offer insights into how 

Buddhist healing practices and aspects of Buddhist philosophy may be integrated into a 

community mental health interventions serving a war-traumatized population, a large 

proportion of which may be reasonably characterized as being torture survivors. 

Fundamental to this type of approach is an attitude of respect and complimentarity: it is 

acknowledged that for many problems indigenous Khmer healing modalities (including 

Buddhist practices) are most appropriate while in some cases Western psychotherapeutic 

and even psychopharmacological treatment may be more effective. The integration and 
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education of traditional healers is aimed at improving their knowledge so that they are 

able to better decide when referral may be appropriate. 
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TRAUMA REHABILITATION WORK WITH KHMER POPULATIONS IN 

RESETTLEMENT COUNTRIES 

While the data of trauma rehabilitation programs and anthropologists operating in 

Cambodia and the Khmer refugee camps that formerly existed on the Thai-Cambodia 

border make up the core of my examination of the healing of torture trauma in the Khmer 

Buddhist setting, data from medical professionals working with Cambodians as refugee 

immigrants in varied locations around the world also offers insight into how those 

involved in torture rehabilitation with Khmer Buddhist populations who continue to 

maintain traditional ethnomedical beliefs may more effectively facilitate their patients' 

healing. Boemel and Rozee observe how lack of familiarity by physicians treating 

Cambodian refugees in the United States with the Khmer manner of expressing mental 

problems somatically has in numerous cases led to referrals for more diagnostic testing 

rather than timely treatment. They also may not know that patients usually consult a 

general practitioner rather than a mental health specialist due the stigma attached to 

mental illness in Khmer culture. Boemel and Rozee also note that even after resettlement 

in the United States, Khmer refugees may utilize traditional Khmer healing before 

consulting a Western doctor (Boemel and Rozee 1992: 242). While their research on 

psychosomatic blindness among mostly elderly Cambodian refugee women was not 

designed to integrate Buddhist philosophy or healing practices into treatment, never-the-

less some of the observations made in the course of their study that focused on testing the 
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utility of providing life skills and group counseling to eases the women's sense of 

isolation may prove useful to this discussion of torture rehabilitation. First, in reference to 

counseling, they caution that in one-to-one counselor patient sessions a closed room may 

evoke fearful memories of past interrogation. They also remind therapists who deal with 

Khmer patients of the fact that in traditional Khmer healing consultation, whether with a 

monk or a kruu khmer, there exist a set of established and unequal power relations. The 

relationship between the healer and the patient is understood by the patient as being one 

between a healer with access to supernatural powers and a passive patient. The notion of 

negotiation about or of not accepting a healer's recommendation is not found. Khmer 

patients in the United States may enter a counseling situation with similar traditional 

expectations. Second, they note that while Khmer men may utilize Buddhist purification 

ceremonies to cleanse themselves, women who have been raped are considered 

permanently "soiled" — they have access to no similar rituals (Mollica 1986, cited by 

Boemel and Rozee 1992: 253-4). Third and most importantly, the authors suggest that 

given the fact that Khmer patients (especially older ones) are known to seek help first 

from traditional sources, the most useful step that could be taken by practitioners having 

Khmer clients would be to establish contact with local Buddhist religious leaders with the 

goal of integrating those leaders into an effective medical referral system (Boemel and 

Rozee 1992: 258). 

While not specifically related to torture rehabilitation in Buddhist settings, given 

that I have presented somatization as a concept vital to culturally sensitive treatment it is 
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interesting that Van Boemel (director of the clinical electrophysiology lab at the 

University of Southern Califomia'a Doheny Eye Institute) became interested the high 

prevalence of functional psychosomatic blindness among Khmer women when the Social 

Security Administration Disability Evaluation Division referred some of those women to 

her eye clinic for confirmatory daignostic tests. Van Boemel was intrigued that despite 

the fact that clinical tests did not confirm blindness (and therefore the women's claims 

were denied and in some cases even considered fraudulent and not worthy of psychiatric 

referral), the women still complained of severe vision problems. Her investigation with 

Rozee revealed the importance of knowledge of a patient's personal history for 

understanding somatization. The two researchers' data showed that many of the women 

suffering from fimctional blindness were torture survivors: 53 percent had faced 

attempted rape or assault, 73 percent had lost as many as nine close family members with 

27% witnessing such deaths, 67 percent had seen their town or village destroyed, and 40 

percent had directly faced death at the hands of the Khmer Rouge (Boemel and Rozee 

1992: 244, 252). 

Eisenbruch's work with Khmer refugee foster children in Australia and the United 

States offers even greater insight into how refugees experiencing trauma may be better 

helped utilizing Buddhist institutions transplanted to resettlement countries. His rejection 

of the use of Western psychiatric diagnostic categorization in favor of accepting the 

"symptoms" of war violence-induced trauma as normal manifestations of cultural 

bereavement which already been presented in an earlier section bears relevance in the 
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case of these foster children as well. Many of these children continued in their new lives 

to have painilil memories of atrocities witnessed during Khmer Rouge rule and feelings 

of irretrievable loss regarding their homeland and dead loved ones. While some of the 

foster children desired to seek the solace of Buddhist rituals for combating such 

emotional trauma, govenmient authorities and foster parents pushed their assimilation 

into Western lifestyle as the "best medicine." Eisenbruch relates how healing 

participation in the annual pcum-ben ceremony (one that honors the soul of the dead 

while promoting social cohesion among the living) was to Khmer children living in an 

Australian group home. Eisenbruch observes: "The ceremony was a culturally coded 

'corrective emotional experience'...[in which] the formal religion was less helpful than 

the symbolic meaning of the ceremony as a way of bridging the past" (Eisenbruch 1991: 

674-5). 

Eisenbruch also recounts the story of a female patient who was manifesting what 

would according to Western psychiatric diagnosis be characterized as psychotic 

symptoms and faced losing her children as a result. Eisenbruch was able to refer her to a 

kruu who diagnosed the influence of evil spirits and therefore conducted rituals to expel 

the spirits and provide a barrier of protection around her home. The woman was able to 

again feel safe in her living space and go on with her life. Eisenbruch notes that it is not 

uncommon for Khmer refugees to be visited by spirits from their homeland or to hear 

accusing and demanding voices of their ancestors. He believes that traditional healers 

such as Buddhist monks and kruu have the best chance of healing these kinds of 
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problems. Particularly salient to healing the trauma of torture in Buddhist settings, he 

writes: "An ethnocentric diagnostic system will further alienate survivors firom their 

cultiu'e's view about suffering and misfortune; could impose a worldview on health 

workers in non-English speaking countries who deal with refugees; and may violate the 

cultural survival of the refugees" (Eisenbruch 1991: 675-7). 

These data on mental health efforts aimed at dealing with war-traumatized Khmer 

populations inside and outside Cambodia illustrate the unique challenges facing health 

professionals involved with torture rehabilitation in Buddhist settings. In the case of 

Cambodia we see a society in which everyday practice is permeated with Buddhist 

meanings and where the involvement of Buddhist institutions in the society extends way 

beyond a strictly religious realm. In fact, if we recall the involvement of Buddhist monks 

in ministering to a wide variety of health needs (both physical and mental) of the 

population, it becomes clear that in Khmer society there is no real separation between the 

work of religion and the work of healing. Especially in a war-traumatized society like that 

of Cambodia, the healing of mind, body, spirit, and social relations is a holistic task. 
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A CAUTION AGAINST ESSENTIALIZING BUDDmSM'S ABILITY TO HEAL 

While recognizing that the influence of Buddhist beliefs permeates areas of life 

well beyond the circumscribed borders of religious life, it is equally important 1 to 

distinguish between professed subscription to a religious philosophy and actual strict 

adherence to all of a religion's tenants in daily practice. Religion is practiced in a 

particular historical and sociocultural context; religious concepts serve as heuristic 

devices for a society seeking to interpret the violent misfortune experienced by some 

individuals but not others. In such settings particular religious concepts may take on new 

meanings or may have their realms of application in daily practice severely 

circumscribed. French's study of Khmer attitudes towards amputees in a refugee camps 

on the Thai-Cambodian border illustrates how in contrast to the way meanings in a 

Buddhist world view may be used in community mental health programs for war-

traumatized populations to encourage and heal those suffering from trauma, in some 

situations alternative interpretations may have just the opposite effect. Although French's 

research deals with attitudes towards amputees, I propose that that such attitudes might 

also extend to anyone who has experienced severe misfortune during Cambodia's decades 

of violence — even torture survivors. 

In the setting of Khmer reftigee camps on the Thai-Cambodian border it was 

Theravada Buddhist interpretations of karma and the practice of compassion that found 

new configurations. Traditionally, Khmer people had looked at the world around them as 
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a kind of natiiral cumulative manifestation of the karma of the multiplicity of beings that 

inhabit it. For humans, one's position in the social hierarchy was taken as being a result 

of actions taken in past lifetimes. While such a view led to a certain resignation towards 

misfortune, far more emphasis was placed on the agency a person had in this lifetime to 

earn merit for future ones, to improve one's karmic standing. In the border refugee 

camps, French found that being an amputee was taken by others as a dramatic karmic 

manifestation: through the misfortune of one's physical disfigurement one's real statios in 

the karmic hierarchy had been revealed. She observed in both the amputees and the camp 

population in general new perceptions of the meaning of karmic expression of such a 

misfortunate magnitude. Such a karmic "decision" was final with no chance for 

mitigation through earned merit. For the community-at-large, the diminished physical 

capabilities of the amputees and their known psychological problems manifesting in self-

destructive and antisocial behavior earned them less a feeling of compassion than one of 

wariness. There was a belief that more karmic misfortune for the amputees was likely to 

follow (French 1994: 74. 81-3). Such an attitude is consistent with another aspect of the 

Theravada Buddhist conception of karma which holds that each being can only be true to 

their nature. As a diminished human being with few economic opportunities it was only 

natural that amputees should be bitter and dangerous; dealing with such a person requires 

circumspection .One official at a rehabilitation school for amputees even went so far as to 

express the belief that teachers who were themselves amputees were less able to show 
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compassion towards the students than the school's able-bodied teachers (French 1994: 

83-84). 

French proposes that karma as the linchpin in the Khmer system of knowledge has 

been used to naturalize a set of power relations that then in tmn verify that knowledge 

system. Amputees find themselves warranting no exception to their "natural" placement 

on the lower rings of an already compressed social hierarchy. French writes that while 

Buddhist beliefs were not irrelevant to those struggling to survive under the inhuman 

conditions of the Khmer refugee camps, "certain central concepts in Khmer Buddhism, 

including karma and compassion were cast in a local light...and infused with a kind of 

situated significance that upheld the organization of power in this local moral world" 

(French 1994: 89). Thus, in attempting to understand the potential positive or negative 

influence of Buddhist philosophy on torture rehabilitation efforts, one must take care not 

only to be aware of which form of Buddhism is dominant in a particular society (e.g. 

Theravada Buddhism with Cambodians, Mahayana Buddhism with Tibetans), but also of 

the fact that even basic Buddhist tenets are open to new interpretations under the stress 

inherent in situations of social and often physical dislocation experienced by populations 

that have lived through periods of massive violence and gross human rights violations. 

Having extensively examined the available data relevant to torture rehabilitation with 

Buddhist Khmer populations, I will next turn my attention to torture rehabilitation efforts 

amongst Tibetan refugees living in India. 
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PREVALENCE OF TORTURE IN TIBET 

Since the Chinese invasion of Tibet in 1949, more than 150,000 Tibetans have 

fled their country, most resettling in neighboring India (Holtz 1999: 35; Sadutshang et al. 

1999: 27). The Tibetan govemment-in-exile estimates that more than 1.2 million Tibetans 

have died in that period of time as a direct result of the Chinese occupation - 156,758 

executed, 432,705 killed in fighting, 173,000 from torture and medical neglect in prison, 

342,970 due to starvation resulting from compulsory Chinese agricultural policies, 92,731 

"struggled" to death (presumably during the Cultural Revolution), and 9,002 from suicide 

(Government of Tibet in Exile 2000: White Paper). In December 1998, the Tibetan 

Centre for Human Rights and Democracy put the number of Tibetan political prisoners at 

more than one thousand with a large proportion of them being incarcerated in ten prisons 

in the Tibetan Autonomous Region (Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy 

1998: 8; Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy 1999b: 2). While Tibetans 

attempted to reassert their independence in various ways over the decades of Chinese 

occupation (most notably with a mass uprising in 1959 that resulted in the death of an 

estimated twelve thousand people and the imprisonment of many others), it has been a 

wave of protests beginning in 1987 that have filled Chinese prisons in Tibet and 

necessitated the construction of new prisons and detention centers and the expansion of 

older facilities (Chand 1982: 77; Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy 1998: 

5-18; Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy 1999a: 3-4). Monks and nuns 
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arrested for political activities (e.g. protest inarches, possession of "contraband" political 

literature, posting political posters) make up more than two-thirds of this prison 

population (Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy 1998: 1). Since its 

establishment in 1996, the Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy has been 

documenting human rights abuse (including torture) in Tibet, collating information from 

the steady stream of Tibetans who make the dangerous journey into exile across the 

Himalayas in to Nepal and eventually India. A number of books and shorter accounts 

have been published that provide detailed information about the detention facilities where 

torture is conducted and the specific torture techniques utilized, most containing 

testimonials of torture survivors and some actually being self-published by such 

individuals (Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy 1998; Bagdro 1998; 

Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy 1999a; Migmar 1999). International 

NGOs such as Amnesty International have also over a period of decades documented the 

gross mistreatment of Tibetans under Chinese detention. The organization's report for 

1999 of human rights conditions around the world observes that a crackdown continues 

on Tibetan nationalists and Buddhists in the Tibetan Autonomous Region. The Anmesty 

account takes special note of ten prisoners shot dead during a protest held by Tibetan 

prisoners aroimd the time of a visit to the prison by a European Union delegation 

investigating the human rights situation in Tibet as well as of the alleged suicide deaths 

(on the same day) of four nuns that Chinese authorities had placed in solitary confinement 

following that protest (Amnesty International 1999: 128). 
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A New York Times article documents the serious lack of respect for basic human 

rights in the Chinese legal and detention systems with an illustrative Kafka-esque story of 

a young Chinese defense lawyer detained on manufactured charges while in a rural area 

far from his home representing a politically unpopular client. Despite the protests of legal 

experts across China, the lawyer was held without trial for five months during which time 

he was subjected to brutal beatings, interrogation sessions without food or rest, and other 

forms of torture. Most importantly for our understanding of the conditions faced by 

arrested politically active Tibetans, the same article confirms the common practice of 

denying guaranteed legal rights in politically sensitive cases. Additionally, the article 

quotes a contemporary commentary in a govemment-run youth newspaper: "Confession 

by torture remains unchecked...It is commonplace for citizens to be arbitrarily 

summoned, forcibly seized, detained and even detained beyond legal limits, and for 

citizens whose freedom has been restricted to be treated inhumanely" (Rosenthal 2000: 

A l ,  A l l ) .  

The above data begins to create a picture of the Tibetan population being served 

by torture rehabilitation programs in India - many are Buddhist monks and nuns or 

former monks and nuns. But just as it was necessary with my Khmer case study to first 

present a sketch of aspects of Khmer culture and Buddhism for the purpose of identifying 

elements that might be salient to torture rehabilitation efforts and then to further 

problematize such beliefs and practices, so it is equally necessary in the case of Tibetans 

and their worldview. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to comprehensively 
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investigate either Tibetan Buddhism or Tibetan culture in general, I believe a brief look at 

relevant literature will enable the reader to better interpret the torture rehabilitation data. 

In particular I will describe features of the Tibetan ethnomedical model that will aid in 

understanding Tibetans' subjective experience of torture. First, however, I will revisit the 

Buddhist concept of karma from a Tibetan Buddhist perspective. 
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A TIBETAN SPIN ON KARMA 

Lichter and Epstein investigated Tibetan perceptions of karma in Tibetan 

communities in Nepal and India. Tibetans, like their Khmer Buddhist counterparts, look 

at karma (las) in very practical basic terms — do good now and receive the same in the 

future; do bad now and that will be what your future (in this lifetime or a later one) holds 

in store for you. Tibetans distinguish between two major types of karma-influencing acts 

- dge-ba (virtue) and sdig-pa (sin) - with the former most commonly consisting of 

specific religious practices while the latter includes sins considered prominent in 

Buddhism (killing, stealing, and lying) as well as the multitude of unavoidable and 

unintentional but harmful acts carried out in the course of day-to-day survival. While 

Tibetans believe that karma is basically fair - i.e. "you reap what you sow" - in practice 

they interpret the events of their lives not from such a mechanistic perspective but with a 

far more questioning attitude. Far from a life finely predetermined by past deeds, a life 

ready to unfold one happy or painful experience after another according to some cosmic 

life score, Tibetans "think that each event of a person's life has its whole complex history 

and that any little thing could have changed it." In other words, a host of factors, some 

within and others beyond the control of an individual must align to cause any particular 

experience. Tibetans refer to such cooperating causes as rkyen and generally use the term 

in reference to unhappy occurrences (i.e. misfortime, bad luck) that enter a person's life 

seemingly out of nowhere. Moreover, lay Tibetans look to the supernatural for the cause 
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of rkyen - it is offended deities or demons taking retribution in this lifetime for an 

offensive action committed by the offender in the same lifetime rather than the trans-

lifetime narrative of karma (Lichter and Epstein 1983: 232-9). 

Several other Tibetan Buddhist concepts are worth including in this discussion as 

they move it further towards the territory of Tibetan health beliefs. Bsod-nams refers to a 

soul's cumulative (across uncountable lifetimes) merit while rlung-rta denotes an 

individual's luck on the material plane. Rlung-rta may cycle from year to year between a 

high and low state while bsod-nams is dependant on long-term accumulations of merit. 

Lichter and Epstein relate that it is evident in Tibetans' placing prime emphasis on the 

practice of rituals designed to avert misfortune and increase rlung-r/a in their present 

lives that they are more concerned with short-term pay-offs and with hedging their bets 

on experiencing the negative results of any bad karma that may be soon heading their 

way than with the trans-lifetime implications of bad karma (Lichter and Epstein 1983: 

240-1). The idea of who or what is ultimately responsible for an individual's misfortune 

is further problematized by the concept of grib (pollution). When it comes to what may 

bring down on a person the wrath of supernatural beings, it is no longer a matter of sinful 

or meritorious acts but rather one of contact with polluting substances or situations -

"feces and urine, unclean food or food taken in an unclean place or vessel, blood or any 

animal product that falls in a fire, corpses, childbirth, fights, broken vows, and so forth." 

Pollution of the body or one's dwelling is thus an act which may have negative physical 

health consequences as well as consequences of a metaphysical nature (Lichter and 
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Epstein 1983: 242-3). Finally, to add a wild card to the mix of causation and 

responsibility one must consider the Tibetan word la-yogs, a term Lichter and Epstein 

observed used to mean the same thing as either karma or sin. La-yogs refers to an action a 

person takes which although not necessarily evil in itself a person is warned against 

taking; the action is taken anyway with negative consequences for herself or others. Thus, 

if a la-yogs is immoral, then the negative fruit it bears fits neatly under the heading of 

karma. However, if there was no ill intention and if in fact the action taken might be 

characterized as no worse than a poor choice, then when harmful results obtain again a 

kind of amoral serendipity is injected into causality (Lichter and Epstein 1983: 254-5). 

This more complete composite view of Tibetan causality will become relevant when 

contemplating the meanings Tibetan torture survivors attach to their suffering. Do they 

explain their ongoing mental and physical ill health in terms of karma or do their 

explanations include concepts such as rkyen and rlung-rta? Do lay and clerical torture 

survivors resettling in India hold different beliefs regarding their torture-related health 

problems? Does the religious education a monk or nun received in Tibet offer greater 

scope of potential healing techniques for the trauma of tortxire than normally suitable for 

torture survivors from the laity? These are only some of the questions the answers to 

which have implications for what types of healing (both traditional and Western) might 

be effective in torture rehabilitation in Tibetan Buddhist settings. While karma may be a 

problematized concept at least in lay Buddhist terms, it is central to the Tibetan Buddhist 

medical model. In the next section I will briefly examine this ethnomedical model with 
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emphasis on mental health and some recent research that situates traditional diagnosis 

within contemporary sociopolitical realities. 
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TIBETAN CONCEPTS OF HEALTH AND ILLNESS 

The health of the mind and body are intimately connected in the Tibetan 

ethnomedical model, with the health of the individual dependant on maintaining a 

harmonious balance between both and the universe. This system is built on a framework 

of Buddhist principles. According to the rGyud-bShi (The Four Tantras), the classic 

foundational text of Tibetan medicine and one still actively used today, at the absolute 

level illness is said to originate in the delusion of an independent and enduring self. Such 

a false sense of self is then believed to have given rise to the three nyes-pa (flung. 

mKhris-pa, and Bhad-kan), which are commonly respectively translated as the three 

humoral constituents of wind, bile, and phlegm (Clifford 1984: 7; Rinpoche 1999: 70). 

Burang points out that even translating such terminology from Sanskrit is virtually 

impossible - the humors are not to be confused with generally tangible substances they 

index in English but rather to the sets of subtle principles or properties characterized by 

each (Burang 1974: 4). More literally, nyes-pa translates to defects or punishment. The 

mind's "defective" consciousness gives rise to wind from craving, bile from hatred and 

pride, and phlegm from bewilderment and close-mindedness. Thus, the very properties 

that allow a living being to efficiently function on the material plane have within their 

very natures the always present risk of <//5harmony and illness (Epstein and Topgay 1982: 

69; Rinpoche 1999: 70). Interestingly, during the Buddha's lifetime he was known by 
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followers as "the Great Physician" due the fact that the essence of his teachings was the 

way to end or "cure" suffering (Clifford 1984: 23). 

While Tibetan medicine identifies illness as having an absolute cause consistent 

with basic Buddhist philosophy, in diagnosis Tibetan medicine seeks to identify more 

proximate causes although such diagnosis casts its net far wider than Western medicine 

and into areas of concern where Buddhist beliefs are still central. Outside influences or 

faulty thinking may disturb an individual's himiors, but karma is also considered an 

important potential factor in determinations of etiology. A disease with karmic roots is 

untreatable using just customary Tibetan medical methodology and, in fact, the karmic 

connection between a doctor and her patient may even influence the relative success of 

treatment (Clifford 1984: 8). All of this points to the fact that in Tibetan medical belief 

illness causation may occur at many levels (some not directly involving the body that is 

ill), there is no real line between mental, physical and spiritual (i.e. karmic) disease, and 

that therefore appropriate treatment may involve techniques not recognized in Western 

biomedicine or ethnopsychiatry. As Burang observes: " The mutual relationship between 

macrocosm and microcosm, and the acknowledgement of karmic or predestined 

suffering, force the doctor to take into account each time deeper and more complex 

interconnections in his calculations" (Burang 1974: 12). Such issues gain added 

relevance when considering what kind of treatment may be appropriate for a Tibetan 

torture survivor. When illness is conceived of as having a composite mind-body-spiritual 

basis, more flexible options are presented as to where to direct a healing intervention. A 
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reconsideration of the concept of somatization is also warranted. While the data I have 

previously presented shows that for the most part Western psychiatry views somatization 

as culture-specific idiom of distress, Tibetan Buddhist conceptions of the self, mind-body 

«ow-duality, and ethnophysiology would seem to transcend any kind of Western 

empirically oriented analysis. We are presented with a culture which has for more than 

1,000 years itself been empirically examining at both the micro and macro levels the 

workings of the mind (gloss as emotions) and its relationship to the functioning of the 

body and the universe as a whole. Can torture rehabilitation efforts articulating with such 

a medical system assume presumptive preeminence? Or might there be a way, as we have 

observed was possible in the Khmer setting, to integrate such a worldview into efforts 

bearing greater benefits for Tibetan torture survivors? 

Of the eight branches of Tibetan medicine elucidated in the rGyud-bShi, the one 

bearing most on this discussion of torture rehabilitation is that of psychiatry. However, in 

a later section suggesting aspects of Tibetan medicine that might be useful in torture 

rehabilitation I will also touch on some healing techniques of somatic medicine. 

Indicative of the integration of both mental and physical health in the traditional Tibetan 

health model, Burang notes that few chapters of the rGyud-bShi are dedicated wholly to 

mental health concerns and furthermore that portions dealing with psychiatric themes are 

not collected in one section of the volume but rather scattered throughout. This is also 

reflected in the fact that Tibetan medicine lacks psychiatric specialists - a well-trained 

physician is expected to be able to skillfully treat the mind as well (Burang 1974: 95; 
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Epstein and Topgay 1982: 68). Tibetan psychiatry draws heavily on Buddhist tantric texts 

that examine the spiritual and emotional aspects of the mind and the Abhidharma sutras, 

which look at the subtle workings of the mind as revealed in meditation. The latter texts 

identify positive, neutral, and afflictive aspects of the mental process with mental health 

being a state (achievable only through meditative practice) where the mind is unclouded 

by that third category of upsetting and harmful emotions. Given the difficulty for the 

average person to achieve such a clear mental state, Tibetan medicine recognizes that "a 

certain amount of mental disharmony is inevitable...and therefore certain 'less-than-

enlightened' mental states and disorders are treated...and mental influences are readily 

accepted as contributing factors in the etiology of disease" (Epstein and Topgay 1982: 

68). 
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RLUNG - THE LIFE CURRENT 

Of the potential causes of mental disorder mentioned in Tibetan medical texts, the 

one most relevant to torture rehabilitation work is rlung. This is not to give light to the 

supernatural etiology of smyyon-pa (madness). In my presentation of Tibetan Buddhist 

conceptions of karma, the concept was clearly problematized by belief that what happens 

to a person may be influenced not only by their karma but also by deities and demons 

offended by polluting behavior. >\'hile this may have implications for the health problems 

experienced by torture survivors, both recent literature examining Tibetan medicine as it 

is being practiced today in Tibet and data from the research I conducted for the 

Department of Health of the Central Tibetan Administration more fully support the 

understanding of rlung and other non-supematurally caused diseases as the being more 

pertinent to torture rehabilitation work. 

Rlung has a prime role in the fimctions of the mind; it is the carrier or "mount" of 

consciousness. At the same time, rlung circulates through various areas of the body with 

differential influence on different organ systems. While it is beyond the scope of this 

paper to comprehensively describe the workings of the Tibetan humoral system or even 

one component of it, some basic understanding of the major functional subdivisions 

(currents) of rlung is necessary to be able to later contextualize rlung disorders and how 

they fit in the torture trauma schema of torture survivors. Each current influences the 

body and mind in a range of ways, from subtle to gross. The life-sustaining current is 
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associated with two key locations, the crown of the head and the heart, and facilitates 

many of the basic mental and physiological processes that enable life. It allows the five 

senses to perceive as well as enabling more mundane but vital functions such as breathing 

and swallowing food. The ascending current circulates through the nose, tongue, and 

chest and aids in both physical and mental toning. A third current, the pervasive current, 

is by definition found throughout the body (but particularly in the joints) and is vital to 

the functioning of the muscular system, physical growth, and overall smooth running of 

the body. The metabolic current facilitates digestion although its location is not limited to 

the digestive organs but rather moves through all hollow body parts including minute 

ones such as blood vessels and nerves. The last type of current is the descending current, 

centered in the pelvic region and responsible for both particularly male and female 

physiological functions associated with reproduction as well as others dealing with 

elimination. This brief description of rlung illustrates how any one or even all of the 

body's functional systems may be negatively impacted by imbalance of rlung. Indeed, 

Tibetan medicine distinguishes between 63 different types of rlung disorder (Epstein and 

Topgay 1982: 72). 

Knowing the penultimate importance of rlung in the Tibetan medical model, the 

connection between rlung and the embodied experience of torture is made even clearer 

wdth an examination of rlung etiology. Any number of the factors said to push rlung into 

an imbalance might reasonably be associated with the experience of detention, 

interrogation, and torture: poor diet and insufficient food, insomnia, physical strain on an 
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empty stomach, obsessive thoughts, excessive vomiting or diarrhea, exposure to cold, 

excessive sadness, depression, malnutrition, or straining to pass excreta. The published 

accounts of Tibetan political prisoners I referred to earlier in addition to documenting 

various forms of physical beatings repeatedly mention forced exposure to the cold, forced 

overexertion, and inadequate diet (Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy 

1998b, Bagdro 1998, Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy 1999a, Migmar 

1999). Rlung's symptomology is also salient to torture rehabilitation work, especially that 

which depends on Western psychiatric diagnostic criteria such as those included in the 

DSM's model of post-traumatic stress disorder. According to a list compiled by Epstein 

and Topgay, symptoms of disturbed rlung include the following: restlessness, tinnitus, 

erratic and diffuse pains, upon movement random pain all around the body upon 

movement, lassitude, muscle cramping, a sensation of broken bones, a sensation of the 

limbs being bound, insomnia, and backache and pain in the chest and jaw bones. If we 

add some of the symptoms of aggravated increase of rlung (trembling, dizziness, 

sleeplessness, and decreased clarity of the senses) and other symptoms associated with 

decreased rlung (low energy, minimal speech, unclear memory and attention, poor 

digestion) make the picture of rlung as potentially resulting from torture and 

imprisonment become crystal clear. A specific disturbance of the life-sustaining current 

called srog-rlung under which less severe manifestations of depression and anxiety are 

grouped and which is said to result from mental strain and extended periods of hunger 

(particularly protein malnutrition) and to be aggravated by overexertion is another prime 
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candidate as a complaint of Tibetan torture survivors (Epstein and Topgay 1982: 73-4) 

Relatively recent data from two medical anthropologists working independently in Tibet 

will help us better understand rlung^s situated significance within the sociopolitical 

reality of a Tibet under Chinese rule. 



I l l  

THE SOCIOPOLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF RLUNG IN CONTEMPORARY 

TIBET 

Both Adams and Janes have conducted research on the changing face of Tibetan 

medicine in Tibet today, that of Janes being the more comprehensive, conducted over a 

five-year period in central and west-central Tibet. Adams' research focused on doctors 

and patient at the Men-Tsee-Khang (College of Medicine and Astrology) in the city of 

Lhasa. Janes' research was more far-ranging both in geography and information sources. 

While the greater part of his research was conducted in and around Lhasa (including the 

Men-Tsee-Khang), he also visited clinics in other prefectures in both urban and rural 

settings. In all locations he was able to interview both Tibetan practitioners and patients 

as well as observe more than seven hundred patient-doctor consultations. While much of 

the data gathered by both researchers is most concerned with the changes Tibetan 

medicine (both as a field of knowledge and as a sociocultural institution - i.e. Men-Tsee-

Khang) has gone through since the Chinese takeover of Tibet in 1951, Adams and Janes 

also discovered important changes in the meanings attached to specific illnesses by 

patients and doctors. Such evolving meanings reflect the reality of Tibetans experiencing 

their oppressive sociopolitical environment at the site of the body. Although Adams and 

Janes' informants were not torture survivors, the fact that rlung was so widely 

acknowledged as being an idiom of distress having political subtext offers further insight 

into how Tibetans experience and express torture trauma. 
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Adams' interviews with doctors and female patients presenting with reproductive 

and sexual complaints at the Men-Tsee-Khang discovered a preponderance of rlung cases 

(Adams in press). By itself this fact is not that surprising - one must recall that rlung 

circulates in and influences all parts and processes of the body. Additionally, it is often 

the case that disharmony in one humor will often negatively affect one or more of the 

others. Never-the-less, the fact that rlung disorders have been common in Tibet even 

prior to Chinese control is evidenced by Burang's earlier estimate that 60 percent of 

Tibetan medicine's pharmacology is used for treating such health problems (Burang 

1974; 6). Rather, what appears to be changing are the some of meanings attached to 

rlung. The word some has been consciously chosen - Adams points out that rlung is 

normatively conceived of as being influenced by conditions such as disharmony in the 

family or unililfillment of various types of desire (recall the Buddhism-based belief that 

all of the humors arise from ignorance). In the same vein, the division between self and 

the rest of the world is conceived of as totally permeable. The winds that blow across the 

Earth have the same qualities as those that course through the body and may equally 

affect a person's mental and physical harmony. What may be viewed as different from the 

past is that wind disorders are now being used by many Tibetans to express another type 

of disharmony, a disharmony of the social body. Two of the patients interviewed by 

Adams complained of working conditions that obligated uncompensated overtime 

resulting in physical and mental exhaustion. One of the two also expressed sadness from 

not being married - it was explained to Adams that the woman had probably been refused 
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permission to do so by her work unit (Adams 1998; 86; Adams in press). A third 

informant, whose ill health was diagnosed by a Tibetan doctor with gnyan kha that 

probably resulted from the use of unsterilized instrument during a hospital abortion, was 

also diagnosed with rlung. Adams quotes the female Tibetan doctor attending this woman 

as saying that the woman's rlung was caused by her worries that as a poor farmer she 

could not even afford to raise the three children she already had. Unfortunately, Adams 

does not as fully situate this woman's case within the sociopolitical realities of Tibet. 

Tibetans desire large families and abortions are considered karmically abhorrent (Miller 

1978: 380-5). While Adams does mention that other women regarded this patient's rlung 

as resulting from her fear of karmic retribution for her abortion, we lose something of the 

subjectiveness of her experience in such an explanation (Adams in press). Given that 

large family size has historically been normative in Tibetan culture, one wishes to know 

if in the pre-Chinese era poor Tibetans regarded large family size as being a cause of 

rlung. The setting of and conditions under which her abortion was carried out might also 

shed light on this woman's rlung. Reports from Tibetan refugees assert that the abortions 

performed on Tibetan women "are often dangerous and performed in make-shift facilities 

with no medical follow-up or medication" (Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and 

Democracy 1999b: 49). Such reports beg several questions: Are such conditions the norm 

in Tibet regardless of ethnicity or does a far different experience for Tibetan women lie 

behind post-abortion cases of rlung such as the one reported by Adams? Did the woman 

get an abortion only because of her perception that she could not afford another child or 
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were other social and political pressures involved as well? While we can only speculate 

about such forces from Adams' account, Janes more comprehensively addresses them in 

his research. Janes' example are perhaps more readily recognizable as illustrating the 

sociopolitical implications of rlung and their relevance to torture rehabilitation with 

Tibetan torture survivors. 

Janes paints a more detailed picture of the social, economic, and political 

conditions in Tibet that give rise to the large number of rlung cases observed by both 

Adams and he, his work also suggesting other disease categories having sociopolitical 

implications. He describes government policies that promote and subsidize Han Chinese 

resettlement in Tibet over programs more beneficial to the Tibetan population. Moreover, 

he notes that "although the overt racism of the Cultural Revolution has to some degree 

subsided, it still pervades nearly every aspect of daily life in the now predominantly Han 

Chinese cities and towns of the TAR (Tibetan Autonomous Region)" (Janes in press). 

Such policies may also be at the root of a number of illnesses experienced by Tibetans. In 

a free list exercise about diseases known to his informants, rlung^s listing by 28 percent 

was far exceeded by those mentioning stomach problem (64 percent), kidney disorder (45 

percent), arthritis (41 percent), headaches (40 percent), and lung problems (38 percent). 

However, the data of most interest were those involving Tibetans' explanatory models. In 

key informant interviews the most commonly given explanation of rlung disorders was 

social and political conditions followed closely by family problems and worry/anxiety. 

Fright and sadness were also listed, but fewer times. The most common explanations for 
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Pho Ba I Na Tsha (stomach problem) was cold foods or coldness around the waist, both 

being conditions that cool the digestive fire. Other major causes mentioned were irregular 

eating and eating old or rotten foods. Kidney disorder was also explained by exposure to 

cold weather and cold food. Explanations for headaches included high or varied blood 

pressure, mkhrispa imbalance, too much sun or hot weather, and rlung imbalance. These 

figures will take on new meaning in later sections when data concerning the illnesses 

being experienced by Tibetan torture survivors is presented. More striking, however, than 

the explanatory models of particular illnesses provided to Janes by his interview 

participants were the more general ones elicited in his case studies. Food was most 

commonly mentioned (36 percent), followed by social and political conditions (23 

percent), and weather, altitude and environment (18 percent). To a somewhat lesser 

degree, Tibetans mentioned conditions or requirements of work (18 percent), pregnancy-

related causes (13 percent), physical trauma (13 percent), and Western medicine (11 

percent). Other categories rounding out Janes' list are sadness (9%), cold/becoming 

chilled (9%), worry/anxiety/excessive obligations (7 percent), being in unclean 

places/eating unclean foods (7 percent), defilement/sin (7 percent), grief (5 percent), 

hereditary causes (5 percent), and karmic causes (4 percent) (Janes in press). Such a finite 

breakdown of data involving explanatory models has an important purpose. Clearly, the 

social and political conditions present in Tibet are assigned major significance as the 

causes of illness, but beyond the use of that one general explanatory model I propose that 

those same forces may be a subtext of a number of the other more specific models 
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reported. In the data from Adams mentioned above, difficult work conditions were 

offered as the cause of patients' rlung disorder. Might not explanatory models such as 

food, physical trauma, cold, worry, and unclean/being in unclean places/eating unclean 

food index the stark results of being in the wrong position in the political economy of 

modem-day Tibet? In support of such a hypothesis is Janes' observation that Tibetans 

associate the consumption of a number of foods introduced by the Chinese and not 

traditionally part of the Tibetan diet with health problems such as arthritis and gastric 

disturbances (Janes in press). In addition, it takes no great imagination to see how many 

of these general explanatory models could be even more strongly be associated with the 

conditions faced by Tibetan torture survivors during their prior years of detention. 

Beyond ordinary Tibetans' recognition of the social and political etiology of at 

least some of their illness, the Tibetan physicians Janes spoke with were without 

reservation a willing to identify social and political factors as disease explanations. While 

Tibetan medicine ultimately looks to desire as the cause of rlung disorders, desire takes 

on a political economic connotations in the words of one doctor Janes interviewed: 

"People want to have good living conditions, enough food, obedient children, peace in 

the family, and so on. However, when they do not have these things that they desire, it 

leads to mental agitations, and these in turn cause rlung imbalance" (Janes 1995: 30). In 

interesting concordance with patients' explanatory models, in the more than seven 

hundred consultation witnessed by Janes, rlung imbalance was the diagnosis most 

commonly given, followed closely by stomach problems and assorted infections. While a 
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number of Tibetan physicians were willing to privately acknowledge the social and 

political basis of much of the rlung disorders they were diagnosing and even offer 

hospitalization to patients suffering from those disorders as a temporary respite from their 

difficult situations, for the most part they took care for their own safety as well as that of 

their patients not to publicly state it as such. Despite physicians' reticence to explicitly 

identify the social political, and economic factors contributing to the rlung disorders of 

their patients, the mere fact that they diagnose rlung in such large numbers adds 

legitimacy to popular interpretations of the illness and as a whole make these disorders in 

their present manifestations a uniquely Tibetan idiom of distress. A doctor responding to 

a question from Janes regarding the prevalence of rlung disorders in Tibet today perhaps 

put it most succinctly: " Of course, rlung must be more common nowadays because Tibet 

is no longer free. The Chinese government is the government of rlung. The Chinese 

government makes people unhappy, and so rlung must be more common...Tibetans have 

rlung because they are not free" (Janes 1995: 31). Beyond the more obvious connections 

between rlung disorders and the physical and psychological conditions Tibetan political 

prisoners are subjected to during torture and extended incarceration, the implications of 

such disorders as idioms of distress for torture survivors along the lines suggested above 

warrant further research. 

A final point raised by Janes bearing upon this study concerns the choice of 

Tibetan medicine for treatment by Tibetans as being in modem Tibet an ideological 

statement in itself. Janes documents a resurgence of the institution of Tibetan medicine in 
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Tibet following liberalization in China in the early 1980s, part of this being a result of 

greater state financial support (Janes 1995: 21-2). While he proposes that in part the 

increased utilization of institutionalized Tibetan medicine is a result of both the 

suppression and eventual disappearance of more religious and shamanistic-based healers 

as an alternative treatment option as well as Tibetans' greater faith in Tibetan medicine as 

being more efficacious in treating chronic ailments, strong elements of cultural identity 

come into play as well. Tibetan medicine stands at once as a symbol of Tibet's rich 

cultural heritage, as a survivor of five decades of Chinese oppression, and as a sign of the 

continued viability of a distinct, unassimilated Tibetan identity (and for some, Tibetan 

nation). Thus, preference for Tibetan medicine may also be viewed as a political 

statement, as an act of resistance (Janes in press). This point will gain salience during my 

presentation from a small study of Tibetan torture survivors I conducted for the 

Department of Health of the Central Tibetan Administration. 

The preceding information sets the stage for an examination of available data 

concerning Tibetan torture survivors and otherwise traumatized Tibetan refugees living in 

India. Unfortimately, at present there is a dearth of literature examining the psychological 

and physical sequelae of torture in Tibetans torture survivors and in comparison to the 

volume of data presented on the theoretical basis of mental health and trauma programs 

designed for Khmer populations, almost none is available regarding those serving Tibetan 

refugees. 
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STUDIES OF TIBETAN SURVIVORS OF TORTURE AND OTHER 

TRAUMATIZING EXPERIENCES 

This section will present data from studies conducted with survivors of torture or 

other severe forms of trauma among the Tibetan refugee population living in India. Some 

account of the torture techniques encountered by the subjects in these studies is necessary 

to support the hypothesis I have raised that such techniques create the necessary 

conditions for a number of disorders included in the Tibetan ethnomedical model. 

The types of torture experienced by Tibetans in Chinese prisons show strong 

consistency across studies. They include: beatings/kicking/ blows with instruments, 

electrical shocks to the body, forced standing for long periods and in abnormal positions, 

prolonged starvation, stripped naked, forced blood extractions, rape and sexual torture, 

suspended/restrained in painful positions, burned with hot objects, blows to the ears, 

exposure to cold temperatures, hard labor, sleep deprivation, beating to the soles of the 

feet, and mock execution (Holtz 1999: 28; Physicians for Human Rights 1999: 44; 

Sadutshang et al. 1999; 28). If one compares the characteristics of these torture 

methodologies with the Tibetan explanatory models collected by Janes and presented 

above, it becomes apparent that for at least some serious disorders in the Tibetan 

ethnomedical model conditions necessary for causation are experienced during torture 

and incarceration. I am not aware of any study that empirically compares torture sequelae 
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in Tibetan torture survivors and self-reported or physician-diagnosed Tibetan 

ethnomedical disorders. 

One of the first studies with Tibetan torture survivors was conducted in 1993-

1994 under the auspices of the Tibetan Department of Health's Tibetan Torture Survivor 

Program. The research team, which included a predominance of Tibetans, interviewed 12 

torture survivors concerning their personal histories and torture experiences and as well 

administered to those same individuals several standardized psychiatric instruments 

including the Hopkins Symptoms Checklist 25 (HSCL-25). The HSCL-25 is an 

instrument measuring anxiety and depression that has been translated and validated with 

Indochinese refugees. Scores that average above 1.75 for the 25-question checklist are 

taken as an indication that a patient is suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder. While 

this study did not delve deeply into ethnomedical aspects of the torture survivors' health 

conditions, it did raise several interesting points. First, it notes that because of Tibetan 

beliefs about the nature of blood, the involuntary taking of blood may be regarded as 

psychological torture. Tibetans believe that having their blood drawn will greatly weaken 

them (Sadutshang et al. 27-30). The classic Gyu-zhi views blood as being produced in the 

liver out of the energy provided by nutrition - it is said to keep the body wet and "hold 

the life." In Tibetan ethnophysiology, blood is further transformed in to flesh (Clifford 

1984: 95). It is interesting to speculate that concerns about drawn blood may also be 

based on losing the benefits of converted nutrition during a perceived condition of prison-
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induced malnutrition; all of the prisoners in this study who had undergone extended 

incarceration had also experienced long periods of near starvation. 

A second interesting observation involves forced sterilization. One of the 

informants in this study had undergone such an operation and was as a result suffering 

from chronic backache. This informant's experience brings to mind again the iatrogenic 

illness of one of Adams' informants in Lhasa, a woman who had undergone a supposedly 

voluntary abortion. Sadutshang et al. note the difficulty in verifying the pressures from 

government authorities that ofren precede the decision to be sterilized. It may be useful to 

further investigate such post-operative illness to discern whether in addition to indicating 

the presence of biomedical diseases they might also indicate distinctly Tibetan concerns 

about the reproductive system in particular and health more generally. 

Finally, this study draws us back to the bugaboo of PTSD. According to the 

results of the HSCL-25, all of the study's informants showed high levels of anxiety and 

all but one registered the same for depression, with a full half of the group meeting PTSD 

diagnosis criteria. While asserting that previous testing with the HCSL-25 had proved the 

appropriateness of its use across cultures, the researchers do acknowledge that the 

difficulties inherent in the refugee experience may confound ascribing the symptoms to 

torture alone (Sadutshang 1999: 30). 

The study conducted by Physicians for Human Rights in 1996 included a far 

larger sample (n = 258) drawn from a Buddhist monastery and two facilities housing 
m 

Tibetan refugees in the vicinity of Dharamsala in northern India. Of this sample. 
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ISpercent had faced torture or abuse by Chinese authorities in Tibet, with that figure 

going up to 17 percent for clergy and 19 percent for men as a group. Perhaps the most 

interesting observation of this study was that of those identified as torture survivors, fully 

58 percent had been arrested for non-political reasons. This brings to mind Janes' 

comment that racism remains an everyday fact of life for Tibetans in Tibet and what that 

may imply in terms of the type of interactions Tibetans may have with Chinese civilians 

and authorities. While this data may appear to minimize the connection between rlung 

disorders and political discontent, based on the multitude of subaltem conditions Tibetans 

face under Chinese rule, it may be hard to draw distinct boundaries between political, 

social, and economic concerns. 

Following the methodology of the Tibetan Torture Survivor Program's smaller 

study, the Physicians for Human Rights research team also administered the HSCL-25, 

the results of which showed a 23 percent prevalence of PTSD. More striking than this 

figure is the fact that 88 percent of the study participants reported continuing to 

reexperience on at least a weekly basis their torture experience through intrusive 

memories, nightmares, etc. The dimensions of the practice of torture in Tibet are further 

underlined by the study's finding that almost half of the participants had family members 

or close friends who had also been tortiued (Physicians for Human Rights 1999: 42-5). 

Holtz's study although small-scale and epidemiologically based does attempt to 

draw in more qualitative data to facilitate getting closer to the phenomenology of the 

torture experience, including why and how some survivors are better able to cope than 
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Others. Furthermore, he is open to problematizing the universal validity of PTSD as a 

diagnostic category. Holtz is rather forthcoming in reporting the reservations expressed 

by the Tibetan professionals collaborating with him in the translation of psychiatric 

instruments. Those collaborators questioned whether PTSD is appropriate in the Tibetan 

cultural context and in addition could not reach agreement on how the Western 

psychiatric concepts embedded in the questions of HSCL-25 could be made 

understandable in a culturally-appropriate manner to marginally educated Tibetans 

holding a Buddhism-based worldview. This is the first specific reference I have come 

across in the literature of collaborators from the culture being studied challenging the 

appropriateness of PTSD in their own culture to the degree that they block its assessment 

of the participants in the study with which they are associated. Never the less, Holtz feels 

confidant enough in PTSD's cross-cultural applicability to identify his study's failure to 

do a PTSD assessment of its participants as a study limitation. Holtz administered the 

HSCL-25 anyway, but did not use anxiety and depressions score averages make 

determinations of PTSD. Unfortunately, Holtz does not elaborate on the cultural 

meanings labeling an individual as having PTSD has for Tibetans. It may be that 

Tibetans, as was shown to be the case with Khmers, prefer to avoid mental health 

diagnosis due to fear of stigmatization. This may be especially so for more serious cases 

where supernatural influence is implicated. 

Holtz's approach is quite different from that of the other studies I have presented. 

His study compared a group of nuns who were torture survivors with a control group of 
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non-tortured nuns; characteristics such as age, years in exile, and to a large degree even 

home area were closely matched. Moreover, the study also examined the experience of 

each nun's flight into exile, an aspect Holtz believed had previously been neglected but 

which equally possesses the possibility of traumatizing events. Holtz's findings show that 

each tortiu"e survivor had been subjected to a mean of 13.3 different types of torture. The 

spectrum of these tortures runs the gamut of those previously delineated, but the 

percentage of nuns reporting blood drawn without permission (51 percent) illustrates that 

such practice is surprisingly far from obscure. While data from the HSCL-25 showed that 

the torture cohort registered a significantly higher mean anxiety score than the control 

group, scores of both groups as a whole revealed that over 40 percent had elevated 

anxiety scores. This may be due in part to difficulties experienced in common by both 

groups - over 70 percent of both groups had suffered physical hardships in their near 

month-long journeys across the mountains into exile and about one quarter of each group 

felt their new lives in India to be difficult (Holtz 1999: 26-8). However, it is other data 

requiring more qualitative interpretation that have more to contribute to understanding the 

subjective experience of torture and suggest features to be included in torture 

rehabilitation efforts with Tibetan refugees. First, the data identified an association 

between political involvement and lower rates of depression regardless of torture status or 

location (i.e. in the past in Tibet vs. now in exile). While political involvement may be a 

contributing factor to resilience following torture, Holtz believes others may be of equal 

importance. He suggests that what may be even more important is the ability of Tibetan 
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refugees with aid from the Tibetan government in exile and international NGOs to 

reconstruct a reasonable network of social support. Also of salience to this paper, he 

proposes that in the case of torture, resilience may be strongly associated with the 

strength of religious faith of the individual being tortured, that aspect itself being related 

to the expectations and preparedness one brings with them to the torture room. Of the 

torture survivor cohort, 83 percent reported that they were aware that if arrested they 

would likely be tortured, 80 percent said they were mentally prepared for that eventuality, 

and 80 percent reported they had not felt helpless during their torture experience (Holtz 

1999: 26, 30). Politically active Chilean psychiatrists working in Chile during the early 

years of the Pinochet dictatorship also observed the important relationship between 

psychological preparedness and the ability to survive and recover from torture, going so 

far as to produce a paper titled How to Resist Detention-Torture-Interrogation for use in 

clandestine torture survival "classes" held by the resistance movement (Agger and 

Jensen 1996: 71-2). It is not clear in the case of Chile how much religious faith was 

emphasized, but Holtz's data shows Buddhist belief to have been a major factor in the 

resilience of his torture cohort, with implications for torture rehabilitation programs. 

However, as was shown by the Adams' and Janes' data, it is a Buddhism permeated with 

fervent affirmations of ethnic identity, an arena where there is a confluence of karma and 

political commitment and resistance takes place at the site of (and with the sacrifice of) 

the body. The words of some of the nuns in Holtz's study legitimate such an 

interpretation: 
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"My contribution to the struggle is my body, so whatever happens to me is 
inconsequential." 

"They could torture my body, but they could not torture my free spirit." 

"I should make good use of my body in this life, therefore being killed would be a 
small thing for me to do for the benefit of the nation" (Unnamed nuns cited in 
Holtz 1998: 32). 

According to Holtz, to the nuns the suffering of their torture experience takes on a 

transcendent quality in which religious faith and political aspirations are conflated; karma 

sees to it that such suffering is ultimately put to good use both for the torture survivor and 

the Tibetan people as a whole. Holtz's observations of the vital importance of social 

support to resettled torture survivors and the potential of religious faith as a factor in 

resiliency bear consideration in the design of torture rehabilitation programs for Tibetan 

Buddhists (Holtz 1998: 30-1). 

The final study I will review examined a seemingly neglected group of Tibetan 

torture survivors — children. Such consideration requires us to recall the definition of the 

torture contained in the 1984 anti-torture convention adopted by the General Assembly of 

the United Nations. That definition characterizes torture as essentially any act carried out 

by a person acting with the authority of the state that intentionally inflicts unwarranted 

mental pain or suffering on an individual for a variety of purposes. In the case of Tibetan 

children, that may actually involve torture in a setting of incarceration. One of the 

participants in the study conducted by Sadutshang et al. had been 14 years old when 

imprisoned. It was speculated that her later stunted growth was a result of the 
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malnutrition and stress from torture she had experienced diiring her incarceration 

(Sadutshang et al 1999: 30). But as Holtz emphasized, Tibetans' flight into exile is itself 

wrought with many stress-producing dangers. In 1997, Medecins Sans Frontieres 

sponsored a team of researchers to conduct a study of the mental health (with particular 

emphasis on prevalence of PTSD and major depressive disorder [MDD]) of Tibetan 

children attending school and residing at the Tibetan Children's Village (TCV) in 

Dharamsala, India. About half of the students studying at TCV were sent from Tibet by 

their parents to receive the higher quality Tibet-centric education available in India. At 

TCV, children over eight years old live in group homes run by husband-wife "substitute 

parent" teams. Although this study was carried out in a rather short period of time, some 

interesting data was produced. It does remain problematic, however, that the 

appropriateness of Western psychiatric diagnostic categories is taken as a given for 

Tibetan society based on its alleged prior validation in a number of other "distressed 

communities." 

Servan-Schreiber et al. began their research by meeting with a group of 27 

children for the purpose of developing appropriate questions for a "mini-instrument." 

They came up with six questions that they believed would indicate PTSD and MDD 

(relating to trouble sleeping or studying, frequent crying, bad memories or nightmares, 

etc.), which they proceeded to ask of 61 children. Based on responses to these questions 

and a brief life history interview, each child was classified as "normal," "suspected 

PTSD," "suspected MDD," definite PTSD," or "definite MDD" using the criteria of the 
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DSM IV. The results of this "rapid psychiatric appraisal" were that that prevalence of 

both PTSD and MDD estimated at 11.5 percent, with estimates of suspected cases of 

PTSD and MDD being put respectively at 18 and 13.1 percent. But what is useful from 

this study is not so much these figiu-es, but rather the contextualization provided by the 

researchers accompanying stories. Servan-Schreiber et al relate how during information 

sessions held in participating group homes prior to the individual interviews as the 

researchers described the frightful situations experienced and previously reported by 

other refugee children, the TCV children would often nod in agreement and become 

teary-eyed. Individual interviews revealed that children had experienced a wide range of 

traumatizing experiences: the witnessing of the abuse parents or friends in Tibet, the 

death of members of their "escape group" in mountain avalanches, imprisonment by 

border guards, abandonment enroute by their guide, etc. The most universal traumatizing 

experience proved to be coming across the often frozen dead body of another Tibetan 

(commonly a monk or nun) alongside a mountain trail (Servan-Schreiber 1998: 875-6). 

Such testimony makes it evident that any torture rehabilitation efforts dealing with 

Tibetan refugees should cast its net wide when seeking people in need of its services and 

that especially in the case of Tibetan children it would be advantageous to adopt a broad 

definition of what might be considered "torture" or traumatizing. Again we observe that 

in the case of Tibetan refugees, meanings associated with torture or other traumatizing 

experiences must be explicitly situated in the social and political realities of 

contemporary Tibet. 
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The data I have presented above foregrounds the lacunae of epidemiologically 

oriented studies dealing with Tibetan torture experiences. We learn much about who has 

experienced this or that kind of torture and how many torture survivors fit a particular 

Western psychiatric diagnostic category, but we get little of what the torture experience 

has meant to the Tibetans forced to endure it. What is the embodied experience of their 

torture as Tibetan Buddhists? Where is the interpretation of "symptoms" based on an 

understanding of Tibetan ethnophysiology and ethnopsychiatry? The subjective meanings 

of torture to Tibetans only begin to seep through the cracks of epidemiological structure 

in the occasional capsule stories or quotations that sometimes accompany such studies. In 

studies such as those conducted by Holtz with refugees or in the research of Adams done 

inside Tibet we get brief glimmerings of karmic explanations. But as I have illustrated, 

karma and luck often take on distinctly personalized interpretations. Moreover, even this 

data comes only from a non-secular source. What of lay Tibetan torture survivors less 

steeped in religious training and belief than monks and nuns? What meanings do they 

attach to their torture? In the summer of 1999, I had the opportunity to conduct a brief 

study of the efficacy of a counseling program run under the auspices of the Tibetan 

Torture Survivor Program of the Department of Health of the Central Tibetan 

Administration. Unfortunately, due to a number of reasons the data fi-om this study only 

addresses such questions in a limited way. However, knowing that the Tibetan Torture 

Survivor Program is committed to integrating traditional Tibetan medicine and Buddhist 

philosophy into its interventions, I expect that in the future more research will be 
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conducted from this perspective. In the next section I will present information about the 

Tibetan Torture Survivor Program and the collaborative projects with which it is 

associated. 
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TORTURE REHABILITATION EFFORTS WITH TIBETAN TORTURE 

SURVIVORS IN INDIA 

The Department of Health of the Central Tibetan Administration of the Tibetan 

Govemment-in-Exile centered in Dharamsala, India turned increased attention towards 

the public health problem of torture trauma with the establishment in 1993 of a torture 

survivor program. The program began full-scale operations in 1996 with two 

collaborative projects - one funded by the NGO section of the Danish Intemational 

Developmental Assistance (DANIDA) and the second by the Netherlands-based 

intemational mental health organization presently known as Transcultural Psychosocial 

Organization (TPO). The approach of both organizations and the Tibetan Torture 

Survivor Program as a whole is interdisciplinary and emphasizes the training of Tibetans 

to provide mental health services in Tibetan communities spread across India and Nepal. 

Program staff involved in providing direct services to torture survivors has included, in 

addition to foreign physicians and psychiatrists, Tibetan allopathic doctors, physicians 

from traditional Tibetan medicine, social workers, spiritual consultants, and trainees, but 

no medical anthropologists. Interestingly, the DANIDA project chose to define the 

traumatized population to be served in a broad manner, including women who had 

experienced forced abortions or sterilization in Tibet. In addition to providing treatment 

to 45 Tibetans who had been subjected to organized violence in Tibet, by April 1998 the 

Department of Health/DANIDA collaborative project had trained 20 Tibetan doctors. 
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nurses, and social workers. DANIDA's long term goals involve developing a self-

sufficient network in the Tibetan exile community of professionals of various stripes 

trained in mental health skills, capable of serving as trainers in the future while 

continuing ongoing efforts to meet present community mental health needs (Tibetan 

Torture Survivors' Programme n.d.: 2; Lutzer et al 1999: 50-1). 

The Tibetan IPSER project (IPSER being the acronym of TPO's former name) 

provides medical services and psychological counseling at no cost to Tibetans who have 

been subjected to "torture and other forms of political repression," with more serious 

cases being referred to specialists at larger Indian medical facilities. While it is not clear 

if this definition of prospective clients extends to women who experienced forced 

abortion or sterilization, my own research shows that at least some patients who attended 

did so for problems not associated with overt violence or coercion. The project has also 

conducted community mental health training workshops similar to those of DANIDA, 

reaching larger numbers from and a broader spectrum of the Tibetan exile community. It 

has provided a one-week course with refresher training a year later to roughly one 

hundred and fifty people reaching in addition to those in health-related (according to a 

strict definition) professions, teachers, monks, and nuns. As with the DANIDA project, 

long-term goals look to the establishment of a group of core trainers capable of providing 

future training in dealing with mental health and psychosocial problems to medical 

professionals and community workers on a self-sufficient basis. The Tibetan IPSER 

project also aims to translate, pre-test, and put into use Tibetan versions of standard 
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psychological instruments; this has already been accomplished with the HSCL-25. The 

project views the production, use, and modification of culturally appropriate instruments 

as an ongoing interactive process, with data coming back from users in the field leading 

to new refinements. Most relevant to this paper, the project is endeavoring to identify 

coping strategies and culturally mediated protective factors specific to the Tibetan 

population, data which would elucidate the mechanisms only hinted at in Holtz' study. As 

mentioned earlier, traditional Tibetan medicine is considered a key element of program 

research and development. A program brochure also mentions that therapy clients are 

encouraged to use the Tibetan meditation practice known as lo-jong (training of mind) as 

an adaptive coping strategy (Phuntsok 1999: 49; Tibetan Torture Survivors' Programme 

n.d.: 3). 

The objectives of the DANIDA program and the Tibetan IPSER project 

acknowledge the importance of cultural sensitivity and the integration of traditional 

healing (including religious practices) into torture rehabilitation programs serving 

Tibetans in exile. Unfortunately, little detailed data exists concerning treatment modes 

and coping strategies utilized by torture survivors after release inside Tibet. Although 

logistics would necessitate a retrospective approach with the cooperation of recent exiles, 

such a study might better inform service provision in countries of resettlement. It remains 

to be seen to if and to what degree the DANIDA and Tibetan IPSER programs are able to 

establish a relationship of complimentarity between Westem and Tibetan medicines, or 

whether what instead occurs is that the latter system ends up playing only a subsidiary 
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role and overall programmatic approach turns out to be based on Western epistemology. 

Liitzer et al. relate a story that offers some hope a respectfully balanced composite may 

be developed, a story that also belies essentialized images of traditional Tibetans and 

biomedical quick-fix-oriented Western health professionals. A woman complaining of 

somatic ailments came to the clinic of a Tibetan nurse who taken the DANIDA training. 

In the past, this nurse would have given the woman some Westem medicine and sent her 

on her way. Having the benefit of DANIDA's training, the nurse invested more time 

listening to the woman's illness narrative and leamed that the woman had recently had 

several terrible experiences that she ascribed to karma. Suspecting that the woman's 

physical health problem was related to a psychological state resulting from her traumatic 

experiences, the nurse referred the woman to a lama who was able to cure her through 

means of religious ritual. 

Unfortunately, as of this time the literature available regarding the two programs I 

have described is quite sparse. TPO's Eva Ketzer and Antonella Crescenzi with the help 

of their Tibetan collaborator Tenzin Bhuti are in the process of writing up and publishing 

the data collected in the Tibetan IPSER project. This work should add greatly to the field 

of knowledge regarding torture rehabilitation with Tibetan torture survivors and should 

also show how well traditional Tibetan medicine and Buddhist ritual has been able to be 

integrated into their program. With continued funding, the Department of Health's 

Torture Survivor Program should also be able to further its own research agenda 

concerning integrating traditional Tibetan healing into its ongoing programs, hopefully 
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including concepts from medical anthropology in its approach. The study I conducted in 

the summer of 1999 for the Torture Survivor Program was far less ambitious in scope 

than the work in progress, yet it still produced some useful data concerning torture 

survivors' perceptions of the efficacy of Western counseling and although not intended as 

an ethnomedical study offers some further clues about Tibetans' embodied experience of 

torture. The findings of this study will be presented in the next section of this paper. The 

presentation of the data from the study is the only place in this paper where the term 

victim is used. Unfortunately, the study was named while I was still in India and before I 

had become fully sensitized to the implications of using that term instead of the more 

appropriate survivor. 
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TRAUMA VICTIM TREATMENT PROGRAM EFFICACY STUDY: SETTING 

AND METHODS 

Research was conducted over a six-week in the summer of 1999 at the request of 

the Tibetan Torture Survivor Program of the Department of Health of the Central Tibetan 

Administration in Dharamsala, India. Dharamsala is the headquarters of the Tibetan 

government -in-exile and home to more than 7,000 Tibetans (Physicians for Human 

Rights 1999: 41). The purpose of the study was to provide quantitative and qualitative 

data to the Torture Survivor Program concerning perceived efficacy of the counseling and 

other services offered at the Tibetan IPSER (now TPO) "clinic." In this paper, clinic will 

refer to counseling and/or other medical services provided at a number of locations by 

TPO's Ketzer and Crescenzi. The sample consisted of 26 individuals (14 men and 12 

women) who were identified as having at any time been clients of the clinic. Two of the 

female participants were found to be incorrectly identified as clinic clients after their 

interview had already begim. Due to the small number of informants in this study, the 

need for more data concerning torture survivors (which both were), and out of respect for 

the informants, the interviews were completed but their data will be excluded from any 

discussion of the clinic's treatment efficacy in this paper. All data presented below will 

be based on the 24 remaining participants who include one woman and one man who 

were clinic clients but not torture survivors. Sampling was purposive in order to insure an 

adequate number of interviewees who had utilized clinic services. Potential participants 
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were located based on referrals from the TPO staff, the Tibetan Torture Survivor 

Program, and using snowball sampling techniques. Study participants included nuns, 

monks, and laity ranging in age from 18-66 years old. Of the 24 participants, seven are 

nuns and five are monks. Am additional six identified themselves as having formerly 

been monks in Tibet (before being incarcerated). Where comments from participants are 

included, they will be from torture survivors unless so noted. 

A 29-question instrument was developed in accordance with the specifications of 

the Tibetan Torture Survivor Program and with input from the TPO staff. A previously 

culturally validated Tibetan version of the HSCL-25 was also utilized at the request of the 

study sponsor. Due to the sensitive nature of data being collected, particularly in the case 

of participants residing in religious or educational institutions, careful contact and 

interview protocols were followed. In most cases the principle investigator and a Tibetan 

translator presented an official letter of introduction from the Department of Health to the 

director or office manager of the institution where one or more potential participants 

resided. The letter explziined the purpose of the study and requested cooperation. After 

oral introductions and explanations were finished, the office manager would either send a 

messenger to bring the person we wished to interview to the office or ask us to phone to 

arrange an appointment for a more convenient time. When it was convenient, an 

immediate interview was arranged. 

Structured interviews were conducted in quiet private locations with the help of a 

native Tibetan-speaking translator. Such locations included informants' living quarters. 
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unused classrooms, religious shrine rooms, building roofs, and in a situation lacking such 

private spaces, even outdoors on a hillside. Before any interview was begun, the 

interview team introduced themselves, the purpose of the study and the voluntary nature 

of participation were explained, and guarantees that names would be kept anonymous and 

personal data remain confidential were given. The individual was then asked if they were 

willing to participate. Although some participants were somewhat reticent, only one of 

the individuals approached declined to be involved. He explained that discussion of 

subjects related to his torture experience continued to upset him. 

Upon completion of the interview instrument, the Tibetan version of the HSCL-25 

was administered. After both the survey and questionnaire had been completed, a 

participant was informed that the gathering of the data requested by the Department of 

Health had been completed. The participant was then asked if they would share more of 

the details of their incarceration and torture with the principle investigator and if this was 

amenable to them, this was briefly done prior to ending the session. 

For the purposes of understanding this data it is important to establish a number of 

definitions. Speaking therapy refers to the psychological counseling provided by the TPO 

staff at their clinic although it will become clear that the clinic is also utilized for other 

forms of treatment. Western medicine includes any allopathic treatment provided at the 

Tibetan-run Delek Hospital, Indian hospitals, or by private physicians. 

This study has a number of limitations. First, there were great difficulties in 

recruiting a substantially large sample. The information being requested of participants is 
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of an extremely sensitive nature and the number of potential participants is not extremely 

large to begin with. Furthermore, clients of the Tibetan TPO clinic are to some degree 

transient. The Dharamsala Refugee Reception Center processed roughly three thousand 

people in 1996 (Physicians for Human Rights 1999: 41). On various occasions while 

attempting to locate individuals on our referral list we found that the person in question 

had either returned to Tibet, was away on a trip (sometimes related to religious 

education), or resettled in another part of India or even as far as Switzerland. For these 

reasons the sample size is relatively small and random sampling was not possible. 

Second, time and timing proved to be major obstacles. The principle investigator had a 

limited available period of time in which to complete the research. Such a constraint was 

compounded by the fact that the TPO staff, which could have served as a major resource, 

had begun a community mental health training course for Tibetan professionals from 

around India just before the start of this study. Therefore, staff members had little time 

for consultation or contacting potential participants. Time conflicts with other events also 

proved to be problematic. In religious institutions such as Buddhist nunneries or 

monasteries, there are only certain times of the day when the nuns or monks are 

considered to have personal time. In some cases, they may be involved in particular 

ceremonies or religious responsibilities for a mraiber of consecutive days. This proved to 

be the case on at least two occasions, one in which attendance by virtually every nun and 

monk in a large radius of Dharamsala at teachings given by H.H. the Dalai Lama caused 
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work to slow for about ten days. School holidays and exams also influenced access to 

participants. 

Operations were further constrained by the logistics of interviewing. Interview 

sites included nunneries around McLeod Ganj, Sara Institute, the Institute for Buddhist 

Dialectics, the Transit School for Young Adults, and the Dolmaling Institute. Despite the 

fact that some of these sites are in rather isolated locations far from the research teams' 

residences, taxi use was kept to a minimum to hold down costs. In many cases when 

returning from isolated locations, the team relied on infrequently scheduled public buses 

and "foot power." 

Finally, the study encountered two problems involving translation. First, near the 

beginning of research the study lost two consecutive translators. It is the principle 

investigator's belief that this was due to the fact that the work was too erratic and its 

logistics too difficult. Scheduling constraints and scattered interview site locations 

precluded anything like a workweek with 40 or more hours of pay. The study's third 

translator, however, proved quite reliable. The more serious problem involved the quality 

of translations themselves. The study's third translator was a Tibetan college student. 

Although fluent in English, precise translation of Buddhist or Tibetan ethnophysiological 

concepts at times proved difficult. I speak no Tibetan and therefore was on those 

occasions forced to diverge from the instrument with questions of clarification. However 

it is my opinion that for the purposes of this study this limitation was more than 
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compensated for by this translator's demonstrated sensitivity in interpersonal skills when 

dealing with all types of informant (i.e. nun, monk, laity, torture survivor). 
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TRAUMA VICTIM TREATMENT PROGRAM EFFICACY STUDY: RESULTS 

AND DISCUSSION 

As noted above, questions regarding torture experienced were not part of the 

research instrument, although participants frequently included such data as an explanation 

of particular health problems. However, from the voluntary disclosures that followed the 

formal interview we learned that the participants as a group had experienced a full range 

of tortures consistent with those previously delineated in an earlier section of this paper. 

Torture techniques will only be specifically noted when it is felt to be relevant to the 

discussion of explanatory models. 

Participants were asked what health problems they were experiencing as a result 

of trauma experienced in Tibet, during their flight into exile, or since arriving in India. 

The most common response (50 percent) to this question was Pho Ba 7 Na Tsha (stomach 

problem). Many of the participants made a direct association between the poor quality or 

lack of food served them in prison in Tibet and their stomach problems. One torture 

survivor described the dishes served as watery with just barely enough food in them to 

survive. A second described the typical prison diet: black tea and tsampa (barley flour) 

for breakfast; tingmo (a Tibetan steamed roll) and watery vegetables for lunch and dinner, 

with rice sometimes being served at the latter. The importance of quality of food for 

health and the perceived higher quality of food in Tibet as compared to India were also 

salient themes. Four participants made comments about water quality such as "The water 
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in India is bad," "Tibetan water tastes better," and "Tibetan milk and water are more 

powerful." Several also expressed concern about Indian food. One felt that Indian food 

disagreed with her constitution and aggravated her health problems. Another asserted that 

food plants are not sprayed with pesticides in Tibet. A third said that the food grown at 

Tibet's high altitude was good quality, delicious and high in protein. In India he doesn't 

cook some of the same foods because they don't satisfy him in the same way. A fourth 

stated that vegetables were fresher and cheaper in Tibet and that in India the food was 

neither delicious nor nutritious. This last individual also added that in India "even the 

tsampa is not delicious." It is quite a thing for a Tibetan to say that about what is to 

Tibetans what rice is to most Southeast Asians. Three of the torture survivors also noted 

that the stipend they receive from the Central Tibetan Administration is valued by them 

because it allows them to buy foods not normally included in large amounts if at all in 

their diets - milk and fresh fhiit. In a related area, 29.2 percent felt that the hotter climate 

in India might be or was detrimental to their health. Two other participants, both torture 

survivors, complained of torture-related health problems aggravated by cold weather. In 

relation to participants perceptions of the negative impact of India's foods and climate on 

their health. Miller observes that historical Tibetan literature contains numerous accounts 

of Tibetans experiencing ill health after traveling to the lower elevation of India and that 

for that reason such a journey has traditionally been viewed by Tibetans as being 

dangerous (Millerl978 366-7). 
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Other health problems commonly mentioned were headaches (25 percent), back 

pain (29.2 percent), eye problems (16.7 percent), and difficulties in remembering (16.7 

percent). Localized pains in joints, ribs, ankles, legs, arms, and kidneys associated with 

torture experiences were reported by 37.5 percent of the participants. Although only 12.5 

percent of the respondents specifically mentioned srog rlung, 62.5 percent mentioned a 

variety of health problems that may fall under the umbrella rlung category although not 

explicitly defined as so by participants. These include, "emotional problems," 

"emotional tension," "emotional pain," "uneasy feelings," depression, "heart problem," 

unhappiness, restlessness, and "feeling angry and not feeling like talking to anyone." 

Finally, 12.5 percent reported experiencing hearing problems as a result of being slapped 

on their ears in prison. 

Most study participants came to the Tibetan TPO clinic upon the recommendation 

of the Department of Health, although a few heard of it from medical staff at the 

Dharamsala Refugee Reception Center or even when first being processed upon arrival in 

Nepal. Supporting the belief of many involved in torture rehabilitation work that stressors 

associated with refugee life may contribute to health problems. A question asking about 

what the participant felt was their biggest problem at that time elicited responses more 

related to the refugee experience in general than specifically related to health. Although 

the question asked for the biggest problem, respondents frequently provided two or three. 

Money problems were the most conmionly expressed problem (41.7 percent), although it 

appears to have a number of different aspects. One participant needed money for 
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specialized medical care resulting from internal injuries sustained in her torture while a 

second owed a great deal of money used to pay the hospital bills of a fnend. 

Homesickness or worries about parents and friends still in Tibet (some in prison) was a 

common response of participants; 20.1 percent expressed such concerns. Apprehension 

about the future (i.e. whether they would be able to find a way to get by in India, whether 

they would be able to return to Tibet) was reported by 16.7 percent. Others reported 

difficulty in India due to inadequate language (Hindi or English) ability or prior poor 

education in Tibet (12.5 percent). The situation in Tibet exceeded any more proximate 

problems as being of most concern to 8.3 percent while study-related problems were 

mentioned in the same frequency. Explicitly health-related concerns were considered an 

individual's greatest present problem by just 16.7 percent of participants. 

Study participants displayed pragmatic and empirical approaches towards their 

health problems, accepting the efficacy of the Western medicine and Speaking Therapy. 

At the same time it was apparent that a substantial minority perceive a qualitative 

difference in how Tibetan medicine and Western medicine work on the body and the 

relative risk involved with using each. The general pattern was that when torture 

survivors first arrived in India, their acute problems were dealt with using allopathic 

medicine. After getting established in their new home, the refugees were better able to 

access a variety of health resources available in the Dharamsala area. Money was not an 

issue in health-seeking behavior, as almost all of the participants had been receiving 

treatment gratis through the Department of Health of the Central Tibetan Administration. 
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Study findings show that 62.5 percent of the participants made use of more than one form 

of treatment for a health problem. Reasons for this included the failure of on type to 

successfully solve a health problem, ease of access, and perceived superiority of a method 

for healing a specific ailment. In some cases this involved serial use of Western and 

Tibetan medicine while at other times the two were used together. A major theme that 

emerged was that while Western medicine was effective for quick relief, Tibetan 

medicine was more effective for truly curing the problem and doing so without 

iatrogenic risks. Participants reported that they had found Westem medicine efficacious 

in dealing with the acute pain of Pho Ba'I Na Tsha, headache, back pain, and 

stomachache (20.1 percent). One participant stated and others echoed: " Westem 

medicine gives quick relief, but is not a permanent cure and with Pho Ba 7 Na Tsha it has 

side effects. Tibetan medicine takes a long time to work with Pho Ba 'I Na Tsha.'''' 

Participants' perceived efficacy of psychological counseling was a major concern 

of this study. Utilization of counseling services varied greatly within the sample from 

some who had only attended the clinic once to others who had done so for three years or 

more. Because four participants had attended the Tibetan TPO clinic only for medicine or 

physical therapy for somatic complaints all proportions pertaining to clinic counseling 

services are computed using a figure of 20 total participants. In this sample, 40 percent of 

the respondents expressed that Speaking Therapy had helped them a lot. An additional 20 

percent responded that it had helped a little. It is not clear to what degree positive 

response was due to the deference effect (Bernard 1994: 231). It is likely that responses 
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were influenced to some degree by the fact that we were identified as conducting our 

study for the Department of Health. A the same time, in the case of those who responded 

that Speaking Therapy had substantially helped them, such responses were frequently 

accompanied by personal vignettes adding texture to such answers. One participant said it 

helped him because it allowed him to speak of a painful experience. Another offered that 

"took out everything inside" and that he now "feels free and light." A third related that 

the positive effect of Speaking Therapy involved more than what went on in therapy 

sessions. He observed that in contrast with his general interactions in the Tibetan 

community, whenever he ran into TPO's Ketzer or Crescenzi at the market, he would feel 

like he was sharing warm conversation like one would with relatives. Other study 

participants utilized the Tibetan TPO clinic for purposes unconnected to counseling 

including physical therapy and the availability of medications for variety of health 

problems. Those who expressed that Speaking Therapy had been helpful to them were 

then asked whether this was due the care and attention they and received there or rather 

whether because counseling had given them new perspectives for dealing with their 

problems. Responses showed that 30 percent of Speaking Therapy participants felt both 

elements had been important while 15% regarded care and attention as having been more 

important. However, even amongst the 30 percent who felt both factors to be important, 

half of the individuals specifically mentioned the care and attention of the Tibetan TPO 

foreign staff as having had greater positive effect. 
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Participants were asked if their experience with Speaking Therapy had changed 

the way they communicate with friends and relatives regarding their own or their 

friends/relatives' problems. It appears that for a notable proportion of participants. 

Speaking Therapy had a lasting effect on their interpersonal interactions with 30 percent 

replying strongly in the afSrmative and 25 percent indicating the same but only "a little 

bit." One might be tempted to write off such high responses to the deference effect, but 

again answers were often accompanied by explanatory elaborations. One participant 

answered, "Yes, the experience I've had there is so important to share." A second 

mentioned that she tells others who have just arrived from Tibet about the things she's 

learned in Speaking Therapy. Even one of the participants who responded "a little" said 

she used to talk with her friends about Speaking Therapy and share techniques she 

learned there. 

Equally revealing is whom a participant discusses problems with and why a 

participant decided not to continue with counseling, the two having some connection. Of 

the 24 participants, 58.3 percent were still attending the clinic. Because some participants 

stated that they attended Speaking Therapy sporadically (as needed), anyone who had 

attended the clinic within the last nine months was counted as an active client. The 

reasons for no longer attending the clinic were quite varied. Some went for medication 

for particular health problems as they arose, others attended only at times emotional 

uneasiness felt exacerbated, while still others felt their problems had been sufficiently 

helped so that they no longer needed the clinic's services. One participant related that 
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talking about her imprisonment and torture at Speaking Therapy had more upset than 

helped her and that she had no desire to go back. Others believed that Speaking Therapy 

couldn't or hadn't helped their problems. Of particular interest is that some were forced 

to quit by the logistics of their work or studies. Distance from a new place of residence to 

the clinic, scarcity of public transportation from those locations, and the extensive time 

demands of work or study were all constraints on continued clinic attendance. Others 

believed that Speaking Therapy couldn't or hadn't helped their problems. Such 

statements as well as responses to questions concerning whether the participants had 

friends with whom they regularly spent time with and, if so, whether they discussed their 

problems with them raise the question of whether it is culturally appropriate in Tibetan 

society to openly discuss one's health (and particularly mental healtli) problems with 

others. This is relevant because it appears that the TPO clinic promotes such practice as 

part of community mental health while it may not be a cultural norm in Tibetan society. 

It was common even with study participants who do regularly spend time with friends or 

relatives (including husbands or wives) to not discuss one's problems (health or 

otherwise) with them; 37.5 percent gave such a response. Most of the reasons given for 

this were very similar. One respondent stated that she didn't discuss her problems with 

her friends - "Everybody has problems, so we mostly joke around." Another said, " If I 

tell them my problem, they also have their own. I don't want to burden them." A third 

related, "If I tell them about my health problem they might think I need help and then I 

wouldn't be happy." In a related vein, a fourth participant said, " If I talk about my 
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problem, they'll tell me more of their own. It just makes both unhappy." A final response 

that adds to our understanding of this attitude states; " I normally don't talk about my 

problems. They're not my relatives." Thus, one reason for not sharing one's problems 

with others appears to be the desire not to burden another person, probably originating in 

an underlying Buddhist belief regarding the universality of suffering. A second is so that 

others do not think one wants something from them. A third suggests that only the closest 

of family members are appropriate for sharing one's serious personal problems. 

Exploring the concept of the therapy management group, another question asked 

whether study participants who did spend regular time with friends or relatives received 

advice concerning their health problems from them. Again we see the boundaries of what 

might be considered culturally acceptable in communication between friends. It is worth 

pointing out that few participants had regular contact with relatives and in many cases 

friends were considered those who one shared a room with at a nunnery or monastery. 

Friends told one participant with non-health related problems that many others had the 

same difficulties as him. Others are given Buddhist-oriented advice: "It's a matter of 

mind, not place (going back to Tibet). Control it." Senior nuns told another: " Think of 

yourself as lucky - you've had an audience with His Holiness (the Dalai Lama), you can 

study here. If you have problems, talk with us." Some participants did not wish advice 

from others; they believed it was an individual's spiritual work to "tame" her own mind. 

Study participants who were also asked their feelings about different aspects of 

the clinical setting - location and atmosphere, most convenient time of day, and optimal 
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ethnicity sex, and language ability of the therapist and translator. Of the 20 participants 

who had attended the counseling clinic, 55% felt a Tibetan-speaking counselor would be 

best, with 25% expressing such an opinion in an emphatic way. One respondent stated; " 

It would be better without a translator, better one-to-one communication." Perceived 

miscommunications due to mistranslation (due to misunderstanding of intended meaning 

or problems due to accent of client) were reported by 15 percent of the participants. 

Confidentiality was also a consideration. One participant said; "When I have something 

confidential to say, it's hard to go through a translator." Just because many participants 

favored a Tibet-speaking counselor does not mean they felt that counselor had to be a 

Tibetan. . Not one response stated that it would be better if the counselor was a Tibetan 

and in fact two respondents preferred foreign Tibetan-speakers. One said that he believed 

foreigners were more modem and better educated and therefore would know more about 

health. 

Optimal time for a counseling appointment varied with an individual's life 

situation. Several participants preferred the morning around 9:00 a.m., two because they 

felt it was a time when the mind was fresh and therefore easy to remember what one 

wants to say in the counseling session. Two others who lived at sites far from the clinic 

had other reasons — one reported that it was a nice time to take the long walk up to the 

town where the clinic generally operates while the second wanted to insure returning to 

his place of residence by the time of the institutional lunch hour. Three participants 
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preferred to schedule their appointments on days off from work. These two preferences 

may be important factors in patient retention. 

Data especially relevant to torture rehabilitation came in answer to the type of 

setting preferred for coimseling sessions. While to most respondents the characteristics of 

the room used for counseling made no difference, 30 percent expressed very particular 

concerns. One participant thought it was important that the room not be a long distance 

from where he lived. Five others thought that it was important that the room be quiet, 

spacious, private, and comfortable (the last quality being described by one person as 

being warm in the winter and cool in the summer). One of the four related that when the 

room had been somewhat dark in the past it made him feel uncomfortable because it 

reminded him of prison. He thought a good view from a window would also help. A 

second desired a room where there would be no disturbances and that the counselor not 

be behind a desk. Dealing with a person behind a desk asking him questions was 

reminiscent of incarceration. A third respondent thought the counseling site should be 

surrounded by nature in a place where there would be no disturbances. He remembered a 

counseling session that once occurred in too small a room that to him had felt suffocating. 

He described the scene quite explicitly. He said it was dark and felt like an interrogation 

when the lights went out. He recalled that the room's window directly faced a wall. The 

fourth of those with concerns about the counseling room said that in the past the 

counseling had taken place in a room with no privacy. He had felt that people outside the 
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room could hear what he was saying. The final individual with this kind of concern 

wished for the counseling room not to be so dark as to remind him of prison. 

As to whether it was better for the counselor to be a man or a woman, most felt it 

made no difference. One participant accompanied such an opinion with, "We're all the 

same." However, two male participants did say they thought a female counselor would be 

better, one because "the female nature is softer" and the second because in a counseling 

relationship it would be easier for a male patient to feel closer to female. One female 

respondent stated the opposite- the counselor should be female so she wouldn't feel shy. 

The final data to be presented in this section came in response to questions 

concerning karma. The first asked whether they individual thought that the trauma and 

suffering they had experienced in Tibet and India was part of their karma. The second 

asked whether they regarded the treatment they were receiving to help heal them as being 

part of their karma. While 58.3 percent of participants answered the first question with an 

unqualified yes, there were numerous other interpretations of suffering. One respondent 

said that it was not due to karma. He had known what would be the result of taking 

actions against the Chinese. Another stated that it was very hard to believe that it was due 

to karma. Rather, it was more like big people oppressing small people. A third said, " It 

wasn't karma, the Chinese did it to me." Another noted that going to prison was not a 

matter of karma, but his choice. His comment illustrates changing ideas about karma in 

the highly politicized environment of Tibet: "Old people say everything is karma, but it's 

not so that Tibet's losing its freedom is just karma." Two other responses emphasize the 
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nationalistic natiire of an expanded sense of agency felt by politically active Tibetans. 

One stated that his suffering hadn't been caused by karma; " I chose to do my part for six 

million people." The second said; " I think the suffering part is my karma, but my prison 

time is not my karma. It was my own choice, something I did for my country." The 

responses to these questions are intriguing and support previously presented ethnographic 

data regarding Tibetan conceptions of causality that showed karma to be only one of the 

forces influencing the events in a person's life. Some of the answers appear to indicate 

that given the seriousness of the present political situation in Tibet, Tibetans are attaching 

new meanings to the importance of individual agency in reacting to that situation and as 

well to very empirically situating the cause of their suffering in the oppression of the 

Chinese authorities. Karma, luck, one's life force, demons, and now the Chinese may all 

be culpable for one's suffering. 

Data gathered in using the HSCL-25 will not be presented in this section. This 

psychological instrument was administered at the request of the Tibetan Torture Survivor 

Program for their own purposes. 1 have previously presented data showing the difficulties 

involved in translating such instruments not only between different languages but even 

more so between cultures having different worldviews in general and ethnopsychiatries in 

particular. Although a multidisciplinary team of qualified Tibetans and non-Tibetans had 

previously translated and pretested this instrument and it is now standardly administered 

to clients of the Tibetan Torture Survivor Program, I encountered some problems using it 

in this study. It is possible that such problems do not arise in situations where only 
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Tibetan speakers are involved. However, given that in administering the instrument 

Tibetan translations of "symptoms" are read verbatim and were done so in this study, it 

appears that at least to some degree the translations of certain symptoms are not 

immediately understandable to all Tibetans without some explanation. Several 

participants were confused about the meanings of certain symptoms of anxiety and felt 

that in least to their understanding a later symptom in the checklist was the same as an 

earlier one. Another problem encountered was one similar to that faced in various types 

of retrospective surveys, one of difficulty in accurately remembering frequencies. In the 

case of the HSCL-25, rather than amounts or types of food consimied it was how often 

had an individual experienced a specific type of emotional state of behavior in the 

previous week. On numerous occasions respondents stated that the previous week they 

had not experienced any symptoms of anxiety or depression, but recently they had. At 

other times it was just the opposite - in general they had not been having any symptoms, 

but in the previous week they had. Finally, in the case of tortm-e rehabilitation in a 

Tibetan setting there is an inherent difficulty in asking two of the checklist's questions. 

Most of the torture survivors this study encountered are Buddhist nuns or monks or ex-

monks, making these questions very sensitive to ask. The first asks the frequency of the 

depressive symptom of loss of sexual interest or pleasure. Asking such a question of a 

nun or monk made the rest of the instrument difficult to administer and we eventually 

decided not to do so and assume the response for a nun or monk would be "not at all." 

The depressive symptom "thoughts of ending your life" also brought some strained 
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reactions. Although only one of the respondents answered in the afHrmative to this 

symptom (having extremely experienced this symptom), three other indicated that in the 

past they had such thoughts (one specifying that this occurred when she had been in 

prison). For a Tibetan Buddhist and especially a devout Tibetan Buddhist such as a nun 

or monk, taking one's life is a horrible act of negative karma, the incarnation in human 

form being considered a great gift and opportunity. 

These data from Tibetan torture survivors in northern India offer further clues 

about how torture and the healing of torture trauma are experienced in Buddhist settings. 

Taken together with the data from Khmer populations they illustrate that torture 

rehabilitation efforts carried out in such settings must not only consider how Buddhist 

beliefs affect both the subjective experience of torture and treatment efforts afterwards, 

but also how such beliefs may change under the pressure of sociopolitical realities. Thus, 

effective treatment must go beyond religious essentialism and acknowledge the 

importance of historically situated religious belief and healing. The final section of this 

paper will suggest some Tibetan healing modalities that might be included in Tibetan 

torture rehabilitation efforts as well as offer some fruitful future directions for torture 

rehabilitation in Buddhist settings. 
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TORTURE REHABILITATION IN BUDDHIST SETTINGS - NEW 

DIRECTIONS 

The data I have presents shows large-scale torture rehabilitation work with 

Buddhist populations to be a relatively new endeavor of mental health organizations. 

Starting with work with Indochinese refugees settled in the United States and other 

resettlement countries and going on to Khmer refugee camps, programs inside Cambodia, 

and programs with Tibetans in India these efforts have been breaking new ground in 

cross-cultural mental health intervention. The question that must be asked is in such 

cross-cultural collaborations, what tools should Western mental health professional offer 

&om their mental health "tool kit." More basically, such programs must ask, "Can 

complimentarity be accomplished between two cultures with radically different medical 

epistemologies, and if so how? Lutzer et al of the collaborative Tibetan DANIDA project 

succinctly describe this dilemma: 

Working with colleagues within another cultural setting represents a challenge of 
a very definite kind. Irrespective of our intentions of trying to be helpful, it 
includes the risk of failing to realize that our understanding of health problems 
and healing strategies is embedded in oiu- own original culture, and thus is a social 
construct. As professionals from the West, we may find it difficult to look upon 
our own knowledge and experience in the field of healing the sequelae of 
organized violence as relative in that sense, because it has primarily been 
developed in a Western psychological and medical context, and thus has the 
absolute stamp of "science." This may create an approach that, basically speaking, 
is one of imposing our own culturally- based categories of problems and 
resolution strategies. 

Yet is from our own imderstanding and experiences that we as 
professionals do have something worthwhile to offer. A delicate balance indeed 
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between imposing and being too modest, neither approach being helpful to the 
recipient system (Lutzer et al 1999: 51). 

Surely such a dilemma must be felt by those on the receiving end as well, 

occurring within the context not only of indigenous trauma treatment programs' serious 

need for outside fimding but as well such groups' often implicit acceptance of the 

superiority of Western medicine. We need only to recall the words of one Tibetan torture 

survivor who thought it would be better if the therapist were a foreign Tibetan speaker 

because a foreigner would be more modem, better educated, and know more about health. 

The danger is that for both parties in the torture trauma treatment collaboration, 

traditional medicine and religious practice may be regarded as a junior partner. 

It is too early in the development of such programs to make any definitive 

statements about the strength of their commitment on these issues. Based on the data I 

have presented of TPO Cambodia's community mental health program, there appears to 

be a real commitment on TPO's part to fiilly integrate a wide range of traditional 

practitioners into their emerging system and to build on the existing counseling 

infrastructure of the Buddhist wats. Only time will tell if such modes of traditional 

healing can withstand the "modernizing" and rationalizing forces of Westem psychiatric 

models. This paper has previously presented the dangers of wholesale adoption of 

Westem psychiatric diagnostic categories and definitions in non-Western settings. While 

Westem psychiatric conceptions such as PTSD and somatization may offer some clues 

for treatment in Buddhist settings, the data presented concerning Khmer and Tibetan 
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ways of viewing health, the torture experience, healing, and karma/luck make their 

dominant application in treatment settings inappropriate. Kleinman's category fallacy 

again comes to mind - Westem-run torture rehabilitation must be willing to look at the 

torture experience and its sequelae not from Western biomedical epistemological 

perspective but through local Buddhist eyes. The work of Cassey and other medical 

anthropologists also reminds us that the phenomenological side of illness experience — 

the potential for embodied memories of pain — must be given credence in helping those 

suffering from torture trauma. 

In the case of the Tibetan TPO project and the Tibetan DANIDA project the book 

is even more open. Although prior to Chinese control the Tibetan medical system 

included a component of skilled lama practitioners associated with monasteries, that 

tradition was largely erased by China's political and health policies in Tibet (Janes 1995: 

17). Thus for Tibetans living in Tibet, India and Nepal there exists no temple-based 

health system as was found to have survived in Cambodia. In exile, the reconstructed 

Tibetan medical system revolves around Men-Tsee-Khang's large facilities in 

Dharamsala and satellite clinics in Tibetan communities throughout India and Nepal. This 

system has grown from having one location with a staff of two in 1961 to one having 37 

branches and 343 employees in 1998. During that latter year Men-Tsee-Khang treated 

1,000,000 patients (Men-Tsee-Khang 1999: 30-36). While Men-Tsee-Khang is 

headquartered in Dharmsala and operates large in-patient and out-patient facilities there, 

to what degree its involvement with torture rehabilitation has been formalized has not 
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been documented. While a large majority of participants in the Tibetan Torture Survivor 

Program have at one time or another consulted with Tibetan doctors at Men-Tsee-Khang 

on a gratis basis, such consultations have generally been for somatic complaints and it is 

not clear how traditional medicine is integrated into mental health interventions. 

However, as the data I have presented have illustrated again and again, there is no real 

line drawn in Tibetan medicine between somatic, mental/emotional, and spiritual health. 

Additionally, one of the participants in the trauma treatment efiQcacy study did 

specifically relate that she had been treated for srog rlung at Men-Tsee-Khang and that 

such treatment had included a counseling component. 

What is needed in the Tibetan setting is formative research to establish what are 

torture survivors' health beliefs and based on such information, which if any aspects of 

Tibetan traditional medicine or Buddhist practice might be useful in torture rehabilitation. 

Some traditional medical practices would appear to be useful, but only if such practices 

are verified as both being part of the contemporary medical worldview of torture 

survivors and empirically efiScacious based on the self-perceptions of patients. Rapgay 

notes that in traditional medical texts Tibetan massage is recommended a treatment for 

certain forms of rlung disorders. Such massage is said to helpful for many health 

problems including insomnia, anxiety, tension, depression, nervous disorders and 

backaches. Moxibustion (still practiced by Men-Tse-Khang) is also said to be useful as an 

alternative when massage fails to cure (Rapgay 1985 3,18). Some study participants have 

also mentioned talks occasionally given my lamas to groups of torture survivors and 
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literature of the Tibetan Torture Survivor Program mentions utilizing meditation in 

treatment. However, again the formal ongoing involvement of religious specialists it is 

not obvious in any of the available torture rehabilitation literature. Whether such 

treatments would be useful in Tibetan torture rehabilitation efforts is a matter for more 

study. 

In both the Khmer and Tibetan Buddhist settings, if the commitment to 

integrating traditional medicine and religious practice into treatment programs for 

survivors of organized violence is to be anything more than lip service, then it is vital that 

donor funding go to necessary foraiative research, ongoing training (of both Western staff 

in indigenous ways and indigenous staff in Western techniques), and the creation and 

ongoing support of required infrastructure. I have already reported how in the case of 

Tibetan rehabilitation efforts, at times constraints on facilities had necessitated the use of 

small, dark, and non-private, counseling rooms, with unforeseen negative consequences. 

In the Khmer setting it was reported that some monk doctors were overwhelmed with 

patients. Therefore, what I am suggesting is that if the relationship between Western 

medicine and indigenous modes of healing is to truly be complimentary, international 

donors must be willing to contribute the resources necessary for the indigenous sector to 

truly be effective. Especially in the case of a traditional system of medicine such as that 

of the Tibetans, one in which the pharmacopoeia is viewed by the people as being highly 

efficacious and safe but taking longer to work, longer courses of treatment and the 

facilities and medicines needed for such treatment must be taken into financial 
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consideration by donors. An expanded conception of what is treatment must also be 

included in such an approach. Tibetan medicine emphasizes changes in diet and lifestyle 

as being necessary to treat many disorders, yet many Tibetan torture survivors are living 

on extremely limited incomes and c therefore cannot afford supplementary foods or 

improvements in living conditions. If Tibetan medicine is to be given an equal chance to 

help torture survivors, such constraints must be taken into consideration by project 

planners. At the same time, neither Tibetans nor Khmers should be essentialized as 

Buddhist Others naturally favoring traditional methods. Based on the results of the study 

I conducted for the Tibetan Torture Survivor Program as well as the data from other 

studies with Tibetan and Khmer populations, it is clear that a variety of treatments, both 

indigenous and Western, have proved helpful to torture survivors. Thus, while torture 

rehabilitation programs must respect and incorporate traditional notions of healing, this 

does not preclude the possibility that for some torture survivors Westem 

psychotherapeutic techniques or a combination of indigenous and Westem therapies may 

prove most effective and culturally acceptable. 

Finally, salient to both settings but especially so to that of Tibetan torture 

survivors, is need for health professionals involved in torture rehabilitation to recognize 

the central place political and religious beliefs have in the subjective torture and torture 

trauma experiences of survivors and the need to integrate such perspectives into 

treatment. Holtz's study referred to above found that the subjective spiritual and political 

significance attached by torture survivors to their torture experience was a major factor in 
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their ability to successfully cope in exile (Holtz 1998: 30-1). Data from the previously 

presented work of Bracken et al. suggest that focusing more on such aspects of the 

experience of a survivor of organized violence is a viable alternative to the 

individualizing and medicaiizing diagnosis of PTSD. Moreover, they propose that when 

torture survivors' "[political] convictions are ignored during therapy, such people have 

difficulty making sense of their experience" (Bracken et al. 1995; 1076-7). Agger and 

Jensen relate that in the case of torture rehabilitation efforts in Chile, therapists explicitly 

identified themselves as political allies of their patients (many, in fact, having also been 

tortiured by the Pinochet regime), thus enabling the creation of a strong bond of trust in 

the therapeutic setting (Agger and Jensen 1996; 116). Such a foundational commitment 

may also be important to Tibetan former political prisoners. 

Perhaps more problematic to practitioners utilizing a Western biomedical 

epistemology is the appropriateness of integrating religious beliefs and practices into 

healing torture siuvivors. I have previously presented Kleinman and Csordas' caution 

regarding the inappropriateness of teasing apart the different strands of the healing 

encounter (e.g. medical, religious, social) for the purpose of emphasizing the contribution 

of one over the others. Sloan et al. in a critique of empirical studies conducted mostly in 

the United States that investigated the relationship between health and religion/faith 

caution medical practitioners against promoting faith and religion as adjunctive medical 

treatments. They also propose a number of ethical problems health professionals would 

face if they promote such treatments including exerting undue influence based on medical 
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authority in an area of non-expertise, meddling in matters normally considered private 

and not the realm of medicine, and potentially harming a patient by causing her to believe 

that her illness was a result of moral failure (Sloan et al 1999: 664-6). E)espite such 

concerns, based on the data presented in this p^)er can any torture rehabilitation program 

operating in a Buddhist setting risk ignoring the deep-rooted Buddhist beliefs of its 

clients? Moreover, should not such beliefs and certain practices be viewed as having the 

ability to enhance the healing process? H. H. the Dalai Lama offers a different kind of 

caution regarding the integration of medicine and religion. While warning that religious 

chants done over a Tibetan medicine will not change its efScacy if it does not contain the 

correct chemical constituents, he proposes that "the process of healing through the 

medicine might be complimented by such things as engaging in a blessing ceremony, 

having the substances blessed through a certain form of ritual, or reciting certain mantras 

and developing a particular state of mind. All these things could be highly 

complementary to the process of healing'^ (emphasis added; H. H. the Dalai Lama 1999; 

68). Furthermore, he relates that Tibetans believe a physician can only be effective if he 

has a "good heart" (H. H. the Dalai Lama 1999: 69). Thus, according to the Tibetan 

Buddhist healing tradition, not only do religion and faith have a positive role in healing, 

but they also may be essential in empowering the healer. 

This paper has illustrated that the challenges faced by health professionals 

involved in torture rehabilitation are formidable and exist on many levels -

epistemological, ideological, institutional, and based on the Dalai Lama's words, even 
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personal. At the same time, it has shown that healing the trauma of torture in Buddhist 

settings is possible but will take not only the resources of Western mental health 

organizations but also their explicit faith that both Buddhism and indigenous systems of 

healing have the ability to heal what are some of most painful possible wounds of the 

mind. 
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